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ABSTRACT

Thi:' study is a comparaI ive analysis of the survival strategies of two regimcs: Jordan's King

Hussein and Lebanon's Fu'ad Shihab. It is an exploration of the domcstic determinants of forcign policy

behaviour, and the relation betwecn foreign policy bchaviour and rcgime consolidation, Icgitimation, and

survivai in small, wcak statc aetors located in a permeable regional system. The study advanees an

hypothesis of four explanatory variables to explain the success and failure of Hussein and Shihab's

respective strategies. Husseinism's 'suceess' - as opposed to Shihabism's 'failure' - may be explained by

a successful insulatory regional poliey, the historical process of state formation, the availability of

cconor.lic resources under state control, and the ability of the state to use its coercive resources without

hindranee. This enabled the Hashemite regime to restructure state-society relations to consolidate social

control, mitigate the effects of trans-national ideologies on the domestic arena, and achieve an acceptable

level of national integration among the different segments of the society gaining the state allegiance l'rom

a sizcable number, or l'rom strategic sectors, of the population,
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RÉSUMÉ

Cette étude est une analyse comparative des stratégies de sunic th: deux régimes: ccux du Roi

Hussein de Jordanie et du Président Libanais Fu'ad Shihab. Cet essai explore les déterminants dmnesti'lul's

de la politique étrangère, de même que la relation entre la politique étrangère, la l:onsolidation du régime.

la légitimation, et la survie de petits acteurs étatiques, faibles et situés dans un système régional perméahle.

L'étude avance une hypothèse consistant de quatre variables explicatives qui élucident, alternativement,

le succès ou l'échec des stratégies respectives de Hussein et Shihab. Le 'succès' du Husscinisme - par

opposition à 'l'échec' du Shihabisme - peut être expliqué par le succès d'une politique régionale isolatrice,

d'un processus historique de formation étatique, de la présence de ressources économiques à la disposition

de l'État, et de la possibilité du recours sans entraves à des ressources coercibles. Ceci a permis au régime

Hashemite de restructurer les relations État-société en vue de consolider le contrôle étatique, mais aussi

de mitiger l'impact des idéologies trans-nationales sur l'arène domestique, et d'atteindre un nive:1lI

acceptable d'intégration des différents secteurs de la société, avec pour résultat l'allégeance nationale d'une

large partie - ou des secteurs stratégiques - de la population.
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• INTRODUCTION

Survival in power is the paramount objective of ail state !l'aders. 1'0 be sure. tlll' methods

employed to guarantee survival differ. with dramatic consequences for the population. l'ct the objeeti""

is often invariable. ln the developing world. where political survival is often closely rl'lated 10 physieal

survival. the leader's tenure at the helm acquires added urgency. In this case. survival reqnir,'s th,'

acquisition and maintenance of the state, anù the legitimation and consolidation of rule.

This study is a comparative analysis of the survival strategies of two regimes: Jordan's King

Hussein and Lebanon's Fu'ad Shihab. lt is an exploration of the ùomestic determinants of foreign poliey

behaviour. and the relation between foreign policy behaviour and regime maintenance and survival in

small, weak state actors located in a permeable regional system, ln part, the study attempts ta complement,

but move away from, the two dominant intellectual traditions in the analysis of foreign poliey behavinnr

in the Middle East: the realist and the psychologicallperceptual approaehes. 1 Instead of looking III slales

• or the deeision-making l'lite, this study looks ill/o states, particularly at the domestic faclors and politieal

dynamies that constrain and determine foreign poliey behaviour, and consequently. at the instrumental use

of foreign policy for purposes of regime legitimacy and consolidation.

The purpose of this study is to explain the success and faiIure of Hussein and Shihab's respective

survival strategies, Both regimes devised roughly simiIar survival strategies in response to the same

national problematic, Since independence. Jordan and Lebanon have suffered l'rom a lack of national

integration. and consequently, the permeability of state borders to regional ideologieal currents and

manipulation, This situation has often undermined domestic political stabiIity. Facing such a situation,

regimes gove'ning developing. permeable. plural societies l'an resort to the following muhi-Ievel.

interactive survival strategy: accommodate the regional hegemon in order to insulate the domestic political

•
1 For this line ofthinking sec Rex Brynen, "Between Parsimony and Parochialism: Comparative Politics, International Relations,

and the Study of Middle East Foreign Paliey," (Paper Prcsented al the Anoual Conference of the American Political Science
Association. Washington D.C., Scptcmber 1993), pp. 3-6.



• arena from transnational manipulation and, having accomplished lhis lask, engage in a process of state-

huilding, represenled by a mix of political, social, and economie reform policies directed at achieving an

acceplahle Ievcl of national integration that would provide the state allegiance from either a sizable

numher, or from strategie seetaTS, of the population. The regime may also seek ta protect the state from

eXlemalinterventionbyclicilingthesupportofanextra-regionalally.lngeneral.this is what bath Jordan

and Lehanon endeavourcd. Whcreas Hussein's survival strategy suceeeded, Shihab's failed.

In this sludy, success refers la the ability of the regime to retain power and control over the

political process, and la neutralize the malignant effeets of trans-national ideologies on the domestic

political arena. In the case of Jordan, Hussein's survival in power - and the decline of an active Palestinian

or Arab nationalist challenge - is a measure of the success of his survival strategy. As for Shihab, his

survival strategy failed as indicated by the failure of the Shihabist team to win re-election in the 1970

presidential clections and the case in wbich the domeslic cleavages were manipulaled by regional (and

• even domestic) acloTS culminaling in Ihe 1975 civil war.

This study advances an hypolhesis of four explanalory variables 10 explain Ihe success and failure

of Hussein and Shihab's respective strategies. Briefly, Husseinism's 'suceess' - as opposed 10 Shihabism's

'failure' - may be explained by a successful insulalory regional policy, Ihe hislorical process of slate

formation, the availability of economic resources under state control, and the ability of the state to use its

coercivc resources without hindrance. This enabled the Hashemite regime to restructure state-society

relations to consolidate social control, mitigate the effects of trans-national ideologies on the domestic

arena, and achieve an acceptable level of national integration among the different segments of the society

gaining the state a\legiance from a sizeable number, or from strategie sectors, of the population.

The analysis opens with a brief heuristic and theoretical discussion in chapter one. The purpose

of Ihis chapter is 10 introduce sorne of the key concepts and models used in the study. The outline of, and

the rationale for applying, a specifie survival strategy is discussed in detail in chapter one. Chapter two

• 2
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traces the process of stale formation and c1eavage institUlionalization in Jordan and Leoanon. Il includes

a discussion of the Arab state system, the domestic detemlinants of foreign policy in ooth states, and the

foreign policy options they face. Hussein and Shihab's survival strategies arc the explicil focus of chapters

three and four respectively. Bath chapters include a multi-Ievcl analysis of each sur"i"al strategy, and

conclude with an analysis of the causes behind the success or failure of the respective strategy. Chapter

five, the conclusion. explains the 'success' anù 'failurc' of bath stratcgics from a contparativc perspective.

It also addresses the definitional and theoretical implications of this study to thc broadcr lï"lùs of

comparative politics and foreign policy analysis in the devcloping world.

3
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J. PLURAL SOCIETIES: DEFINITION, DILEMMAS, AND MODELS

This chapter is iargely heuristic. It develops a theoretical framf:work for the case studies

undcrtaken in later sections. A workable definition of the plural society concept is presented firs!. A

discussion of hypotheses relating segmental c1eavages 10 political conflict will help refute sorne

preconceptions held about c1eavages in gencral, namely thatthey are statie and primordial. The discussion

Ihen tums to the state. A succinct review of the debates pertaining to the autonomy and weakness (or

slrength) of the state is followed by an explication of two dilemmas - the 'asabiyya and insecurity

dilemmas - experienced by many plural, developing societies. Plural society theorists use the

consociational democracy and eonflict models to explain politieal stability in deeply divided societies. Both

models are examined as theoretical references to the politieal systems (lfLebanon and Jordan respeetively.

The ehapter closes by reconstrueting a possible survival strategy for regimes ruling permeable, developing,

plural societies. This strategy exposes the domestie determinants of foreign policy behaviour, and the use

of foreign policy for purposes of regime survival in small, plural state actors located in a permeable

regional system.

1.\ Plural Society: A Definition

Borrowing from Harry Eckstein, Arend Lijphart defines a plural society as one divided by c1early

discernable "segmental cleavages." One of three "kinds" of political divisions identified in Eckstein's

typology of politieal divisions, a segmental c1eavage "exists where politieal divisions follow very c1osely,

and espeeially eoncern, Iines of objective social differentiation, especially those partieularly salient in a

society.,,' Aecording to Lijphart. segmental cleavages "may be of a religious, ideological, Iinguistic.

regional. cultural, racial. or ethnic nature;" moreover, in a plural society "politieal parties. interest groups.

, Harry Eckstein, Division ond Co"'sion in Democrocy: Il S/1UIy of Norwoy (Princeton: Princeton Unive"ity Press, 1966). p.
34. The othcrtwo divisions arc calle<! "specifie di_mcnts" (overspecifie policy orproccdural issues) and "cultural divergence"
(differences in cultural orientalions and interpretation of political issues), p. 33.

4



• media of communication. school:,. and voluntary associations tend ta be organized along the lines of

segmental cleavages.'" ln this formulation. the source of the political cleavage is soughl in social

divisions, and then. the political cleavage is related ta the characteristics of politica! conllict.' Il is the

relation between political cleavage and the ensuing characteristicc; of political confliet that is lhe subjeet

of hypothesizing. A brief review of these hypotheses is in arder.

1.1.1 Cleavages and Political Conflict: Salient Features

Hypotheses relating political (or vertical) cleavages with the characteristics of political conllict

vary with respect ta the cleavages' type, verzlliling, cross-culling, quantity, quality, intensity, hierarchy,

and temporality. Among hypotheses that relate cleavage type (social class, cullural differences, religious

or secular parties) to the characteristics of political conllict there is general agreement that "cleavage-

membership perceptions that are highly intense will result in polarized cleavage system and thercby in

• violent political conflict.'" This hypothesis, however, is problematic. Whether or not intense cleavage

perceptions lead to violent political conflict may be beller explained by reference to particular intervening

variables.

Other hypotheses allempt to relate the effect of mutually reinforcing and cross-culling cleavages

on political stability. Verzuiling (cumulative segmentation) occurs when segmental cleavages in a partieular

society mutually reinforce each other, making it more difficult for political leaders to manage and defuse

political conflicls following segmental lines. Verzuiling can be contrasted with the "cross-culling

cleavages" hypothesis. The cross-culling hypothesis relates the characteristics of political connict to the

) Arend Lijphan. Democracy in Plural Societies: A Comparative Exp/aralian (New Haven: Yale University Press. 1977), pp.
34. For aquintessential case study see Arend Lijphan. TM PoUlies ofAccommoda/ion: PluraUsm and Democracy in the NtlMrlanJJ
(Berkeley: Unive..ily of Califomia Press, 1968), e'pecially ehapler Iwo.

• For a discussion seo Alan loek.nnan, "Poliûcal Clcavage: A Coneeptllal and Theo"lical Analysis," Bri/ish Journal of
Poli/ieal Science 5, 2, (April 1975), pp. 234-5.

• ' Ibid., pp. 238; seo also the discussion by loekennan on pp. 238-240.

5



• paltern of the distribution of membership in the different c1eavages. Rae and Taylor define the cross-

culting of lwo c1eavages as "the proportion of ail the pairs of individuals whose Iwo members are in the

same group of one c1eavage bUI in different groups of olher c1eavages.". Seymour M. Lipsel has argued

lhat the chances of democratic slabilily "are enhanced to the extent that groups and individual~ have a

number of cross-cutting, polilically relevant affiliations... 7 In this case, the inlensity of political conflict

is moderated in two ways: first, "through the modification of individual attitudes and behaviours - not

only through cross-pressures at election time ... but by reducing the intensity of individual political feelings

in general;" and second, since "the more cross-cutting there is, the smaller the number of persons who

are in the same group in both c1eavages, and hence the more difficult it is 10 build a coalition or potential

conflict group containing only individuals who have no links with the opposition, i.e., who agree on ail

their membership.' ,H The parsimony of the cross-cutting hYPolhesis has been criticized on several grounds,

and a brief discussion of these criticisms might highlight significant - but often neglected - features of

• segmental cleavages.

In her study of Switzerland, Carol Schmid criticizes the proponents of the cross-cutting hypothesis

for often treating the divisions in society as "static properties...9 "By failing to take into consideration

the changing hierarchy of cleavages and their successive replacement over time" the supporters of the

cross-cutting hypothesis are "in danger of ignoring the regulatory processes previously responsible for the

depoliticalization [sic) or onlzuiling of the c1eavage structures which are important contributing factors to

the current moderation of inter-subcultural stability."10 Another example that vindicates Schmid's

• Dougtas W. Rne and Miehnel Tnylor, The Analysis of Palilieal Cleavages (New Hnven: Ynle University Press, 1970), p. 113.

, Seymour Mnnin Lipset. Polilieal Man: The Social Bases of Polilies expandod and updatod odition (Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1981), p. 77.

• Rae and Taylor. The Analysis of Polilieal Cleal'Qges, pp. 87·88.

, Carol L. Schmid, Co""iel and Consensus in SwilUrtand (Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 1981), p. 10.

• ID Ibid., p. II.

6



• contention conceming the possibility of change in the hierarchy of cleavages over time. and disproves the

c1aim that existing cleavages remain as the perennial. dominant, sources of conniet in ~l certain society

is the Nigerian one. Larry Diamond has demonstrated how in the Second Nigerian Republic "major

political conflicts have been generated not by [the tmditional] ethnic c1eavages. but by party. ideological.

and c1ass interests... 11 These new Iines of c1eavage might either temper political conllict or they may

prove to be as conducive to conflict as older c1eavages.

Another line of criticism against the cross-cutting hypothesis pertains to its reductionist nature.

Positing direct relations between politica! c1eavage types and patterns of membership distributions. and.

the characteristics of politica! conflict fails to control for the raie played by intervening variables in

impeding or enhancing the political expression of particular cleavages. Hence. it is not the cross-cutting

or the mutually reinforcing nature of the c1eavages that may be responsible for defusing or fomenting

political conflict. mther. it is specific circumstances that may cause c1eavages to eithe~ remain latent or

• become manifest. Again, the Swiss case is iIIustrative. Henry Kerr has demonstrated how four intervening

variables have impeded the political expression of linguistic divisions in Switzerland. These four variables

are "the staggered time-phases associated with the crystallization of the major c1eavages ...• the slow

tempo of Swiss nation-building and of centmlization. the consequent latency of the sense of linguistic

identity, and the spatial segmentation of partisan competition."" Kerr rightly concludes that "cross-

cutting c1eavages appear as a necessary, but insufficient condition of social harrnony.""

Lijphart has a1so criticized the cross-cutting hypothesis for not emphasizing the importance of

Il Lany Diamond. ··Cleavages. Confliet and Anxiety in the Second Nigerian Republic," Journal of Modt!rn African StuJ;r., 20,
4. (December 1982). p. 658.

11 Henry H. Kerr. Jr.. Switzerland: Social Cleavage and Partisan Co'lflict Sage Professiona. PapelS in Contempnrury Political
Socinlogy. (Beverly Hills. Califomia: Sage Publications Ltd.. 1974). p. 31.

• Il Ibid.. p. 6.

7



• cross-pressures opcraling al the political and social leadership level." By singularly emphasizing the

importance of cross-pressures al the mass level, lhe cross-cuning hypothesis ignores the instrumenlal l'ole

played by prudent eliles lhrough overarching accommodation and cooperation in guaranleeing democratic

slabilily in societies segmented along deep. mUlually reinforcing social c1eavages." In this case lhe

quality of leadership is introduccd as a subslilule explanalory variable 10 cross-cuning c1eavages in

explaining democratic stability in plural societies.

Two addilional comments should be made to complemenl the preccding discussion on segmenlal

c1eavages. In his seminal study of British colonial policies towards the ancestral cities in Yorubaland,

David Laitin has pcrsuasively shown "how government activity itself may struclure opportunity in such

a way as to deterrnine the nature of social c1eavages within the socIety" to facilitate social control.'o By

controlling the distribution of economic and political benefits a hegemonic state can influence both the

hierarchical structure of societal cleavages and deterrnine which c1eavages are politicized and which are

• depoliticized. Therefore. argues Laitin, primordial ties and identities are "taken" as much as they are

"given;" and "the pattern of politicized cleavages may be better understood ta be largely a function of

the strategies of political control by hegemonic states."" Similarly, Ian Lustick has demonstrated how,

through a mix of government policies, the Israeli authorities successfully intervened in reviving and

intensifying hamula (patrilineal kinship association), religious, and tribal identities and cleavages among

Israeli Arabs to facilitate their fragmentation and controt" Finally. if particular cleavages can be sorted

" Sec Lijphan. The Politie. of Accommodation, p. 14.

" Sec Ibid.. p. 10.

"David D. Lailin, "Hogomony and Religious Conflicl: Brilish Imperial Control and Polilical CI..vag.. in Yorubaland," in Peler
B. Evans, Dietrich Rueschemoyer. and Thcda Skocpol, cds. Bringing lM State Bock ln (Cambridge: Cambridge Unive"ilY Press,
1985), p. 287.

•
" Ibid., pp. 286 and 308 respeclively.

Il Sec lan Luslick, Arabs in lM Jewi.h Statt: I.rael'. Cantrol afa Nalional Minority (Auslin: Unive"ily of Texas Pres~ 1980),
pp. 118-120, 133, and 135.
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•

•

and intensified by states seeking social control, then they can also he manipulated, exploited, or

exaggerated by political elites either for reasons of political or economic prot;t. or 10 justify their

hegemony over the polilical system."}

The preceding general theoretical survey on cleavages and political conniet has demonstrated,

among other things, thal cleavages are not necessarily slalic nor primordial. State policies play dccisive

roles in delermining and manipulating social cleavages. However, not ail states enjoy this prerogative. The

abilily of a slale to rr:anipulate Ihe structure and intensily of existing cleavages is largely a function of its

capacily 10 reslruclure stale-sociely relalions to ensure social control. The success of Ihis endeavour,

however. depends on Ihe slrenglh or weakness of the slale. Bul firsl. whal defines a stale, and what is a

weak slale in particular?

1.2 The Weak State Syndrome: Diagnoses and Dilemmas

The Iileralure on Ihe stale abounds wilh definilions. The problem. according to Michael Mann, is

Ihal mosl definilions of the stale attempt to combine two differenl levels of analysis, the "institutional"

and the "funclional."'· In other words. the state is defined either in terms of its institutional structure

or its functions, The predominant definition in the literature. however, is a mixed but largely institutional

definition whose intellectual heritage may be traeed baek to Max Weber. This ideal-type definition views

the state as eontaining the following four main elements:

a) a dijferenliated set of institutions and personnel embodying
b) centralily in the sense that poli1ical relations radiale outwards from a centre to caver
c) a terr;torially-demarcated Drea, over which il exercises

19 Kuper makes this point in gcnera1 in Lea Kuper. "Ethnie and Racial Pluralism: Sorne Aspects of Plumlil.nlion and
Depluralizatio.," in Leu Kuper and M. G. Smith, Pluralism in Africa (Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 1969), p. 485;
Diamond makes il with respect 10 the Nigerian First Republic in Diamond, "Cleavagcs, Coofliet and Anxiety in the Second Nigeriun
Rcpublie," pp. 630 and 656; and Michael C. Hudson makes the laller point with respeetto pre..,ivil war Lobanon in Michael C.
Hudson,"The Problem of Authoritarian Power in Lobanese Polilies: Why Consocialionalism Failcd," in Nadim Shehadi and Oanna
HaITar Mills, cds.. L<banon: A HiS/ory of Conf/icI and Consensus (London: 1. B. Tauris & Co. Ud.. 1988), p. 228.

20 Michael Mann, ""The Autonomous Power of the State: Ils Origins, Mechanisms and Results," Archives EuropünneJ d~

Sociologie 25, 2, (1984), p. 187.
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• d) a monopoly of mahori((J1ù,t' hindi/IN rufe-I1Ulkin/:. hackcd ur hy a monopoly of the rncans of physical
violence,ll

Accnrding to lhis delïnition, then, slates arc organizations recognizable by the central location of their

differentiated institutions and their (claim to) monopoly over 'binding rule-making.'

Working within the parameters of the preceding Weberian delïnition of the state, some scholars

hegan classifying states into "strang" or "weak" ones "according to how closely they approximated the

ideal type of centralizcd and fully rationalized Weberian bureaucracy, supposedly able to work its will

eflïciently and without effective social opposition."" Specilïcally, this new approach - which marked

a paradigmatic shift from the dominant society-centric pluralist and structural-functionalist approaches for

explaining politics to a state-centric one - underscored the "explanatory centrality of states as potent and

autonomous organizational actors," with the ability to restructure society and politics thraugh

interventionist policies." To be sure, the criteria for gauging the strength or weakness of a state are not

uniform. Yet most attempts focus on "state autonomy" and "the capacities of states," or, on the other

• hand, the "impacts of states on the content and working of politics.""

Michael Mann and Hamza Alavi are two proponents of the state autonomy thesis. Mann draws

attention to the "autonomous power" possessed by the state and state elites with respect to other power

actors in civil society. This autonomous power, Mann contends, is rooted in "the necessity of the state,"

"lhe mulliplicity of state funetions," and more importantly "the state's unique ability to provide a

" Ibid.. p. 188. Emphosis in nrigina\.

Il Peler B. Evans, Dietrieh Rueschemeyer, and Theda Skoepol, "On Ihe Raad toward a More Adequale Undcrslanding of Ihe
Slale," in Evans, Rueschemeyer, and Skoepol, Bringing the Stale Bock ln, p. 351. For an carly auempt see J. P. Neul, "The Stale
as BConceptual Variable." in Louis Canton and Andrew Zeigler. Jr. eds., Comparative Po/ilies in the Posl-Behavioral Era (Boulder,
Colorodo: Lynne Rienner Puhlishers, 1988), pp. 303-332. The essay was originally published in 1968.

" Theda Skoepol, "Brin8ing the Stale Baek ln: Strategies of Analysis in Current Research," in Evans, Rueschemeyer, and
Skoepol, Bringing Ihe State Bock ln, p. 6.

• ,. Ibid.. p. 9. Emphasis omiued. For a discussion sec pp. 9-28.
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•

territorially-centralized form of organization."" Similarly. representing one Neo-Marxist lrend. Ala"i

argues thut in post-colonial soci~tics the state is "relativcly autonomous;" Illt)fCO\'Cr, and sincC' il is

dominated by a "bureaucratic-military oligarchy," the slate "mediates hetween the eOlllpeting interests

of the three propertied classes. namely the metropolitan bourgeoisie. the indigenous hourgeoisie and the

landed classes. while at the same time acting on behalf of themall ta preserve the social order in which

their interests are embedded. ,,"

Evans, Rueschemeyer, and Skocpol take a sceptieal stance towards detinitive statements on state

autonomy. They argue that the relation between state autonomy and state capacity for effective socio-

economic intervention is not necessarily directly proportiona!. Rather. this relation should he perceived

in a dialectical way." Hence. "states I/Iay be autonomous actors. Whether or not they are depends on

conjunctures of state structure, the relations of states to societies and transnational environments, and the

nature of the challenges faced by given states. ,,2R

An influential model for examining the strength or weakness of states in the Third World is

presented by Joel Migda!. Migdal retains the ideal-type Weberian detinition of the sta:c. but he situates

the state within a different social dynamic. one which challenges its ability to exerc;se (what Mann calls)

'a monopoly of authoritative binding rule-making.'

Migdal presents a model of state-society relations in the Third World that depicts the state as one,

among many other. social organizations locked in "an active struggle for social control of the

1$ Mann. "The Autonomous Power of the Stale," pp. 195. 196. and 185 respcctivcly. Emphasis omiucd. Mann diffcrcntialcs
betwecn Iwo farms of power possesscd by states and slale clites: "despotic" and "infrastructuml:' The former is defined as the
"range of actions which the cHie is empowered to undcnake without routine. inslitutionaliscd negotiations with civil suciety groups;"
whereas the laner refers to the "capacity of the state to aClually penelrate civil society. and to implcment logistically pnlilical
dccisions thlOughout the realm:' Sec pp. 188 and 189.

,. Hamza Atavi, "The Stote in Post-Coloniat Societies: Pakistan and Bangladesh," New Lef' Rtview No. 74, (July-August 1972),
p.62.

" Evans, Rueschemeyer. and Skocpol, "On the Raad toward a More Adequate Undmtanding of the State," p. 353.

• li Ibid., p. 356. Emphasis io original.
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• population," in an "existing environmenl of conflict. "1'1 ln its active struggle with traditional power

struclures and olher social organizalions, the state is usually "hemmed in," constrained in its attempt ta

achieve an "independl'nt reordering of sociely."·'" The state's efforts at social control through a

monopoly over the stipulation of social rules goveming peoples' social behaviour is actively resisted by

existing social organi7.ations - fûmilies, clans, tribes, sects, patron-client dyads. These social organizatic,ns

control the avaHable resources and manipulate the symbols that make up peoples' "strategies ofsurvival,"

the blueprints that guide people in their actions and beliefs in a conflictual social environment.31 These

strategies provide "not only a basis for personal survival but also a Iink for the individual from the realm

of personal identity and self-serving action (a personal political economy) to the sphere of group identity

and collective action (communal moral economy),,,!2 Social organizations offer their own 'strategies of

surviva\' - myriad forms of sanctions, rewards, or symbols - to force people to behave according to

(existing) rules and norms, Hence, the society in which numerous Third World states exist is "weblike,"

• it is a "mélange of fairly autonomous social organizations" each vying for social control.!! The contest

for social control between these autonomous social organizations is a contest for the provision of viable

'strategies of survival.' The state can wrest social control from the different social organizations only by

offering people viable 'strategies of survival' that can replace those offered by the existing autonomous

social organizations.

In this conflict environment, the strength (or weakness) of astate hinges upon its capability to

111 Joel S. Migdnl. "A Model of Stlltc-Socicty Relations," in Howard J. Wiarda. ed. New Directions in Comparative PoUlies
(Boulder: Westview Press, 1985), p. 48: nnd Jœl S. Migdnl, Srrong Socie/ies and Weak Srares: Srare-Society Relations and Store
C"pabilitie.• ;" the Third World (Princelnn: Princeton Unive",ity Press, 1988), p. 30 respectively.

" Migdnl, "A Model of Slnle-Society Relntions," p. 53.

.\1 Migdal. Strong Societie.' and Weak States. p. 27. halies omitted.

•
" Ibid.

n Ibid., p. 37. On page 22. Migdal dcfines statc social control as ..the successful subordination ofpeoplc's own inclinations of
social behavior or behllvÎllr sou~ht by other social organizations in iavar of the behaviour prescribed by state roles.··
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• execute state-planned social change aimed at enforcing state social eontrol. The state's l'apahilities inc\ul!e

"the capacities to penetrate society. regll/ate social rclationships. t'xtrllcl rcsourccs. amlllPI'I'0l'l'ia(c Of

use resources in determined ways. Strong states are those with high capahilities ta complete these tasks.

while weak states are on the low end of a spectrum of capabilities... ·" Moreover. the l!egree of a state's

social control and capabilities are c10sely related: the greater the slate soci..\ conlrolthe higher .ml! e..sier

the state's capabilities, ..nd lhe greater the ch..nces of success for state policies. On the other hand, in

strong Third World societies, where the level of state wcial control is low, the slate runs against the

tenacious w..lIs of autonomous soci..1organizations who disrupt state policies by manipul..ting inccntives

and rewards through their own social control networks. In this case lhe state is weak.

1.2.1 The 'Asabiyya Dilemma

States in the developing world face many dilemmas. Two particular dilemmas ..re of speci..1

• relevance ta this sludy. The first of these dilemmas may be called, borrowing l'rom Ibn Kh..ldun and

Albert Hourani, a 'asabiyya dilemma: a condition where society is composed of different segments, each

with its own 'asabiyya and its specifie vision and definition of the territorial entity.)' But first, whal does

Ibn Khaldun's concept of 'asabiyya connote, and what are the resultant challenges facing astate lacking

a single, over-arching, 'asabiyya?

lhe concept of 'asabiyya (group solidarity) occupies centre stage in Ibn Khaldun's philosophie

history. It is the single most important factor in explaining the rise and later demise of states, dynasties,

or empires. Muhammad 'Abid al-Jabiri defines 'asabiyya as a conscious or unconscious social-

psychological bond that perpetually unites a group together; moreover, this unity is most manifest and

•
" Ibid., pp. 4·5. Emphasis in original.

35 For Hourani's contribution to this concept sec the cl!.cellcnl discussion in Albcn Hourani. "Visions of Lcbanon," in Halim
Baraka~ cd. Toward a Viable Lebonon (London: Croom Hclm, 1988), pp. 3·tl.
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• strongesl at limes when the group, or its members, are threatened by extemal danger." Furthermore,

'asahiyya is hased neither on real nor imagined lineage (Ilasah), but rather on a "group's permanent

shared inlerests. ".\7 ln facl, al-Jabiri contends, his explains why Ibn Khaldun continuously couples

'a.l'lIhiyya wilh aggression, for a group's 'asahiyya is catapulted to the fore only when the group's shared

material and economic interesls are Ihreatened."

According to Ibn Khaldun Ihere arc two components to a state's strength: "the actual capabilities

of the state and, ... the recognition by others of thesc capabilities."" A strong general (or common)

'asahiyya and a ri'asa (leadership) over people are two necessary conditions for a strong state. Ri'asa -

and hence mllik (kingship) - require the gIll/lb (superiority) of the leader's 'asabiyya, which is the strongest

'asabiyya, over ail other individual 'asabiyyas, and the formation of a general 'asabiyya under the new

leadership.'" However, as Ghassan Salamé notes, this "is not sufficient 10 build strength. Following that,

the whole society must he coalesced (ilrilram) in aceordance with the new authority." l/riham derives from

• Ihe peoples' recognition of the slate's capabilities and strength, it is manifested by politicalloyalty 10 the

possessors of Ihese capabilities, and it is "the ultimatc form of hegemony in its insislence on social

imegration by and around the ideology professed by the ruling 'asabiyya." Il follows, then, that the

.., Sec Muhnmmnd 'Abid nl-Jnbiri, Fikr Ibn Khaldun: AI· 'Asabiyya wa·I·Dawla, Ma'alim Nadllariyya Khalduniyyaji-I·Tarikll
,II· '/Slami IThe Thought of Ibn Khnldun: Solidnrity nnd the Stnte, the Fentures of n Khnlduninn Thcory in Islnmie Hislory] (Beirut:
Onr nl-Tnli'n, 1982), p. 254. Ihn Khnldun di'tingujshes bctween n "geneml" ('amma) nnd n "privnte" (khassa) or individunl
'Cl.telb;)~~la. Ageneral 'o.mbiyya is compose<! ofseveml individual ·Qsabiyyas. Bach general 'asabiyya gives risc ta a "complete statc"
(da ...la kuliy.m), sueh n, the Amb. Persinn, Umnyynd. or 'Abnssid slnles, sec pp. 259 nnd 327·328.

" Ibid., p. 260. Emphnsis omiued.

q SC<' Ibid.

"Ghnssnn Snlnmé. "'Strong' nnd 'Weak' Stntes: A Qunlified Retum to the Muqaddimall," in Giacomo Lucinni, cd. Tlle Arab
Srale (Berkeley: University of Cnlifomin Press, 1990), p. 32. In n sorne whnt similar mnnncr, Barry Buzan posited "the degree of
soci~political cohesion" as lhe criterion for differcntialing strong from weak states. Sec Barry Buzan. People, Stales and Fear: An
Agenda/or International Securiry Studies in the poslaCold War Era second edition (Boulder, Colorado: Lynne Rienner Publishers.
1991), p. 97. Buzan eontends thnt Ihe "prineipnl distinguishing feature" of n weak slate is its "high level of concem with
domesticnlly generuted threnls lo the securily of the govemment," sec p. 99.

• ., Sec Sntnmé, '''Slrong' nnd 'Weak' Slnles," p. 32; nnd nl·Jnbiri, Fikr Ibn Kllaldun, pp. 276-277 nnd 327.
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• "Iargcr the ncw i1tiham the strongcr the statc."41 The re\'erse is also Inu.~. ln the ahsC'Ill'l' of a SII\Hl~

cornmon 'asabiyya, society will be deprived of i!tihlllll, thus rendering state social control a dillï,'ult, if

not impossible, task. Society will also lack national integration, with each segment suhserihing to its o\\'n

'asabiyya and its specific vision and definition of the polity.

'Asabiyya plays a pivotai functional role in the protection of a group ('/1.,/'(/) or state against

extemal aggression. Though he differentiates between extemal and internai aggression, Ihn Khaldnn is

only concerned with external aggression against a group or the state. In partieular, Ihn Khaldun

underscores the role of 'asabiyya as a "natural bond" uniting the dcfenders of the group or the state

against external aggression." It is evident then that states lacking a single 'asabiyya will have diflïculty

defending the politYagainst external intervention, aggression, or manipulation. Two explanations may he

advanced to validate this contention: first, 'asabiyya is the group power that provides for defence against

external aggression; second, the lack of an overarching 'asabiyya might engender a situation in which

• there will he a lack of consensus within the state concerning the nature of the external threat, and

consequently, externalthreats will be interpreted differently by diffetent segments of the population, ln

this case, a state's domestic arena is vulnerable to external intervention and manipulation,

1.2.2 The Insecurity Dilemma

Another dilemma experienced by many Third World states is that refeITed to by Brian Job as the

"insecurity dilemma...43 Where as the 'asabiyya dilemma depicts the predicament of states lacking social

integration, the 'insecurity dilemma' draws attention to the domestic sources of security threats faced by

.. Ali preceding quotalions l'rom Satamé, "'Strong and Wcak States," p. 32. Lasl cmphasis addcd.

•
" For a discussion scc al-Jabiri, Fikr Ibn Klwtdun, pp. 248·49.

•4) For lhe intellectual origin and rationale of this concept sec Brian L. Job, "The Insccurity Dilemma: National. Regime. and
State Securitics in lhe Third World," in Brian L. Job. cd. The Imecurity Dilemma (Boulder. Colorado: LynDe Rienncr Puhlishcrs.
1992), pp. 11-35.
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• many Third World regimes and socielies. The concept originated from the reaction of sorne scholars la

the parochialism and limited utility of classical international relalions paradigms and concepts in cenain

seuings. bUl especially in tbe Tbird World:"

In addition la its obsession with the military issue-area. the classical realist paradigm recognizes

only external sources of threat to the security of the state. The state is ba.ically a unitary actor. existing

in an anarchical international environment. A "security dilemma" develops when individual state actors

respond to external lhreats to their security. Il lhis case. "slates. by seeking to advance their illdil'idllai

national securities (through palides of arrning. cteterrence. and alliance), create and sustain an international

environment of decreased relative security for themselves and for the collective of states."" Yet in the

Third World. states are neither unitary actors. they are not necessarily governed by legitimate regimes. nor

arc their institutional capabilities fully developed. Moreover. the major sources of the security problematic

of any state lie not only in the military, but also in the societal. political, economic, and even

• environmental sectors - in threats generated from within the state:" As a result. in many developing

slates the' 'sense of threat that prevails is of internalthreats 10 alld fram the regime in power." rather than

of solely external threats to the existence of the nation-state:'

The realist argument is implausible in other respects as weil. In the Third World. the concept of

'national security' is at oost ambiguous. As Muhammed Ayoob has contended, and in contrast to the

Western nation-stale, the 'national security' of every Third WorId state has three deterrninative dimensions

that should 00 considered simultaneously: the domestic, the global, and the regional." Astate' s security

... For Il gcneral discussion sec Buzan. People, States and Fear. especially chapters two and three.

•~ Job. "The Insecurity Dilemma.·· p. 17. Emphasis in original.

..... For Il discussion see Buzan. People. Stalts and Fear. pp. IIft.134.

•
., Job. "The Insecurity Dilemma," p. IS. Empbasis added. Sec also Buzao. People. States and Fear, pp. 99 and 104.

.. Sec Mobammed Ayoob. "Unravellins the Concept: 'National Security' in Ibe Third World," io Babgat Korany. Paul Noble.
aad Rex Bryoen. eds. The Many Fous of National Socuril)' in the Arab World (London: Macmillan. 1993). p. 31.
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• agenda in the Third World is deterrnined by the interaction of these three securily domains. Be it due to

the domestic challenges to its legitimacy, the Third World's marginality to the international system, or the

intensity of regional conflicts, the national security of the Third World state is qualilativcly different from

that of Western states:" The security of the Third World state is further exaeerbaled by "lhe security

predicament" it experiences as a result of the pressures generated by the simultaneolls operation of Ihe

heavy demands placed upon state institutions by the stale-making proccss and, the intrusive systemic

pressures from the international environment that complicate this very process.'"

ln the context of many Third World states, then, competing social organizations carry competing

notions of national or state security; moreover, state security is determined by the interaction of domestic,

international, and regional faclors. Al the core of these slates' security problematic is a "dissonance

between the loci of authorily and power" within their respective societies." The convergence of national,

regime, and state security is non-existent. Masquerading as raiso/l d'étal, raiso/l du réKime is the only

• "high priest" governing the security beliefs of Third World ruling regimes, and survival in power is the

ullimate salvation sought in this (not other) world," It is in this environmenl of conflict between different

conceptions of 'national security' that the "insecurity dilemma" develops. The consequences of this

"insecurity dilemma" are delineated by Job: "(1) less effective security for ail or ceratin seclors of the

population, (2) less effective capacity of centralized state institutions to provide services and order. and

(3) increased vulnerability of the state and its people to influence, intervention, and control by outside

.. For a liSI of factor.; affeeling the sccurily of lhe slale in the Third World scc Ibid.. pp. 50-51.

50 See Mohammed Ayoob. "The Security Predicamcnt of the Third World Statc: Reflections on State Mllking in a Comparative
Perspective," in Job, The Instcur;ly Dilemma. p. 65.

•
" Ibid., p. 66.

'1 Borrowed, WiÙ1 sorne alteration. (rom Walid Khalidi. "Lebanon: Yesterday and Tomorrow," Middle Bust Journal 43. 3,
(Summer 1989), p. 386.
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• powers."" The "insecurity dilemma" clearly demonstrates how on both accounts the logic of the

"security dilemma" is violated in the Third World: states in the Third World are primarily preoccupied

with domestic mther than extemalthreats, and the survival of the state is guaranteed by intemational law

rather than by the state's ability to neutralize externalthreats in a supposedly anarchic environment. Albeit

no cause for celebration, mutual territorial recognition is the principal reason behind the continued

existence of many developing states."

1.3 Stability in Plural Societies: Models and Strategies

In many Third World states the combination of deep segmental c1eavages and the aforementioned

dilemmas renders governing and state-building a difticult, let alone hazardous, task for bath regime and

society. Different models and hypotheses are advanced to explain political stability in deeply divided

societies. Ruling regimes can also devise survival strategies to ensure the continuity of their tenure at the

• helm. Prior to discussing one such survival strategy, it is appropriate to discuss two models often used to

explain stability in decply divided societies: the "consociational democracy" and the "control" models.

It is worth mentioning, however, that these models are better understood as ideal-type polar opposites of

a continuum mapping political stability models and techniques in deeply divided societies. Not an political

systems will fit the ideal-types described below. Most systems fan somewhere along the conflict-

consociation continuum. It may even be the case that regimes will combine elements of both models in

unequal proportions at different times to achieve their objectives. One rather intriguing case is !hat of a

regime opting 10 use consociation as a conduit or technique for Ihe control of other social segments to

achieve parochial partisan interests."

51 Job. "The Insecurity Dilemma," p. 18.

•
,. Sce Buzan, People. St.t.. and Fe.T, pp. 92 and lOt.

" A 800d e.ample is the period from September 1982 unli16 February 1984 during the presideney of Amin Jumayyil in Lebanon
(1982·86).
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• 1.3.1 TIle Consociational Democracy Model

The consociational democracy model is most notably affiliated with the work of Arend Lijpharl.

This model emerged from Lijphart's critique of Gabriel Almond's typology of political systems."

Lijphart contended that Almond's typology faib to explain those "deviant case.: of fragmented bui stahle

democracies" in Switzerland, Austria, and the Low Countries which are slable democmcies in spite of

their deep social and subcultural c1eavages." The democratic stability of Ihese "consociational

democracies," Lijphart noted, must be explained in terms of the "cooperation by the leaders of the

different groups which transcends the segmental or subcultural c1eavages at the mass level.""

Overarching cooperation at the elite level, "with the deliberate aim of counteracling disintegrntive

tendencies in the system," is the essential defining characteristic of consociational democracy.'" The most

salient distinction between Almond and Lijphart's typology "concems the attitudes and actions of the

political elites in a potentially, but not inevitably, unstable system.' ,~l This means, in the words of Lange

• and Meadwell, that "Lijphart's analysis stresses not the structures and processes of the state through whieh

elites cooperate, but rather the values they bring to their encounters. These 'alues can be taken as

formative of, rather than formed by, the political structures and processes through which policy is

formulated and implemented."6'

56 For the genesis of the consociational mode' sec Arcnd Lijphart. "Typologies of Democratie Systems," Comparative IJolilks
l, l, (April 1968), pp. 3-44. For Almond's typology sce Gabriel A. Almond, "Comparalive Potitieal Systems," Journal of PoUlie.
18, 3, (August 1956), pp. 391-409.

57 Arend Lijphan. "Consociational Democracy." in Robert J. Jackson and Michael B. SlCin. cds./.uues in Comparative Polilie.f
(New York: St. Manin's Press, 1971), p. 224.

" Lijphart, D.mocrocy in Plurol Soci.,i••, p. 16.

'" Lijphart, "Typologies of Democratie Systems:' p. 21.

•
"' Ibid.. p. 31.

61 Peter Lange and Hudson Meadwen, "Typologies of Democratie Systems: From Potitical Inputs ta Politi..1Econorny:' in
Wiarda. New Directions in Comparative PoUlies. p. 87.
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Consociational democracy is defined by four basic characteristics." These four characteristics

are ali deviations from the Westministerian, majority rule, style of politics. The primary characteristic is

guvemment by a "grand coalition." The grand coalition is usually composed of leaders of ail significant

social segments. Albeit it can take different institutional forms - a cabinet or a federal council - the grand

coalition provides a forum where segmental elites can resolve political problems through compromise and

inter-segmental bargaining. The second necessary feature of consociationa! democracy is the "mutual

veto" (or concurrent majority). By giving the leaders of every segment the right to veto politica! decisions,

the mutual veto aims at guaranteeing thatthe interests of each segment are taken into consideration in the

decision making process. In tum, the mutua! veto mechanism is meantto guarantee unanimity in decision

making and, more importantly, adherence to political decisions by ail segments. A third feature is

"proportionality." As a conflict regulation mechanism, the basic characteristic of proportionality "is that

ail groups influence a decision in proportion to their numerical strength.,," Proportionality regulates the

division of the political, civil service, and other govemment posts among the different segments of the

society in a way reflective of their numerical weight in society. The final characteristic of consociational

democracy is "segmental autonomy." The segmental autonomy principle provides every segment or

community autonomy in the administration of their exclusive social spheres, especially those of a cultural,

Iinguistic, or religious nature. The objective is to provide minority groups a level of autonomy that enables

them to protect their distinct identity and cultural practices against the assimilationist pressures from the

culturally dominant segment(s), or at lcast to feelthat they are so doing.

fi: For a comprehensive discussion see Lijphart. Dtmocracy in Plural Societies. pp. 25-44.

., Illrg Sleiner, "The Principle of Majority and Proponionality," British Joumal of Politieal Science l, l, (Ianuary 197\), p.
63.
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• 1.3.2 The Control Model

In contradistinction to the consociational model, Jan Lustick presents the "control mode'" as an

alternative explanation of political stability in deeply divided societies, "one that would focus on effective

group control over rival group(s)...... Whereas the consociational model emphasizcs inter-segmental elite

cooperation, the control model focuses upon the emergence and consolidation of a relationship of

domination between the segments, where stability is enforced as a result of the superior segment' s

sustained ability to constrain the political activities and opportunities of the other segment(s). Under a

system of control, political stability derives from "the sustained manipulation of slIbordi'ICIte segment(s)

by a slIperordinate segment.,,6l

The control model is based upon an analytical framework that attempts to piot the array of

"control techniques" used in deeply divided societies. For any control relationship, this framework should,

first, "specify the kinds of factors rcquiring investigation;" and second. "specify the functional rcquisites

• for achieving effective control" in a vertically segmented society. Satisfying the first condition requircs

"a multilevel analysis which systematically distinguishes pertinent cultural, geographical, ecological, or

social structural 'givens' from institutiona! or ideologica! factors and from the calculated polieies which

superordinate groups design and implement in order to achieve control or rcinforce the conditions which

make Ils maintenance possible." The second condition could be met by focusing on, first, "how

subordinate group members arc deprived of facilities for united political action:' second, "how the

subordinate group is denied access to independent sources of economic support:' and third, "how (for

purposes of surveillance and resource extraction) effective superordinate penetration of the subordinate

"Ian Luslicle, "Stability in Deeply Dividcd Socielies: Consociationalism versus Control," World Poliries 31.3. (April 1979),
p.326.

• " Ibid., p. 330. Emphasis added. Luslick identifies seven conceptual differences belween consoci.tion and control, pp. 330-332.
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• group is aehieved."""

Lustiek used this analytieal framework ta investigate the reasons behind the politieal quieseenee

of Israe)'s Arab minority. The answer, he argued, lies in the presence of "a highly effective system of

control which, sinee 1948, has operated over Israeli Arabs.".7 Lustiek identifies the following three

"components" of this 'system of contro)' which serve ta fulfilthe 'functional requisites' of control:

"Segmentation" connotes the isolation of the Arab minority from the Jewish population and its internai

fragmentation; "dependence" deseribe's the Arab minority's "enforced reliancc" on the Jewish majority

for political and economic resources; and finally, "cooptation" refers to "the use of side payments to

Arab elites or potentia\ elites for purposes of surveillance anj resource extraction.".8 Eaeh component

of control is examined on three levels of analysis: the "structural" (the existing historical, eco10gical,

cultural, and economic circumstances); the "institutional" (which pertains to the function's of the state's

institutions); and the "programmatic" (meaning the specific programs and policies undertaken by the

• superordinate regime to facilitate the control of the subordinate segment).·' The systemic nature of

control, and hence its efficacy and stability, results from the "synergistic relationships that exist among

the aforementioned three components of control • segmentation, dependence, and cooptation • and that

exist wilhin each component among structural conditions, institutional arrangements, and implemented

programs...711

.. Ali qUOle. from Lustick, Amb. in th. J.wish Statt, p. 76.

" Ibid., p. 15. Emphasis omitted.

.. Ibid.. p. 77.

.. Ibid.. p. 77.

• 10 Ibid., p. 79. Emphasis added.
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1.3.3 The Siaie-Building via Siaie-insulation Survival Sirolegy in Develuping, Permeable, Plural
Societies

ln addition to the preceding models, a regime may opt for the following survival strategy 10

generate politieal stability in a developing, permeable, plural society. Such societies suffer from a laek of

national integration (the 'asabiyya dilemma) and the permeability of state borders to regional ideologieal

currents and manipulation. In this case, domestic stability is jeopardized not only by domestic segmental

competition, but also by the tendency of externat and internaI actors to manipulate the segmental cleavages

in order to advance their regional or domestic goals respectively. Furthermore, the convergence of border

permeability and the concomitant manipulation of the segmental cleavages by externat (or interna\) actors

is bound to intensify the existing segmental cleavages, rendering the state ungovernable, and ultimately

Ieading to the unravelling of the political system. Facing this problematic, regime.s governing developing,

permeable, plural societies can resort to the following survival strategy: accommodate the regional

hegemon to insulate the domestic political arena from transnational manipulation and, having accomplished

this task, engage in a process of state-building, represented by a mix of political, social, and economic

reform policies direeted at achieving an acceptable level of national integration that would provide the

state allegiance from either a sizable number, or from strategic sectors, of the population. The regime may

also elicit support from an extra-regional ally to proteet the state from foreign military intervention and

to constrain the domestic opposition. But what is the dynamic and the efficacy of this particular survival

strategy?

An accommodationist regional policy may accomplish two cardinal and organically linked

objectives: it enables the ruling regime to neutralize external threats to domestic stability, At the same

time, it neutralizes altempts by domestic actors to appeal to regional supporters or use trans-national

ideologies to buttress their leverage in the domestic arena, Iimiting their ability to destabilize the political

system. Once a regime is successful in insulating the domestic arena from extemal pressures, it can

• endeavour the long-run eradication of border permeability and state vulnerability to external manipulation.
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ln the case of plural societies, one effective remedy lies in the proccss of state- or 'asabiyya-building. By

penetrating society, and by offering palpable inccntives through a mix of political, economic, and social

reforms, the regime can gamer allegiancc and support from the populace to the institutions of the slate 

rather than to the different segmental institutions or symbols. In this case, state-building becomes

instrumental in moderating the segmental c1eavages in society, the penneability ofborders and, ultimately,

domestie vulnerability to extemal manipulation.

This chapter has been largely heuristie. The themes explored in it will be used as conceptual and

analytieal guides in the later case study analyses. A proper explanation of the success and failure of

Hussein and Shihab' s survival strategies requires an analysis of the process of state fonnation and c1eavage

institulionalization in Jordan and Lebanon, and the regional constraints and foreign policy options they

face. These themes are examined in the following chapter.
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2. STATE FORMATION, CLEAVAGE INSTITUTIONALIZATION, liND
REGIONAL PERMEABILITY: JORDAN AND LEBANON

Jordan and Lebanon share a common birth tag: both are originally mandatory creations. The Iwo

countries were created by mandatory fiat in the post-World War 1 British and French imperial scutlle to

secure their respective historie, economic, and strategie interests in the Levant. This chapter will trace the

process of state formation to unravel the origins of the '(Isabi)')'a dilemma in both coumries. A study of

each state's political system allows for an investigation of how the segmental cleavages were

institutionalized. Finally, a discussion of the Arab state system and the domestic determinants of foreign

policy will cast light on the vulnerability to regional manipulation experienced by slates suffering l'rom

a 'asabiyya dilemma and, consequently, the foreign policy options they face.

2.1 State Formation in Jordan

Transjordan was created as a result of a short-term arrangement between Amir Abdullah and then

British secretary of state for the colonies, Winston Churchill, during their delibemtions in Jerusalem at the

end of March 1921. To the British, the creation of the Emimte of Transjordan was part of an effort 10

appease their Sharifian war-time allies, Amb public opinion, and more importantly, as a precautionary

measure against possible French designs to claim additional mandatory authority over the southem regions

of Greater (or geographic) Syria. The creation of Transjordan marked the first lime that its hitherto

separate constitutive regions were broughttogether to form a united political and administrative entity.71

Vnder Ottoman administration, the northem and middle regions belonged to the Otloman Vilayet of Syria,

while parts of the southem region belonged to the Ottoman Vilayet of the Hijaz. Indeed, "Transjordan

was an artificial creation with !ittle meaning beyond its importance to British strategy and imperial

" See Muhammad Ahmad Muhafazah, 'Imaral Sl1Drq al·'Urdun: NlUh'a.ul1D wa Ta,awuruhDfi Rub'l Qam, 192/·19461111e
Princcdom of Easl Jordan: Ils Emergence and Dcvelopment in a Quarter Ccntury] (Amman: Dar al-Furq.n IiI·Nashr w.-I·Taw,;',
1990), p, 8.
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Throughout its early years, Transjordan remained a tentative British creation. Abdullah himself

considered Transjordan a temporary stop on a joumey he thought wouId lead to the creation of, and rule

over, a Greater Syria. However, northward expansion by the Saudi-Wahhabi alliance beginning in 1922

increased the value of Transjordan in British strategie calculations. The British recognized the need for

a physical barrier not only to separate Palestine - then open to Zionist colonization - from Saudi

expansionism, but also to insulate Palestine from the zealous Wahhabi ideology which, the British feared,

could provide the Palestinian opposition a potent galvanizing rallying cry against the mandatory

authorities.71 Hence, in the "assurance" of May 1923, Great Eritain officially recognized "the existence

of an independent Govemment in Trans-Jordan, under the rule of His Highness the Amir Abdullah ibn

Husain [sic)." However, this recognition was qualified, and ail it amounted to was a British recognition

of the existence of a govemment in Transjordan independent from that in Palestine, but under British

• controL"

In this formative period of the Emirate's history, the segmental composition ofthe population was

differentiated a1on'l four, significantly unequal, vertical cleavages: the mode of life and economy, tribal

affiliation, ethnicity, and religion. The most salient, and relevant, cleavage was that conceming the mode

of Iife and economy of the inhabitants of Transjordan: whether it was pastoral or peasant. nomadic or

settled. Tribes were either nomadic, roarning the desert, or settled (hadari), dwelling in make-shift houses

and cultivating their land. Tribal affiliation was another important cleavage. 'The Huwaytat. the Bani Sakhr.

the'Adwan. the Majilli. and the Sirhan constituted major tribal confederations and clans. Political rivalry

closely fol1owed tribal rivalry. and the regime had to maintain balanced relations with the different tribal

1l Mary C. Wilson, King Abdullah. Brilain and the Making ofJordan (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), p. 213.

" Seelbid., pp. 71·2.

• ,. Ibid.. pp. 75-6. The quotatioo from Ibe British deelaration is from Ibid., p. 75.
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confederations. The Huwaytat are dominant in the southem regions, the Bani Sakhr and the •Adwan in

the northem regions. and the Majalis are concentrated in Karak. Ethnically, the Arab component of the

Emirate was dominant. Il was composed not only of the indigenous Arab inhabitants, but also Arah

communities from Palestine, Syria. and the Hijaz who found their way to Transjordan after the first World

War regional settlemenl. The other ethnie minority groups. the Circassian, Shishani. and Turkem;n non·

Arabs had been offered arable land and settled in the region by Sultan Abdulhamid Il heginning in 1878

in order to subjugate the neighbouring tribes and consolidate Ottoman control in the region." This ethnie

cleavage was mitigated by the shared religion of Sunni Islam. Hence. the ethnie c1eavage wU!: not deep.

nor was it politically salienl. Religious c1eavages were equally not politically salien!. ln addition to the

dominant religion of Sunni Islam. Christian groups of the Greek Orthodox. Greek Catholic, Roman

Catholic. and Protestant rites numbered around ten percent of the population. while Shishani Shi'a

Muslims were a negligible religious minority.'·

At this stage Abdullah, with British help, did not face grave difficulties consolidating his rule in

Transjordan. A Hijazi and a Sharifian by origin and birth, Abdullah had to lure 10 his side both the

Transjordanian community whom he encountered upon arrivai in the area, and the other communilies who

had filtered into Transjordan. The social basis of the regime would be built by cooptation, force, or

assimilation. The Circassians and the bedouins constituted the core of Abdullah's regime and social basis

in this formative period. Through over-representation in the administration and guaranteed parliamentary

and govemmental representation the ethnic minorities. especially the Circassians, were easily assimilated

and coopted. The bedouins were recruited into the army. and in ellchange for economic aid. education,

and employment opportunities their a1legiance to the central authorities was secured," Abdullah's

" See Muhafazah, 'Imaral Sharq al· 'Urdun, pp. 26 and 256.

" For statistics see Wilson, King Abdul/ah. 8ri"'in and Ih. Maldng ofJordan, p. 55.

n See loseph Hiat~ "State Fonnation and the Incorporation of Nomads: Local Change and ContinuilY among lonlanian
Bedouin," in Peter Skalnlk, ed. Ou/Wil/ing Ih. Slate (New Brunswick: Transaction Publishets, 1989), pp. 71·73.
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• Sharifian credentials automatically appealed to the religiously conservative southern tribes. In order la

cement his nascent patronage networks with the tribal chiefs, Abdullah offered these chiefs large tracls

of land for symbolic costs in exchange for loyalty and support. He also exempted many tribes from tax

payments to win their allegiance. However, this did not mean that tribal challenges to Abdullah's rule were

completely pacified, especially from the northern tribes whose ties with Syria were stronger than with the

central authorities in Amman. After ail, it took British military power to crush the northem 'Adwan revoit

of August 1923. Nevertheless, after their military pacificati 1n, and subsequent pardoning by Abdullah, the

northern tribes became loyal supporters of the Hashemite regime. However, tribal rivalry, especially the

'Adwan-Bani Sakhr rivalry, dominated tribal politics weil into the twentieth century, and the conversion

of large sections of the southem Transjordanian Huwaytat tribe to Wahhabism created an internaI force

allied to Abdullah's chief rival, 'Abd aI-'Aziz Ibn Saud. As for the Hijazi and the commercial Syrian

communities who settled in Transjordan, these were more concemed with commerce than with politics,

• and they willingly supported Abdullah. In fact, the Hijazi community, traditionally skilled in tribal affairs,

played an instrumental raie in consolidating Abdullah's tribal relations."

Il was the Palestinian and Syrian nationalists who represented a significant menace to the stability

of Abdullah's regime. In this case the British authorities in Transjordan actively sought to neutralize the

nationalist threat. The British authorities attempted to create a Transjordanian opposition to Syrian and

Palestinian nationalists by encouraging anti-nationalist feelings among sorne Transjordanian leaders. This,

the British hoped, would facilitate the expulsion of those nationalist figures who threatened Abdullah' s

regime und the Emirate's relations with the French mandatory authorities in Syria. By 1924, most Syrian

nutionulists had been evicted from the Emirate. As for the Palestinian nationalists, many were allowed to

stuy but only after severing their nationalist connections.'"

11 Sec Wilson. King Abdullah, Brilain and th. Making af Jordo.n, pp. 57-8, 91-2, and 98.

• ,. Sec Ibid., pp. 6S-6 and 91; and Muhafazah. 'Imaral Sharq al-'Urdon. pp. 80-81.
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• In May 1946 the Anglo-Transjordanian Treaty was signed recognizing the independence of

Transjordan l'rom Great Britain and Abdullah sovereign king. However, the regime and Tnlt1sjordan's

survival were both financially and militarily dependent on British support. The next l'car, in Fehn"'r)'

1947, a new constitution was promulgated. Il replaced the 1928 Organic Law and renamed Transjonlan

the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. Hence, by the end of 1946, the transplanted Hijazi regime was hemling

a pyramidal hierarchia1 power structure composed of the following clements: the mling Hashemites, a

loyal Transjordanian constituency, and other coopted (or assimilated) Syrian, Hijazi, and Palestinian

communities. But regiona1 developments wouId profoundly change the chamcter and nature of the

Hashemite Kingdom and, consequently, radically alter the structure of its segmental composition.

2.1.1 The Creation of a 'Asabiyya Dilemma: Segmental Cleavages in Jordan

In the inter-war period, Abdullah was perpetually vexed by two ambitions: to annex whatever Arah

• parts remain of Palestine afier Zionist seulement, and to reign over a rejuvenated Greater Syria.'" If, to

Abdullah' s chagrin, the lauer objective proved elusive, the 1948 Arab-Israeli war provided him the

opportunity to accomplish the former objective. Thus on the morrow of the 1948 war, and until the official

annexation (or 'union') reso1ution of the Jordanian parliament was promulgated on 25 April 1950,

Abdullah followed a policy of "creeping annexation" towards the Transjordanian-controlled parts of

Palestine.BI The process began in earnest with the convening of the "Jericho Congress" on 1 Dccember

1948. The congress, a show of Palestinian support and allegiance to Abdullah armnged by his officiais

and Palestinian cronies, closed with the adoption of a (multi-version) resolution calling for the union of

Palestine and Jordan under a single Kingdom ruled by Abdullah. This was followed by a set of linguistic,

III Sec Wilson, King Abdullah, Brirain and the Malcing of JortlDn, p. 155. Sec atso Y. Porath, "Ahdallah', Grcater Syri.
Programme," Middk Eastern S,udi.. 20, 2, (April 1984), pp. 172-189.

• " Sec Av; Plascov, The Pales/inian Refuge.. in Jordan: 1948·1957 (London: Frank Cass, 1981), chapler one.
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• economic, and legislative policies aimed at diluting Palestinian identity and consolidating Hashemite

control in the annexe:! parts of Palestine. Henccforth, Palestine and Transjordan, the two wings of the

Kingdom of Jordan, were referred to as the West Bank and the East Bank respectively. The term Palestine

was eschewed in official political discourse. Financial loans were selectively offered to pro-Hashemite

landlords and notables in Palestine to solidify Hashemite support. And in 1949 a law was promulgated

offering Jordanian citizenship to ail Palestinian Arabs under Jordanian rule." But the 1948 war and the

later annexation of portions of Palestine by Jordan cou1d not transpire without causing structural changes

within the expanded Jordanian Kingdom.

Perhaps the most important effect of the f1ight of many Palestinians from their homes to the West

Bank and to Transjordan proper during and after the 1948 war, and the subsequent unity decision of 24

April 1950, was the creation of a new demographic reality in Jordan. Prior to the war the inhabitants of

the West Bank numbered sorne 425,000 while those in the East Bank were around 375,000. The 1948 war

" added close to 360,000 Palestinian refugees to the West Bank and another \10,000 to the East Bank.

These Palestinian refugees were not a monolithic bloc. Rather, sorne were bedouins while others were

villagers or town-dwellers. The urbanites among them were either educated professionals, merchants,

artisans, or landowners who seuled in the towns rather than in refugee camps after they f1ed their

homes. B3 In 1951-52, after the union, Palestinians constituted 64.57 percent of the Kingdom's total

population, with this percentage rising to 68.81 percent if the pre-1948 Palestinians of Amman are

included. By 1961, Palestinians represented 43 percent of the population of Transjordan, excluding the

West Bank population." The 1967 Arab-Israeli war further compounded Jordan's demographic

" S.., Wilson, King Abdullah, 8rilain and th. Malàng ofJordan, pp. 190-194.

•
Il Sec Plascoy, TlI~ Pal~Jtin;Qn Refu8ttJ in Jordan. p. 16.

.. Ali Slalislics are loken from Yazid YusifSayigh, AI· 'Urdun wa-I.Filmtiniyun: Dil'QJQji Wihdul a/·Mmir 'aw al·Sira' al-Hallni
(lordan and the Palestinians: ASludy ofa United Destiny or the Cenain Slm88lel (London: Riad EI·Rayyes Books, 1987), pp. 12-14.
Il should he menlioned mat statistical figures conceming the exact number of Palestinians in Jordan vary with the source consulted.
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• predicamenl. The Israeli occupation of Arab East Jerusalem. the West Bank. and the Gaza Strip causcd

around 300.000 Palestinians to move l'rom those areas to the East Bank." The shift l'rom a population

characterized by a vast East Jordanian majority to one with a clear and potent Palestinian majority was

effected. If, indeed, the 1948 war transformed Jordan into "a complex politYof clashing interesls and of

diverse class and political identities," the 1967 war further exacerbated this situation." This clash of

interests and diversity in identities engendered an acUle structural transformation in the segmental

composition of the Kingdom largely responsible for the creation of Jordan's ·u.\ubiyyu dilemma, a dilemma

rooted in incompatible visions and definitions of the Jordanian kingdom.

Henceforth, the most important segmental cleavage in Jordanian society bccame the sociopolitical

and national distinction bctween the politically dominant East Jordanians and the refugee and immigrant

Palestinian communities. Different reasons gave rise to the antagonism that emerged bctween the two

communities. Perhaps most important was (and still is) the clash in national identities, loyalties, aims, and

• priorities held by the two communities. The Transjordanians were mainly concemed with the economic

and social development of the East Bank; the Palestinians, on the other hand, were particularly concemed

with retuming to Palestine. Although sorne Palestinians cailed for co-existence with the Jordanian

Kingdom, many others considered it a temporary shelter, or base, pending the Iibcr"tion of Palestine.

Hence citizenship did not carry similar connotations for ail naturalized Jordanians. Especially for the camp

dwellers and the Paiestinians who came to Jordan al'ter the 1967 war, Jordanian citizenship was perceived

as "a convenience rather than an identity or a loyalty."" The attitude of bath communities to the nascent

IsraeH state was categorically opposed. Whereas the kingdom's political eHte, especially the ruling

Hashemites, were more than willing to reach a modus vivendi with Israel, the Palestinians regarded Israel

" Sec Peter Gubser, JordDn: Crossroads of Middle Eastern Events (Boulder: We'tview Press. 1983), p. 1.

.. Wilson, King AbJullah, Britain and the Maling ofJordan, p. 206.

• 17 Gub,er, JordDn, p. IS.
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• as the source of their misery and dispossession. To the Palestinians cooperation with the Israeli 'enemy'

was tantamount to treason. Other sources of tension were also present.

ln general. the Palestinians were economically more advanced, educationaily superior. and

politically more sophisticated than their Transjordanian counterparts. That they were relegated to a

secondary role in the neW politYcaused them disenchantment. Before the 1967 war, the Palestinians also

resented the one-sided, East Bank concentrated, nature of the regime's economic development, financial,

agricultural, and industrial policies - despile the fact that many Palestinians living in the East Bank were

able to gain financially from these policies. On the other hand, Transjordanians feared Palestinian

economic and political competition in their own country. Transjordanians - especially the bedouin in the

south - resented the feeling of superiority the Palestinians demonstrated towards them and looked down

with contempt upon the wretched camp refugees. In a nut-shell then, "[p]olitical and economic

competition and conflict of interests were to characterize the process of co-existence" between the

• Transjordanian and Palestinian communities."

The national cleavage was not the only cleavage present in Jordan after 1948. The aforementioned

ethnie, cultural, religious, and economic cleavages were also present but were relegated to a lower degree

of saliency vis-à-vis the national cleavage. In facto the national cleavage may have mitigated the cleavages

among the Transjordanian population, and between them and the Hashemite regime. Hence, the

transfonnation of Jordanian society's segmental composition engendered a change in the configuration of

the pre-1948 power structure. To the old social structure was introduced il majority Palestinian contingent.

often hostile to the existing regime and its allied segmental pillars. As a result, the new social hierarchy

came to be composed of roughly three main sociopolitical segments: the ruling Hashemites; a now

expanded Transjordanian community which included, in addition to the indigenous Transjordanians, the

assimilated Palestinian. Syrian, and Hijazi communities that had moved to Transjordan before 1948 - an

• U Plascov. Tht PaltSlinian Rtf"gtts in JardtJn. p. 32; and more genellll1y pp. 32.37.
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• expanded community whose loyalty and support are cardinal for the continualion of Hashemite mie; and

a large Palestinian community whose loyahy to the Kingdom has at times been bath elusive and suspect.

This latter Palestinian segment may be further divided along temporal and domicile lines. Temporally.

there were three major waves of incoming Palestinians to the East Bank: after the 19- 8 war. between the

1948 and the 1967 wars, and after the 1967 war." By way of domicile. the Palestinians were either

housed in the refugee camps or, in the case of the better off, found housing in urban towns.

The Hashemite regime has cultivated strong ties with the Transjordanian community, while at the

same time endeavouring to expand its scope of representation to gain legitimacy from as many Palestinians

as possible. Often, the regime has been forced to strike a balance between exclusive Transjordanian

nationalism and a strong Palestinian identity that refuses to wither away despite, or because of, the

experience of exile. The regime's ability to maintain political power, in spite of the transformations that

transpired, was made possible, at least in part, by a political system that concentrated both legal and

• practical power in particular segments of Jordanian society to the exclusion of others. Best conceived in

terms of the 'control mode\' discussed in the previous chapter, this political system is based upon 'the

sustained manipulation of subordinate segment(s) by a superordinate segment.' A brief description of the

political system in Jordan may clarify this contention.

2.1.2 The lnstitutionalization of the Segmental Cleavages: The Political System in Jordan

The political system in Jordan is dominated by a superordinate segment composed of the ruling

Hashemites and their Transjordanian supporters. The kingdom's hierarchic, autocratic, neo-patrimonial

political structure is almost totally dominated by Transjordanians and coopted Palestinian notables and

• .. An addilional fourth wave look place after the 1990 Iraq; invasion of Kuwait by Palestinians who had been working in the
Gulf states.
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• their families. In this system the mass post-1948 Palestinian community is the subordinate segment.~1

The superordinate segment subscribes to a specifie "image of Jordan, ' whose conception of

Jordan has been described by Uriel Dann in the following way:

A kingdom. hercdilary in the Hashcmitc family. succcssor 10 the British·mandatcd cmiralc of Transjordan. and
heir, as far as possible. to the cmiratc's politienl, social. amI psychologieal values; heRce. the king as linchpin
of the politienl machine; the trappings of monarchy posscssing rcal signilicancc: an establishment jcalous for
the indcpcndcncc of the stalc and fenrful of 'libcratcd' pan.Arabism. whalcvcr the engin of ils appeals:
dctcrmincd to h~3n on the West and dcpcndcnt on ilS nid; il profcssional anny in the background. to be callcd
out on comparativcly slight provocation and used ruthlessly if necd bc.~l

The superordinate segment's control over the political system is secured by monopolizing mast

offices of political or military importance. Ils executive arm is the "establishmr.nt" a group of high-Ievel

decision makers and the high-Ievel decision enforcers." This 'establishment' is composed of the King,

who is the chief executive; the inner Cabinet, especially the Prime minister, the deputy Prime minister,

the interior and information (or propaganda) ministers; the army and its high command; the Chief of the

Royal Hashemite Diwan and the royal coterie of advisors, friends, and Hashemite relatives"3 The

• 'establishment' is staffed by Hashemites, Transjordanians, and coopted Palestinian notables and their

families. The latter category is composed of two groups. On the one hand, Palestinian arrivaIs in

Transjordan before 1948, a group that has fully assimilated into Transjordanian society, providing many

able prime ministers and politicians who have served loyaily under both Kings Abdullah and Hussein.94

On the other hand, there are the Palestinian notables and politicians who were coopted into the regime

'" ln ..alilY, these ealegories a.. not a.< waler lighl as they a.. presente<! he... They should be considered as ideal-IYpe, though
reductiaDist. conceplual categories. Transjordanian opposition 10 Hashemile rule has not been absent. nor are ail Palestinians poise<!
8g11insl the regime.

" Urie) Dann, "Regime and Opposilion in Jordan Since 1949," in Menahem Milson, cd. Society and Palitieal Structure in Ihe
Arab World (New York: Humanilies Press, 1973), p. 146.

•, Ibid., p. 150.

•
" For a discussion sec Ibid, pp. 150-51.

.. or the nine prime ministers who servcd under Abdullah th... we.. Dr Palestinian origin. The three are Ibrahim Hashim, Tawfic
Abul Huda, and Sarnir al-Rira'i. Ali three later servcd as prime ministers under Hussein. Zeid al-Rira'i, Sarnir's son, was a close
nid to Hussein and later seriee! as prime minister.
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• even before the 1950 annexation of the West Bank and offered ministerial and Parliamenlary raies. Policy

formation on sensitive issues has always been the preserve of Hashemites, Transjordanians, and the pre-

1948 East Bank Palestinians, to the exclusion of most West Bank Palestinians." Although the king is

the ultimate "decision-Iaker," he is not the sole "decision-lIlaker.".,. The 'establishment' does l'laya

role in the actual decision-making process. However, the Cabinet (especially after 1957) is 'Ill executive

arm of the king, not a policy debating forum. Similarly, foreign policy is the cherished preserve of the

king. The Foreign Ministry simply implements the king's foreign poliey decisions.'''

Loyalty to the Hashemite regime is probably the single most important criteria in the selection of

ministers or in the promotion of senior officers in the army and security agencies. Among the

Transjordanians who participate in governing the kingdom, the southerners are more preponderant than

the northerners. Among the minority groups the Circassian and the Shishanis l'laya prominent role in the

'establishment,' unlike the Chri~tinns. Sher.fians are often appointed to strategie positions, and the upper

• echelons of the army are bedouin dominated." Moreover, the core of the army, the police, the security

services, and the civil administration is staffed by loyal Transjordanians: the East Bank urban clite, small-

town and village people, and bedouin tribes with strong allegiance to the regime.'"

The prerogatives of the superordinate segment are bullressed by legal meehanisms enshrined in

the Constitution of the kingdom. The 1952 Constitution provided for a strong exeeutive embodied in the

" Sec Shaul Mishal, West Bank/East Bank: The Palestinians in Jordan, 1949-1967 (New Haven: Yale Unive"ity Press, 1978),
pp. IOS-9.

'16 For the distincûon between ··decisio'.l~tak.ing·' and "decision-making" sec 8abgat Korany and Ali E. Hillal Oessouki•..Aruh
Foreign Policies in a Changing Environrnent.'· in Babgat Korany and Ali E. Hillai Dessouki. Tht Foreign Policie! tif tht Arab
Stat..: The Challenge of Change second edition (Boulder: Weslview Press, t99I). p. 411; and Rex Brynen's roview e"ay in
lnlernalional Journal of Middle East Sludi.. 23, 3, (Ausus' 1991), p. 423.

•
" Seo Samir A. Mutawi, Jordan in lhe 1967 War (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 19S7), pp. 1()'14.

.. For a discussion seo Dann, "Regime and Opposition in Jordan Since 1949," pp. 17S-79.

" Seo Uriel Dann, King Hussein 's Survival Srrategy Policy Papers No. 29 (Washington, D.C.: The Washington Inslitute for Nonr
Easl Policy, 1992), pp. 55-56.
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• person of the king. This is not without precedent, for the 1952 Constitution developed from the Organic

Law of 1928 and the kingdom's first Cop.stitution of 1947.

Promulgated on 16 April 1928. the Organic Law vested both ~xecutive and legislative power in

the hands of the (then) Amir. The Amir was aided by a Cabinet responsible to him and an Executive

Council (previously a Consultative Council) whose role was purely advisory. The Amir was empowered

to appoint. dismiss, and acccpt the resignation of the members of the Executive Council and the Prime

(until 1939 Chief) minisler. The Organic Law established a Legislative Council subordinate to the Amir.

the prime minister. and lhe British resident. The Amir convened. dismissed. and dissolved lhe Legislative

Council whose sessions were headed by lhe Prime minisler who in tum is responsible 10 the Amir. In

accordance with the Organic Law an Electoral Law was enacted on 17 June 1928. Among other things.

it guaranleed communal represenlation and instilutionalized the over-representation of the minorily

segments upon whose loyally the regime depended. i.e. the bedouins. the Circassians. and the Christians.

• In short. the Organic Law was tailored to serve the interests of the Hashemite Amir and the British

authorities. Ils absolutist monarchical nature "enabled the Amir to control the govemed" while he was

being controlled by the British govemment."Xl

After the 1946 Anglo-Transjordanian Treaty recognized the independence of Transjordan a new

constitution was promulgaled on 1 February 1947 replacing the 1928 Organic Law and transforming the

Emirate into a hereditary constitutional monarchy. The new constitution introduced a bicarneral legislative

assembly composed of a popularly elected lower house and an upper house of notables appointed by the

king. However. the king relained ail effective authority. In addition to his right to appoint and dismiss the

cabinet. the king was empowered to appoint members to the upper house. the presidents of both houses.

•
'00 See Naseer H. Arori.Jordan: A Study in Politieal Develapn"'"t (/921·1965) (The Hague: Martinus Nijhaff. 1972), p. 77. For

lhe Organi. Law see Arori, pp. 77·78: and Ahmad SemaI, AI-Nudhum al"siyasiyya wa·I·Duslllriyyafi Lubnan wa Ka/at al·Duwal
al· 'Arabiyya (The Politi.al and ConslitulionaJ Systems in Lebanon and Ali the Arab States] (Beirol: Dar aJ·Fikr aJ· 'Arabi, 1990),
pp. 260-61.
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•

•

and dismiss the legislature 11ll Though it provided for the sharing of legislative power between the king

and the Legislative Council. the 1947 constitution provided no checks on the prerogatives of the king.

The union decree of 1950 and the assassination of King Abdullah in 1951 heralded the third phase

of Jordan's constitutional history. The infusion of a large. highly politicized. Palestinian cOllllllllnity into

the kingdom at a time when the monarchy was passing through an unstable transition emailed

modifications to the existing royal absolutislll. There was a need to 'delllocratize' the political process and

introduce legislative checks on the power of the executive. Palestinian and nationalist forces joincd

together calling for the revision of the 1947 constitution. To appease the domestic opposition and

neutralize extemal criticism and intrigues. the executivc promulgated a new constitution on 2 Jalllmry

1952. In facto the Hashemite monarchy's political allies used this episode to extricate themselves l'rom u

position of subservience to the king. As a result. power was transferred l'rom the hunds of the king alone

to the Palace as a group, consisting of the monarchy and its political allies.""

The 1952 Constitution named the king the head of state. the supreme commander of the army. and

the highest executive power. The king exercises his executive power through his ministers (article 26). The

king appoints the prime minister, dismisses him. or accepts his resignation (article 35). The single Illost

innovation of the 1952 Constitution was to transform the hitherto non-responsible Council of Ministers

into one that. with the prime minister. is collectively accountable to the House of Representatives (article

51). The House is empowered to dismiss the Council of Ministers by an absolute majority vote of no

confidence (article 53). 'Ol By so stipulating, the legislalure was permitted. at least theoretically and for

the first lime. to exercise control over the executive branch and to take a role in decision-making. An

attempt to curb absolute royal authority was made by giving the House the power to override the royal

101 Sec Serbal. AI.Nudhum a/-Siyasiyya wa./.!>usturiyya. pp. 262-63.

llU For a discussion of this process see Arori. JordtJn: A Sludy in Political nt'vtl0pIMnl. pp. 89·91.

103 Originally. the Constitution demanded a difficull two-lhirds vote of no confidence for the goycmment to resign. In 1954 ahe
constitution was amended reducing the lwo-thirds 10 an absolute majority vote.
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• veto by a (diffleult) two-tbirds vote in botb the Senate and the House (anicle 93). However, while the

House ean dismiss the Couneil of Ministers, the king retained the right to dissolve the House of

Representatives and issue orders for holding eleetions to the lower House (article 34). Furthermore, the

king may, by royal deeree, postpone the summoning of the National Assembly, eomposed of the opper

and lowcr Hooses, for a maximum of two months (article 78) or eonvene il in extraordinary session to

dcliucratc specifie maltcrs (article 82). When the National Assembly is dissolved the constitution

cmpowers the king to mIe by royal deeree (article 40) and the Cabinet, with the king's approval, to

promulgatc provisional laws on neeessary malters (article 94)."~

In addition to the prceeding Constilutional prerogatives, partieular laws gave the regime extra-

eonstitutional powers. The 1935 Emergency Defence Regulations (technically enforced since 1939), the

Political Pal1ies Law (1954), and the Anti-Communist Law (1953) provided the rcgime broad authorities

to restrict the rights of citizens."" Under the Defence Regulations, for example, the government could

• rcstrict or limit any form of political aetivity, public assembly, or publication deemed detrimentalto public

intercst; moreover, the government could arrest or exile without trial citizens whose activity was

considered a threat to national security.

2.2 State Formation in Lebanon

On the first of Seplember 1920, the French High Commissioner in Beimt, General Henri Gouraud,

proclaimed the creation of the State of 'Greater Lebanon,' or Grand Liban. By creating Greater Lebanon,

France hoped 10 establish a loyal and permanent base of support from which il could protect and pursue

its cultural. economic. and strategie interests in the Levant. At the same time. the French sough! to satisfy

'''' See tOlt of 1952 Constitution in Abdolaziz Suleiman Ma'ait.. "Politica1 Leade"hip and Modemi"lion: A Case Study of
Jordan, 1921-1988," (Ph.D. Thesis, United States Inlernalional Unive"ity, 1988), pp. 382-429.

• "" Seo Mishat, Wm Bank/liast Bank, pp. 34·37.
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• the aspirations of the Maron;les, their tradilional protégés and allies in the region, for "an indepemknt

Christian state." Il~ After ail, it was the Maronites. led by their Chureh, who first concei\'ed of and

actively pursued the creation of this 'independent Christian slate,' and who later \'igorollsly proleclcd ils

expanded borders until independence was secured in 1943. To lrace the process of slate formation in

Lebanon enlails a short detour into the socio-political regimes thal predated, hut profoundly shap,'d, the

segmental composition and the politieal system of the future independent Lehanese state. An optimal point

of departure is the Mutasarrïfate (mlliasarrijiyya) regime that existed in Mount Lehanon heginning in Ihe

late nineteenth eentury. But tirst the preeursor of this regime.

The Mutasarrifate is the historieal inheritor of, tirst, the Prineedom (Imam) and, later, the Donhle

Qa'immaqamate (qa'immaqamiyya) regimes of Mount Lebanon, Although there is no direct conlinnily

between the Prineedom and later regimes in the Mountain, the history of the Princedom is relevant for at

least one reason: the Prineedom was "the pOlitieal institution around whieh Lehanon would eventually

• erystallize,',HI7 Il was under Ma'ni rule (\627-1697) that the Princedom hegan to take shape, bringing

together the Druze and Maronite inhabitants and heretofore sepamte lordships of the Shuf (southern) and

the Kisirwan (northern) districts of Mount Lebanon in a loose union under a recognized Ma'ni

leadership.Hm The most that can he said about the Ma'ni Princedom is that under the patronage of Amir

Fakhr al-Din Il (\627-1635) a "subtle symbiosis" developed hetween the Maronite and Druze

communities of the Princedom,11I9 To he sure, Fakhr al-Din was no 'Emir of Lebanon,' nor did he fuund

a Lebanese .state. The Princedom was no more than an OUoman tax farm (ilti,am) whose prince was a tax

Il. Meir Zomir, The FOI71UJ/ion of Modern Lebonon (\thaca: Comell University Press, 1985), p. 97.

lm Albert Hourani. HLebanon: The Developmcnt of a Political Society," in Leonard Binder. cd. PoUlie.t in ûbantln (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1966), p. 16.

•
'01 Sec Ibid.

liN Kamw Salibi, A House ofMany Mansions: The History ofLebanon Reconsideud (Berkeley: University of Califomia Press,
1988), pp. 127. The myth that Fakhr al·Din was the founder of a Lebanese stale is brillianlly debunked hy Salihi in Ihi, imponanl
book, see chapt.. si. and especially pp. 126-128.
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• collector employed, appointed and, when the need arose, deposed by the Ottoman authorities. The

princcdom was 50 by name only. with no dynasty of reigning princes, legitimacy, sense of common

identity. or loyalty from ail its inhabitants. Yetthis era bequeathed another heritage to later regimes, one

thal even marked political praetiee in the independent Lebanese state: this was the "seeular principle" of

leadership aeeording to whieh it was expeeted thatthe "holder of authority. whether the local lord or the

supreme ruler, should stand in a sense above his own community. should proteet the religious men and

laity of faiths other than his own.""11 With the extinction of the Ma'ni line in 1697 the Ottomans

eonfirmed the Shihabs as their new tax collectors.

Under the rule of the Shihabi prince Bashir Il (1788-1840) the whole of Mount Lebanon was

politically united. The Shihabs introduced "a unique system of fiscal cantons" whieh gave their regime

"a special chameter within the broader Ottoman system.""I Nevertheless. the Prineedom remained a

feudal hierarchy headed by the Shihabs who held its different parts together. Il was not the continuation

• of an earlier prineedom, albeit it was the historieal precursor of the later Mutasamfate regime of Mount

Lebanon. In this period. and due to a combination of demographie, politieal, and eeonomic factors the

Maronite-Druze balance of power that had existed in the Princedom was irreversibilly altered in favour

of the Maronite community.''' Perhaps the most important development of this era was the emergence

of the Maronite Church, beginning in the mid-eighteenth century, as the dominant power in Mount

Lebanon.

Before the end ofthe eighteenth cen\Ury, politics in the Princedom, though not eonsciously secular,

was not sectarian (or confessional). Rather, an individual's allegiance was firstto the feudallord (muqat'ji)

110 Hourani. "Lebanon: The Dcvelopmcnt of a Political Society,'· p. 16.

111 S.libi, Il HOllSe of Man.y Mansions, p. 128.

• lU Sec K.ma! S. Salibi, The Modem HiS/ory ofubanon (Delmar. New York: C......n Books, 1977), pp. 6, 8, 13, .nd 27.
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• and then to the ruling prince, whether they were of one's religious group or not. ".1 This state of alTairs

wouId soon change. Internai reforms undertaken by the Maronite Church proved successful in extrieating

the Churcl1 from its economic, and hence political, dependence upon the feudal lords. By the end of Ihe

eighteenth century, the Maronite Church had becorne "the largest, the most organized, and the wealthiesl

organization in the whole of Mount Lebanon. Its interests as an organization became entwined with those

of the politieal system."'" With this the seeds of confessional (or communal) politics were sown in

Mount Lebanon. It was around this time also that the first stirrings of separatist Maronite nationalism were

voiced. Bishop Niqolas Murad (d. 1862) depicted the Maronite self image as that of "a people with a

distinct and separate character from their neighbours." '" His thesis was that "being a national group

with their own history, the Maronites should also form a state.""· But Murad was not alone in

articulating (Christian) Lebanese nationalist themes. The Maronite historian Tannus al-Shidyaq (d.1861)

was probably the first to introduce the notion that the origin of the Lebanese people can bc traced back

• to the Phoenicians.117

The Egyptian invasion of Syria from 1831 until 1840, the communal connict in the Mountain

bctween the Druze and the Maronites that followed, and the atlempt by the Ottoman authorities to apply

direct control over Mount Lebanon led to the establishment of a new regime for the Prineedom on 1

January 1843. The new regime, which was a by product of the intrigues of the Eastern Question, called

for the partition of Mount Lebanon into two administrative districts, a northem district administered by

IIJ Sec lIiya F. Harik. PoUlies and Change in a Trad;,ional Society: Lebanon. 1711~/845 (Princeton: Princeton University Press.
1968), p. 42.

,.. Ibid.. p. 125.

'15 Ibid., p. 140.

'" Ibid., p. 142.

• 117 For Shidyaq sce Kamal S. Salibi, Maronite HiS/orians of Medieyal Lebanon (New York: AMS Press, n.d.), pp. 161·233.
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•

a Maronite district govemor (QlI';mmaqam), and a southcm district administered by a Druze. ' " The

Double Qa'immaqamate regime provided for a twelve member elected council representing the different

religious groups whose role was to advise and assist the govemor of each Qa'immaqamate. The Council

in each district consisted of a deputy to the district Govemor of the same sect of the latter, plus a judge

and a tax-assessor from each of the six different sects that inhabited Mount Lebanon: the Maronites, the

Druzc, the Greek Onhodox, the Greek Catholics, the Sunni Muslims, and the Shi 'a Muslims (the Sunni

and Shi'a Muslims shared the same judge)."9 Hourani notes that it is in this Councilthat "we find the

first embodiment of the communal principle, which has since been the basis of the legislature" in

Lebanon. 1211 Inherently l1awed due to the lack of confessional homogeneity in each district and its

inability to acknowledge the developments of the past century, the Qa'immaqamale regime held the peace

in Mount Lebanon until 1858. Il was only after the sectarian massacres of 1860 that a somewhat lasting

regime was inaugurated in Mount Lebanon.

The new regime was finalized on 9 June 1861 in the fonn of the Règlement Organique. The

Règlement proclaimed Mount Lebanon a mutasarrifiyya, a privileged autonomous Olloman Sanjak

(administrative region) under the guarantee of its six signatory powers. The Mutasarrifate of Mount

Lebanon was to he ruled by a Catholic Christian plenipotentiary, or mutasarrif, who would be appointed

by the Porte and responsible directly to Istanbul. The mutasarrif had to be an Olloman subject, but not

a Lebanese, and approva1 for his appointment had to be elicited from the signatory powers.12
\ The ruse

utilized in meticulously describing the characteristics of the mutasarrif was not without reason. "As a

III For the Double Qa'immaqamatc system see Salibi, The Modem History ofLebanon, chapter four.

11' Seo Harik, Polities ond Changt in 0 Traditiono' Socitly, p. 272: and Malcolm H. Kerr, Ltbanon in tht Last Ytars of
Ftudalism. 1840-1868: A Conttlill'Orary Accoll1l/ by An/1l1I Dahir al· 'Aqiqi and oth., DoclUlltnts (Beirul: Calholic Press, 1959), p.
10.

'''' Houmn;, "Lebanon: The Developmcnt of a Polilical Society," p. 22.

• !1I Seo Salibi, Tht Modtm History of Ltbanon, chaplcr six.
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• Christian he wouId be acceptable to the Maroniles. but not being a Maronile - an Onoman oftïeial having

the support of Europe - he wouId stand above the aspiraI ions and eonfliels of eommunilies. ,,'" The

'communal principle' was restored and institutionalized in the new Administrative Couneil eomposed of

twelve members and reflecting lhe segmental composition of the Mutasarrifate: four Maronites. thrcc

Druzes, two Greek Orthodox, one Greek Catholic, one Sunni Muslim, and one Shi 'a Muslim. Behind the

decision to offer the Maronites four seats on the Administrative Council lied the "underlying assumption

of the new system ... that the different communities could live together but that the Maronites were

dominanl."'23 This modus operalldi allowed for the manageability of the Mutasariffate's segmental

c1eavages hecause political power was proportionally distributed among the different sects according to

their receptive demographic weights. Nevertheless, the introduction of confessionalism to ail levels of

government only served to sharpen the existing differences between the multitude sects of Mount Lebmllln.

Only in retrospect did this prove to he an inescapable side effect of the Règlemelll regime.

• The "long peace"'" procured by the Mutasarrifate regime came to an end with the outbreak

ofWorld War 1 when Mount Lebanon's autonomous status was annulled and it was brought under direct

Ottoman rule. In the afterrnath of the War, and in accordance with the terms of the May 1916 Sykes-Picot

Agreement, France was offered the mandate over the territory which includes present day Syria and

Lebanon. Now, the Mountain Maronites, led by their Church Patriarch, pressed their case with France for

the creation of "an independent Christian state with exranded boundaries under French protection" and

paramount Maronite control.'25 But the demand for an 'independent' state meant independence from

'" Hourani. "Lebanon: The Development of a Polilieal Sociely," p. 22.

'" Ibid.

'" Sec Engin Deniz Akarli, Th, Long P,OC", Ottoman Lebanon. 1861-1920 (Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 1993).

• Il' zantir, The Formation a/Modem Lebanon. p. 21; and Salibi. A House of Many Mansions, p. 25.
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• Syria, not from the French mandate.'" The Maronites advanced historical, economic, and geographic

rcasons to vindicatc their case for the expansion of the borders of the old Mutasarriffate. They demanded

that Grealer Lcbanon's borders should include, in addition to the original Mutasarrifate, the coastal towns

of Tripoli, Bcirut, Sidon and Tyre and their respective hinterhnds; the wheat-produ:ing regions of

Ba'albek and the Beqa'; and the dislricts of Rashayya and Hasbayya, stretching southwards from the l,oot

of Mount Hermon to the Palestinian border. But the mainly Sunni and Shi'a Muslim inhabitants of these

regions were not of the same opinion, ln fact, in 1920, close to half of the population of Greater Lebanon

did not accept the legitimacy of the new state. The findings of the 1919 King-Crane Commission provide

a sample of the opinions of the six main sectanan groups toward the prospective expanded state.

The overwhelming majority of the Maronites and the Greek Catholics enthusiastically supported

the creation of a separate Greater Lebanon under French mandate. The Sunnis strongly opposed the whole

idea and insisted on union with Syria. The majority of the Shi'a and the Oruze communities were opposed

• to the creation of Greater Lebanon, though there was sorne dissidence within their ranks. The Greek

Orthodox community, on the other hand, was split: most championed the Syrian unionist cause while

others, especially among the notables of Beirut. favoured an independent Lebanon under the French

mandate,'" ln the end it was intense lobbying by the Maronites and French interest groups with

commercial, financial. educational, religious, or cultural interests in the Levant, and a French govemment

sympathetic to Maronite aspirations but a1so determined to protect France's interests by establishing a

permanent and loyal base in the region that secured the creation of the State of Greater Lebanon on 1

September 1920 despite the reservations of at least one inf1uential French official. The final decision on

1:11 Sec Salibi. AHow~ of Many Mansions. p. 33.

•
m 1bere is no unanimity among hislorians of lebanon conceming the exact positions of the differcnt seclS. For cxample, Kamal

S,libi contends that the Droze "were not oppose<! in principle" to the establishment of Grelter Lebanon. See Salibi..4 Howc of
Man,v Mansions, p. 52, For other perspectives see Zornir, The FOmuJli~n ofModem Lebanon, pp. 67-68; Hourani, "!.ebanon: The
Oevelopment of, Political Society," p. 25; and !.eila M. T. Men, Lebanon, Improbable Nalion: A Stud,v in Polilical Deve/opmenl
(Westpon, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1976), p. 48.
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• the borders, however, "was proillpted more by Maronite demands than by French inlerests."'"

2.2.1 The Creation of a 'Asabiyya Di/emma: Segmental Cleavages in Lebanon

The extension of the frontiers of the Mutasarrifate created a plural society deeply divided along

demographic. religious, economic. regional, and cultural cleavagcs. "' Sincc 1920, onc fe"turc of thcsc

segmental cleavages has been their tendency to c1uster together and form polar opposites. hence deepening

and hardening the existing c1eavages. Thus it was (and still is) the case that the religious. ideological. and

cultural inclinations of certain segments of Lebanese society would mesh together, forming one cluster,

and standing in polar opposition to the religious. ideological. and cultural inclinations of other segments.

Accordingly, Lebanon may be considered a classic case of ver.:uilillg (cumulative segmentation).

The 1948 war brought into Lebanon a 100.000 strong. prt.dominantly Sunni Muslim and refugee.

Palestinian community, further compounding the country's precarious segmental composition. By 1969.

• Palestinians in Lebanon numbered around 235.000 due to a second wave of refugees fleeing to Lebanon

after the 1967 war and due to natural birth increase.'~' The great majority of Palestinians in Lebanon

laboured under harsh social and economic conditions. deprived of basic social services and denied

Lebanese citizenship. Beginning in the late 196Os, arrned Palestinian commandos began to challenge the

Lebanese state's monopoly over coercive resources in the country. The commandos would later become

a potent political ally of, and a rallying symbol for. the anti-status quo Lebanese National Movemenl. As

a result, the commandos served to heighten Lebanon' s permeability and vulnerability to extemal

intervention in domestic politics.

1:1 For the full story behind the French declaration sec Zamir. The Formation af Modem Lebanon, chapter two. The French
official who advised againsl the inclusion of the heavily Muslim populated areas was Roben de Caix, then Secretary-Generallo the
French High Commissioner in Beirut. For the quate sec p. 97.

1:9 For a radical critique of the applicability of the plural society concept to Lebanon see Halim Barakal. "Social and Political
Integration in Lcbanon: A Case of Social Masaic." Middle &ut Journal 27. 3. (Summer 1973). pp. 301·318.

• ')0 Seo Rex Brynen. SanctualY and Survival: 7'he PW in Lebanon (Boulder: Westview Press. 1990), p. 25.
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• Il was the demographic change, closely Iinked to the religious c1eavage, that generated the greatest

structural transformation in the segmental composition of the Mutasarrifate. The inclusion of large Muslim

populations in Greater Lebanon challenged the demographic preponderar.ce that the Maronites had enjoyed

in the Mutasariffate. Whereas in the Mutasariffate the Maronites were a clear majority, in Greater Lebanon

ail the Christian communities combined couId make up only a bare majority.131 The Christian majority

in Greater Lebanon was further eroded due to unequal population growth and out-migration rates that

favourcd the Muslim segments. This demographic shift exacerbated the existing multi-confessional nature

of the Mulasarrifate. Moreover, rcgionalism over-Iapped with religious and economic cleavages. The

annexed rural areas werc Muslim concentrated an>:! economically backward in comparison with the

Mountain and sorne of the coastal cilies. Whereas in the MUlasarrifate the feudal system had almost ceased

10 exisl and the peasants enjoyed an acceptable standard of living, the poor peasants of the rural areas

conlinued to labour under a feudal structure. 13' But probably most important of ail were the national and

• cultural cleavages that ercaled in Greater Lebanon, and later in the independent Lebanese Republic, an

acute 'asabiyya dilemma.

Lebanon's 'asabiyya dilemma may 00 descriOOd as a condition where different segments of the

population subscriOO to "different ideas of what Lebanon is and should 00," each adhering to its own

definition and "vision of Lebanon.,,133 For many decades following the creation of Greater Lebanon

this 'asabiyya dilemma manifested itself in two competing 'ideas' or 'ideologies'; !hat of the Mounlain

Maronites, of a homogenous and compact society. distinct from ils surroundings. and embodied in the

III ln 1911, the Mnronile populntion of the Mutasarrifnle was 242,308, thnt is 58.4 percent of the 414,858 total populntion. In
1921 they be<:ame 199,181, thnt is 32.7 percent of the 609,069 total populntion of Greater Lebanon. Whereas in 1911 the total
Christian population of Ihe Motasarrifale was 79.45 percent of the total population, in 1921 they be<:ame 55.12 percenl only.
Aeconling to the 1932 'ortieial' eensus the Maronites constilutee! only 29.11 percenl of the total population, while the total Christian
populntion had heco.ne only 50.73 percenl of the total population. For statistics seo the chan in Z8mir, The Formation of Modem
/LOOnon, p. 98.

III For a discussion seo Ibid.. pp. 1()()"2.

• In Hourani. "Visions of Lebanon," p. 7.
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• Maronite Church; and that of the (mainly Sunni) urban City community, of a trading, I11crcantilist, and

lOlerant plural society. With lime, however, the Druze and Shi'a communitics also hegan articulaling Ihcir

own ideas of Lebanon. '"

In the early decades of the nasccnt Lebanese state the centrifugai cffccts of thc '''.\"il!>;YY'' dilcl11l1la

were most evident in two culturally contradictory conceptions of thc national idcntity in thc l,mn of

Leb<:nism and Arabism (or Pan-Arabism). According to Hourani both national conccptions may he

considered different expressions of the urban idea of Lebanon, the former being "a transplantation of thc

ideas of the mountain," while the latter was "a transplantation of later [reformistl Ottoman idcas."1."

In this case the debate was about the cultural identity and the historicity of the new state.

The proponents of Lebanism (and its more extreme form, Phoenicianism) emphasizcd the

Mediterranean, Phoenician heritage of modem Lebanon - often using the terrn 'modem' to underscore

Lebanon' s existence since time immemorial. lJ6 The Maronites, the main proponents of this conception

• of Lebanon, were, in the words of Pope Leo X, a "rose among the thorns," culturally - and sorne argued

racially - distinct from their hostile surroundings.137 Furtherrnore, Lebanon was a country with a distinct

character, one that could be recognizable in ail the stages of its history. In essence, then, Lebanon was a

Mediterranean country, and like the Phoenicians, "with whom the history of the country begins," the

"modem Lebanese were called upon to play the role of cultural interrnediaries, explaining to the West

the material heritage of the East, and introducing the East to the modem material and spiritual civilization

1)4 For a comprehensive discussion see Hourani in Ibid., and Alben Hourani. "Ideologies of the Mouotain and the City:
Reneetions on the Lobanese Civil Wor," in Albert Hourani, The Emugence of lhe Modem Middle East (Berkeley: University of
Califomia Press, 1981), especially pp. 173·78.

'" Hourani, "Ideologies of the Mountain and the City," pp. 176-77.

IJ6 Note. for cxampl~, the tille of Ph.lip K. Hitti's book Lebanon in History: From Ea,U~s' Times 10 the Prt:ltnt (London:
Macmillan, 1957) which is mcantto convey a similor therne.

• 137 Quoted in Salibi, A HOlISe of Many Mansions, p. 72.
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• of the Wes!."'" These themes were bes! expressed in the following excerpt from the memorandum

submitled by the Maronite Patriarch Elias Huwayyik to the 1919 Paris Peace Conference: "Sans remonter

à leurs ancêtres Phéniciens, les Libanais ont toujours constitué une entit~ nationale distincte des

groupements voisins par sa langue, ses moeurs, ses affinités, sa culture occidentale."'" ln

contradistinction to this thesis, the (mainly Sunni Muslim) proponents of Lebanon's Arabism questioned

the very validity of a concept such as historical Lebanon. They maintained that, historically, Lebanon had

always been part of Syria, and that it "could claim no special history of its own. Moreover, the history

of Syria as a whole, let alone Lebanon, was ultimately Arab history... I~I According to this school of

thought, Lebanon, by history and culture, was Arab, neither Mediterranean nor Phoenician.'" A

'national' formula had to be devised to ameliorate this acute 'asabiyya dilemma and to secure a working

consensus for the independent state. This formula, articulated in al·Millraq al-Walani (National Pact),

proved to be the comerstone upon which Lebanon's politieal system and its regional and extra-regional

• polices were based.

2.2.2 The Instilutionalizotion of the Segmental Cleavages: The Political System in Lebanon

An unwrilten gentlemen's agreement between the Maronite President Bishara al-Khoury and the

Sunni Prime Minister Riad al-Sulh, the 1943 National Pact was a supplement to the 1926 Constitution that

earried equal effectiveness. 1'0 resolve Lebanon's national existential dilemma, the Pact described Lebanon

as an independent state with a visage Arabe, yet "with a special eharaeter."'42 The Pact endeavoured

"' Kamal S. Salibi, "The Lebaneseldentily," Joumal ofCont<mporary HiS/ory 6, l, (1971), p. 81. Emphasis added.

", The memorandum is reprinted in Zomir, Th. Formation of Mod.m Lebonon, pp. 269·78. Quote from p. 270.

1«1 Seo Salibi, A Ho... of Many Mansions, p. 203.

"1 For a comprehensive discussion of the dilferenl schools of thoughl pertaining 10 the identilY of Lebanon amund the time of
indepondenee seo Alben Hounni, Syria and Lebonon: A Politienl &say (New Vorlc: Oxford Unive",ily Press, 1946), pp. 132-35.

• 1... Fahim 1. Qubain, Cmi.r in Lebanon (Washington: The Middle Easllnstilute, 1961), p. 18.
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•

a compromise solution between the two poles of Lebanism and Arabism in the form of a lmde-off belween

the then two largesl communities - the Maron,tes and the Sunnis - who took il upon themselves 10

represem their respeclive co-religionists. Il is generally believed that the Pact embodied on the part of the

Muslims their renouncement of the demand to become part of Syria and their acceptance of the continued

existence of Lebanon as an independ Jnt and sovereign state in the Arab world. provided it considcred

itself part of the Arab fold, and provided the Christians renounced external - namely French - tutclagc.

The Pact assumed that "the two wide communities - the Christians and the Muslims - would henccforth

temper their ideological excesses and operate under an internaI system of loyalty to the slate structure and

its sovereignty. Statism, or wataniyya, was to be the common and future overlapping framework betwcen

separatist Lebanese nationalism and unionist Arab nationalism."'" With respect to Lebanon's position

in the Arab orbit, the Pact sought to define Lebanon's relation towards the Arab world in the following

way:

... LebanoR WIlS 10 regard itself as an Arub stale "with Il special characler.'· 10 cooperait economically. pnlitically.
culturally and militarily with the Arab states. nel in concert wilh them on the inlcmalionallevcl. refuse to lliign ilself in
aoy way with any foreign power a~ainst the intere!its of the Arab states singly or collectivcly. but in disputes among lhe
Arab states, lhemsclves, was to remain neutral. In retum, the Arab states hlld 10 recogni1.e ils independence and Rot to
make attempts to incorporait il in aoy unification schemes.l404

With respect to the political system, the National Pact confirmed certain practices that predated

il. In the 1930s a pattern started to ernerge by which the top governrnent posts were distributed along the

major sects in the country: by 1933 the Presidency had become the preserve of the Maronites; by 1936

the Premiership had been confirmed in the Sunni community; and much later, in 1947, in exchange of

Shi'a acquiescence to the new order, the Speakership of the Chamber of Deputies was offered to the Shi 'a

community. The Pact confirmed these practices, and added sorne others. In addition to the presidency,the

Maronites were to dominate the most sensitive political, security and military positions, such as the

,., Bassam Abdel·Qader Na'mani, "Confcssionalism in Balance: The 1943 National Pact," in Roeva S. Simon, cd. Th. Middl.
East and North Africa: Essays in Honour ofJ.C. Hu",witz (New YorIc: Columbia University Press, 1990), p. 384.

• '44 Qubain, Crisis in Lebonon, p. 18.
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• directorate of public security and the command of the army. In the Chamber of Deputies the Pact

stipulaled Ihat the ratio of Christian ta Muslim deputies was to be fixed at six to five I45

The National Pact also accepted the dynamics of the confessional (or sectarian) system. This

system had been officially recognized by the 1926 Constitution. Article 95 of the 1926 Constitution staled

thal "By temporary right ... and with a view to justice and harmony, the communities shall be equitably

represented in public employment and in the formation of the ministry, without prejudice, however, to the

welfare of the State. "'016 Hcnceforth, confessionalism, defined as "a system of proportional

representation by religious faith in ail governmcnt functions," would permeate all state institutions giving

the political system, at best, the trappings of a consociational democracy.'47

ln the executive branch, confessionalism is scrupulously maintained. Always occupied by a

Maronite, the presidency was the single most powerful executive office. The president was endowed with

formai and informaI powers that enabled the him to dominate the executive branch. The president has the

• poY/er to appoint prime ministers, appoint and dismiss Cabinet ministers (article 53), to promulgate laws

(article 56), 10 dissolve the Chamber of Deputies (article 55), and to negotiate and ratify international

lrealies (article 52). The prime minister's ability to influence policy was often a function ofhis personality,

his communal standing, and the amount of latitude in executive affairs given to him by the president. The

prime minister, then, was subordinate to the president. Unlike in Jordan, where the Cabinet is a policy-

executing institution, in Lebanon the Cabinet is supposedly a policy-making (or at least a policy-

deliberating) institution. It has been described as "a true Parliament on a smaii scale," with the added

,.. For a discussion sec S.libi. A Hous. of Many MIJIUions, p. ISS·87.

•
,.. See Shafiq Jiha, AI-Dus.u, al-Lubnani: TariA:huh, Ta'di/aluh, Nasuh al-Ha/~ 1926-1991 [The Leban..e Consôtution: Ils

HiSiory, its Amendmenls, and ils Present Texl) (BeiNt: Dar al·'Um IiI-Malayen, 1991), p. 9:;, Cn. 47.

'" Clyde G. Hess, Jr. and Herben L. Bodman. Jr.. "ConCessionalism aod Feudalily in Leban... Poliôcs," Middl. Eas. Journal
8, l, (Winter 1954), p. 10.
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• privilege that its deliberations are held in secret.'" Cabinet posts are distributed in a way that guaramees

representation for the six largest religious communities. Under normal conditions, and until the 11)75 civil

war, certain Cabinet portfolios were nearly always reserved to specific sects: the Christians mon0l'0lized

the portfolios of the Vice-Premiership (always Greek Orthodox), Foreign Affairs, and Education. The

Muslims were often offered the minislries of the Interior (almost always hcld by thc prime minister),

Defence, Agriculture, and Post and Telegraph. The re"",ining ministries make up "the area of hargaining

and adjustment when a cabinet is formed." 14' Confessionalism is also taken into consideration in

recruitment to non-elective administrative, judicial, diplomatie, and military posts.

Indirectly, the National Pact also recognized Lebanon's religious pluralism as its raiso/l tl'elre.

Michel Chiha (d. 1954), whose ideas provided the theoretical underpinnings for the Pact, counselled

communal (or segmental) autonomy and prescribed minimal govemment inlerference in the personal,

family, and communal matlers of the different sectarian communities.'~' These were to be left 10 the

• respective religious institutions of each sect. The practice was inslitutionalizcd with the establishment of

separate religious courts for the different confessional groups along side the state run civil court system.

ln the same spirit, the state gave religious-run l'rivale schools the freedom to choose their educational

curricula. However, whether or not confessionalism, Cabinet politics, and communal autonomy are

sufficient conditions for Lebanon to be labelled a consociational democracy remains a contentious

issue.1SI

1"" Pierre Rondot, "The Politicallnslitutions of Lebanese Democracy." in Binder. PoUlies in Lebanon. p. 134.

14' Ralph E. Crow, "Religious Sectarianism in the Lebanese Political System," Journal ofPolilies 24, 3, (August 1962), p. ~o~.
For cabioet politics sce also Elie Salem, "Cabinet Politics in Lebanon," Middle East Joumal21, 4, (Autumn 1967), pp. 488·~02.

"' Sce Abdo I. Baaklini, ugis/ative and Political Deve/op"",nr: uOOnon, 1842·/972 (Dumam: Duke Uoiversity Press, 1976),
pp. 107 and 273.

•
'li For a defence of the applicability of the consociational democracy model to Lebanon see Antoine Nasri MesSlllTa, u Modi/e

Politiqu~ Libanais et sa Survit: Euai sur la Classification li L'Aménagement D'IUt Système Consocialif(Beinn: Librairie Orientale,
1983). For a critique see Mahdi'Amil (Hassan Hamdan), Fj·/·Dawla a/.Ta'ijiyya [On the Confessional Statel (Beirut: Dar al·Farabi,
1988); and As'ad Abukhalil, "The Politics ofSectarian Ethnicity: Segmentation in Lebanese Society," (Ph.D. Thesis, Georgetown
University, 1998), especially pp. 274-280.
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• 2.3 Regional Permeability, Domestie PoUties, and Foreign Poliey Options

In Jordan and Lebanon the 'asabiyya dilemma has exposed the political arena to the manipulation

of external and domestic actors seeking to consolidate their regional or domestic positions. The existence

of a highly permeable regional system facilitates the manipulation of the segmental c1eavages by regional

powers. In this case, external and internai pressures may combine to paralyse the political system,

rendering the state ungovernable. Regional and domestic factors not only exacerbate a state's penneability,

they can also constrain ils foreign policy options. What then are the defining features of the Arab state

system. what are the domestic detenninants of foreign policy in both Jordan and Lebanon, and what

foreign policy options do they face?

2.3.1 The Arab State System: Regional Permeability and Domestic Vulnerability

Sorne scholars have caUed attention to the existence of a "penetrated" Middle Eastern

• "subordinate" system with peeuliar indigenous charaeteristics and a distinctive approach to international

politics.'" Other narrower conceptualizations have focused upon the Arab state system per se. In this

case, it is argued that sinee its inception the Arab system has becn characterised by a number of special

features giving "rise to relations between Arab states whieh were qualitatively different from those in

other regional systems... m The presence of a high degree of cultural, Iinguistic, and religious

homogeneity, and the intensity of the myriad material, societal, and politieal links among the member

stales has engendered a situation where "the political systems of Arab states have been c10sely

interconnected and penneable." '''' This penneability - best exemplified in the spill-over effect of

m See L. Carl Brown, International PoUlies and the Middœ East: Old Ru/es, Dangerous Games (Princeton: Princeton University
Press. 1984), pp. 5-6 and 18; and Leonard Binder. "The Middle East as a Subordina'e Internationa! System." World Polilies 10,
3, (April 1958). pp. 408-429.

ln Paul C. Noble. .'The Arab System: Opportunities. Constraints. and Pressures," in Korany and Dessouki. The Fonign Policies
ofAmb Slalts. p. 55.

• ". Ibid.• p. 57.
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• transnational appeals such as pan-Islamie and pan-Arab ideologies across stale horders - has rendered Ihe

domestic arena of sorne states vulnerable 10 external (and interna\) manipulation, especially by aspiring

regional hegemons. Permeability has also benefited from a condition prevalenl in the Arah world sinee

independence, but more so in the 1950s and 1960s, where political allegiance has had to "fumhle its way

between two obligations: one to the interest of the sovereign territorial stale; the other to the imperative

of pan-Arabism."'" ln this case the existence of a set of "all-Amb core concerns" has forced upon

slates a cenain level of scrupulousness towards these concerns in the formulation of their domestic and

foreign policies,'" In the 1950s and 1960s, at Ihe zenith of the Arab system's permeability, sorne leaders

were adept in using core Amb concems either as devices to legitimize their own regimes or as weapons

to discredit their opponents.

Thus in the Arab system, in addition to the distinction between "strong" and "weak" stales, il

is also possible to distinguish between "hard" and "soft" states where the "hardness" or "softness" of

• a state varies with "the extent to which state-society relations ... exhibit extensive transnational

characteristics."'57 "Soft" states are especially susceptible to the destabilizing effects of transnational

appeals. In the 1950s, both Jordan and Lebanon were exposed to the transnational influence of Nasserite

Arab nationalism. Systemic factors constrained foreign policy behaviour in both states. This same

behaviour was also constrained by specific domestic determinants,

2.3,2 Domestic Determinants of Foreign PolieY

In the Arab system, the domestic environment plays an imponant role in shaping a state's foreign

'" Kamal Salibi, Lebanon and the Middle Eastern Question Pape", on Lebanon No. 8 (O.fon!: Centre for Lebanese Studies,
1988), p. 11.

•
"' Michael C. Hudson, Arab Polities: The Searchfor Legitimaey (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1977), p. 5.

111 Rex Brynen, "Palestine and the Arab Slate System: Permeability, Slate Consolidation and the Intifada," Canadian Journal
of Political Science 24, 3, (September 1991), p. 598.
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• policy "behaviour," to be distinguished from its foreign policy "orientation."'" The factors that make

up the domestic environment either enhance or constrain a state's foreign policy options.''' In Jordan

and Lebanon, the 'asabiyya dilemma, and the resultant lack of political and social unity, may be

considered a primary domestic determinant of foreign policy behaviour. The existence of a majority

Palestinian community with a distinct national identity and political agenda has constrained the Hashemite

regime's foreign policy options. The Hashemite regime has had to pursue (or look to pursue) an

'honourable, just solution' to the Palestinian problem, one which is sensitive to domestic public opinion

and (at least until 1988) in which Jordan figures as an able representative of the Palestinians, while not

ineurring Palestinian opposition by eneroaching on the Palestinian Liberation Organization's role as the

'sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian people.' Beyond the Palestinian problem, the regime has

general1y attempted to avoid foreign policies that may antagonize the domestie Palestinian community in

Jordan. Similarly, in Lebanon, the attempt to mitigate the 'asabiyya dilemma through the National Pact

• constrained foreign policy options since this agreement became the regulative prineiple of the country's

regional Arab poliey. Any deviations from the prineiples outlined in the Pact often invited political, and

popular, upheaval. Moreover, in addition to constraining foreign policy behaviour, the 'asabiyya dilemma

compounds the regional permeability predieament by faeilitating extemal (or internai) manipulation of the

domestie arena. Both countries have faced other domestic determinants that have either constrained or

enhaneed their foreign poliey options.

A Jack of natural borders and a geographic location between eontending regional aspirants (Iraq,

Syria, and Israel) has often exposed Jordan to the pressures ofregional powers, eonstraining the eountry's

foreign poliey options. The laek of a viable eeonomie base, due to the paueity of natural resources, has

•
lOI For a discussion SC< Babgat Korany and Ali E. Hillal Dcssouki, "Arab Foreign Polieies in a Changing Environmen~" in

Korany and Dcssouki, Th. FOrtig. Po/icits ofArab Stalts, pp. 412-413.

,,. For a liS! orsueh faClors seo Ali E. Hillal Dcssouki and Babgal Korany, "A Literalure Survey and a Framewo'" of Analysis,"
in Ibid., pp.lg.20.
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• had a similar constraining effect on foreign policy options, As a resul:, Jordan has beeome heavily

dependent upon regional and international aid, Although Jordan's rentier economy has been a benefieiary

of the Arab oil economy, since its creation Jordan has been dependent on foreign subsidies, tirst British

aud later American, On the other hand, and despite its negligible ability to help implement the regional

objectives of Jordanian foreign policy, the role of the Jordanian al'my as a stauneh defender of the

monarchy has at times enabled the regime to take unpopular foreign policy deeisions when the existence

of the regime was threatened,'~l The same effect has resuhed l'rom Jordan's politieal structure and its

concentration of executive power in the person of the king, '61

With the exception of the borders with Israel in the south, geographically Lebanon borders totally

on the Syrian hinterland, Economic viability has been partly predicated upon aceess to the Syr:an land

routes and, hence, good relations with Syria, The lack of abundant natuml resources or a vigorous

industrial sector made the Lebanese economy dependent upon the services sector and foreign aid,

• Consequently, foreign policy options have been constrained by the need to accommodate the interests of

the user and donor states. A capitalist system and a laissezlaire economy, the historic tics of some

Lebanese communities to certain Western states, and the regional Arab policy enunciated in the National

Pact have historically translated into a "center-right" position in the international system: "that is,

between the West and the non-aligned movement;" maintaining close relations with the Western world

but supportive of Arab interests on the international scene,'·' Foreign policy stances away l'rom this

160 A case in point is Hussein's dismissal of Sulciman al-Nabulsi's govemment on JO April 1957 at the hcight of the nationalisl
tide, the appointmcnt of a military govemment. followed by an army clamp down on dissident clements in the country. Another
exampte was Hussein's refusai to JOÎn the union between Egypt. Syria, and Iraq deciared on 17 April 1963. The aony. agnin. was
cwled in to crush street riols demanding Jordan's couy to the union.

161 For a discussion of sorne of these issues sec Ali E. HiUal Dessouki and Karen Aboul Khcir. "The Politics of Vulncnlbilily
nnd Survival: The Foreign Policy of Jordan," in Korany and Dessouki, The Foreign Policies ofArab States, pp, 2t7·224; nnd Don
Peretz, "Reflecûons on Domeslic Delenninants of Jordnn's Foreigo Policy," in Simon, The Middle East and Norlh Africa, pp, 399·
408,

• 16: Gbassan Salam6. "ls a Lebanese Foreign Policy Possible?" in Barakal, Toward a Viable Lebanon. p. 355.
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• 'ccnter-right' position have often engendered political crises In Lebanon. With respect to regional

contenders of power, geography, history, military and political realities have attracted Syria's attention to

Lehanon sinee the creation of Greater Lebanon in 1920. Syria ultimately developed a wide array of

interests in Lebanon that made it difficult for any Lebanese president to initiate foreign policies that run

counter il Syrian inlerests.'" As long as social unity proves elusive, and as long as the economy is

dependenl upon Syrian land routes for access 10 Arab markets, Lebanese foreign policy is bound 10 a

relation of perpetuaI accommodation wilh Syria.

Domeslic factors also play an instrumental role in exacerbating Lebanon's permeabilily to regional

pressures and its vulnerability 10 external inlervention. One such factor, in existence throughout most of

Lebanon' s history, is the lack of an undisputed central authority.'1>1 The reason for this situation is not

difficult 10 discern, il is rooted in the sh1lrp segmenlal c1eavages Ihat perrneate Lebanese society. Kamal

Salibi emphasiZlls the religious c1eavage as a determining factor of the laek of central control. He has

• contended thal since "the Lebanese population happens 10 be divided, socially and politically, between

equally forceful Christian and Muslim sides disagreeing on fundamental issues and, because each side

includes a variety of sects representing different shades of the opposed political opinions, strong state

control in the country was impossible to develop."'6S Historically, this phenomenon has given rise to

a situation where foreign countries became the final repositories of power and the ultimate arbiters over

matters Lebanese.'''' Another feature of Lebanese politics that has tended to heighten the perrneability

lM I:or n discussion of Syrian intcrests and po1icies in LehanoR sec Bassel Salloukh. "Syrian Policy in LebaDon: Sources of
Sucee"," MeGiII Journal of Middle Eas. S/lU/jes t, (1992-93), pp. 95-118.

'" Ra,hid Khaliài, "E'lemal Inlervr' con in Lebanon: The Hi'iorieal Dynamie,," in S. Seikaly cl al., cds. Quesl for
Unders.ancling: Arabie and Islamie S/lu/ies in Memory ofMalcvim H. Kerr (BeiNI: Ameriean University of BeiNt, 1991), p. 108.

•
lM Knmal Salibi. Lebancm and tht Middlt EaJltm Qutstion, p. 7.

'10 Sec Albert Houruni, "Lebanon: The Dcvetopmenl of a Politienl Society," p. 21. Sincc the withdrawal of the Egyptian anny
in 1840 from Mount LchanoR undcr foreign pressure. this trend has proven unhreakable in the political history of Mount Lebanon.
and laler the Republie of Lebonon.
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•

•

and vulnerability of the domestic arena to extemal intervention is "the ahsence of a single dominant

. ,,' h 107 1 . 1 h 1 k f h .sectanan group In t e country. n practlca terms, t c ae' 0 cgcmony hy any segment nt Lchancsl'

society has invited foreign powers to intervene in Lebanon either to arhitrate among the different segments

and to devise compromise solutions, or to shift the political balance of power in favour of a particular

group. Similarly, the lack of a predominant Or majority segment in Lebanon has encouragetl Lebanexe

actors to seek extemal supporters to tip the political balance in their favour. Fuced with the uforementioned

regional and domestic imperatives, what foreign policy options are available to Jordan and Lebanon?

2.3.3 Foreign Poliey Options for Small States

With respectto Arab regional policy, Jordan and Lebanon have faced four rcgional policy options.

Nassif Hilli has enumerated these options as "forced accommodation," "confrontation," "passive

preventive accommodation:' and "active preventive accommodation." 1'"

The regime will resort to a policy of forced accommodation when confronting an internai crisis

that manifests a lack of domestic consensus over the state' s Arab orientation, and when the domestic urcna

is vulnerable to manipulation and intervention by the regional Arab hegemon. In this case, forced

accommodation consists of making concessions to the Arab hegemon without necessarily resolving the

state's internai crisis, either to eschew an escalation of domestic conflict, to enact a new consensus, or to

prepare for a crack down against the domestic opposition. l
.. On the other hand, in the case of u

confrontationalist policy, the rcgime will stand up to the demands and interests of the regional hegemon,

167 Khalidi, "Extemallntervention in LchaDon," p. 109.

161 Sec Nassif Hiui, The Foreign Policy of Lebanon: Lessons and Prospecls for 'he Forgollen /);mens;nn Papcrs on L.chanon
No. 9 (Oxford: Centre for Lebanese Studies, 1989), pp. 12·13 and 20.

1.. Sec Ibid., p. 13. Sueh wc.. the polieles of Charles Helou (1%4-70) and Suleiman Franjieh (1970-1976) in Lehanon. In lordan.
the period from 1955 to 1957 may be considered rcprcsentativc. lt bcgins with Hussein's decision not to join the Baghdad Pact in
December 1955 and ends with the expulsion of the Egyptian military attaché in Jordan and the Egyptian consul general in JerusaJem
on 9 lune 1957.
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• aligning itsdf either with the hegemon's regional or extra-regional foes. In Lebanon, a eonfrontationalist

foreign policy often entailcd the complacencc of a weak prime minister, ready to forego his commonity's

share of the National Pact, thus permilting the roling regime to confront the demands and intereslS of the

Arab hegemon."o In Jordan, to undenake a confrontationalist policy, the king has relied on the suppon

of the Transjordanian-dominated 'establishment,' especially the army, and the extra-regional power

commitled to his protection.'"

An Arab policy of passive preventive accommodation is one in which the regime refrains from

taking any action that may provoke the Arab pole wielding the most influence over domestic politics, lest

such action lead to unbearable consequences.''' Finally, an active preventive accommodation Arab policy

is charaeterized by a rapproc/remellt with the Arab hegemon aimed at enabling the domestic regime to

consolidate the national consensus and reinforce domestic stability.173 It is active for two reasons: first

because it endorses the hegemon' s stances in the regional and international arena without necessarily

• undermining the home country's regional and international interests; second, because ils aim is to insulate

the domestic political arena from transnational manipulation and engage in a process of state-building te

foster national integration.

Among other factors, the choice of any of the preceding options will greatly hinge upon the

regime's objectives and the domestic constraints under which foreign policy decision-making labours. The

following case study chapters will explore how in Jordan and Lebanon domestie realities determined the

Il'1.1 Sec Ibid.. p. 12. The Arab policics of Camille Sham'oun durin~ ,~c premiership of Sami al-5uth and of Amin Jumayyil during
the prcmicrship of Shafiq al·Wazzan fil Ihis category. Both Sami al-5uth and Wazzan werc second rank Sunni politicians. As was
the case in bolh presidcncies. 5uch nf\uab polie)' often led eilher to the collapse of the national cons'msus or H' politien) paralysir.

III A rt"r!!,~nlalivl" pcriod (intcrrupted by shon periods of accommodation) is lhe confrontation witlt Nasser from 1957 to 1967.
Il begins wilh the expulsion of the Egyplian milicary attaché in Jordan au~ j)e Egyptian consul general in Jerusa1em on 9 June 1957
und ends with Hussein's visil to Cairo on 30 Muy 1967 and the signing of a bilateral defence pact with Egypt.

•
III Sec Ibid., p. 20. This was the Arab poHcy of lIyas Sands (l976-19g2).

11) Sec Ibid. ln Lebanon, th< poliey of Fu 'ad SNhab (1958-1964) represents this type. ln Jordan, two intervals are representative:
the period between June 1967 until the dcath of Nasser in September 1970; and the supportive stance toward.. Saddam Hussein in
lhe 1990 Gulf crisis and war.
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•

regime's foreign (but espeeially regional) polie)' ehoiee and, more imponantll', hol\' this panielllar foreigo

poliel' \Vas used bl' Ihe regime ta serve its lIllimale objective: survival.
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• 3. K/NG HUSSEIN'S SURV/VAL STRATEGY: HUSSEIN/SM

Since his ascension to the throne in 1953. the survival of the Hashemile regime in Jordan has been

King Hussein 's paramount objective. In his quest for survival, Hussein has relied on a multi-Ievel,

interactive survival strategy. As a survival strategy, Husseinism exhibits the role of domestic determinants

in shaping the regime's regional policy; and the instrumental role of extra-regional and regional policies

in consolidating the regime'~; domestic position and integrate an otherwise deeply divided society. In this

chapter Husseinism is analyzed as il unravelled beginning in the mid 1950s until the carly 1970s. A study

of the regime's extra-regional policy, particularly ils role in protecling the kingdom from external military

intervention, reveals its function in the success of the overall strategy. An examination of the rerime's

regional policies will demonstrate the regime' s selective adaptation of an accommodationist regional policy

to serve domestic objectives, particularly through insulating the state from regional intervention in the

domestic arena. The regime's domestic policies were also effective in ensuring social integration and

• survival. This entails a scrutiny of the symbols, measures, and institutions that served to legitimize

Hashemite rule and integrate Jordan's deeply divideè -ociety. FinaIly, this chapter closes with a brief

discussion of the factors that have contributed to the success of Husseinism.

.\.1 The Extra-Regional Umbrella: Pro!ecting the Hashemite J(ingdom

An imr'lrtant component of Hussein's 3urv;·,al strategy has been his reliance, in times of acute

•

crisis. on extra-regional intervention or support to protect the state from the threat of regional military

intervention. By protecting the state from regional military threats (or potentialthreats). and by restraining

domestic oppone!)t.. of the monarchy, the extra-regional deterrence umbrella provides the regime the coyer

and support to clamp down on domestic opposition. often fuelled and rn!ltlipulated by regional states.

Moreover. st;::~ protection provides the regimr: a breathing space to consolidate its domestic position. This

latter objective may be achieved in a multitude of ways: by strengthening the army to deter future regional
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• or domestic threats, by developing the economy to provide material incentives and rcwards in exehange

for loyalty to the regime l'rom the social segment, mC'st susceptible to foreign manipulation, and hy

fostering a sense of Jordanian nationhood through different state policies. To he sure. depcndenee upon

extra-regional protection exposed the regime tc criticisrn l'rom domeslie and regional focs. Hussein

constantly defended his Arab nationalist credentials against charges by regional leaders that he was an

agent oï Western irnperialism. However. the irnperatives of survivat meant that extra-regional protection

was a aecessity, not a luxury Hussein could discard to satisfy domestic and regional opinion. As the

following analysis will demonstrate. extra-regional support or intervention provided Jordan protection l'rom

exlemal intervention on more than one occasion. Who then was responsible for the provision of extra-

regional protection and why?

Until the rnid 1950s, Jordan's extra-regional protector was Great Britain. Aceording to the 1946

Anglo-Jordanian Treaty (revised in 1948) Jordan's finances and defence were guaranteed by Britain in

• exchange for British military facilities in Jordan. After the second World War, Britain's position in the

Middle East seemed secure, and so was Jordan's. However, Nasser's consolidation of power in Egypt in

1954 and the threat posed to Britain's regional allies and interests by his brand of revolutionary Arah

nationalism was sufficient cause for British concern. Britain decided to include Jordan in the Baghdad Pact

of 1955, a move aimed at reinforcing Jordan as astate, thus safeguarding British inl1uence in the

region. 174 The Baghdad Pact, however, challenged Nasser' s aspirations for regional hegemony since,

according to Nasser, it perpetuated Western domination in the region. At the same time, in 1955, "the

center of Anglo-American friction shifted to Jordan, where the United States hall always objected to

Britain's exclusive status, and l'rom which Britain suspected the United States of aiming to lIisplace

•
174 Sec Michael B. Oren. HA Winter of Discontent: BrilaiD'S Crisis in Jordan. Dccember 19S5·March 1956," lnlunalional

Journal o/Middle East Studies 22. 2. (May 1990), p. 174. The Baghdad Pact wa, an anti-Soviet alliance includlng Itaq, Iran, Turkey,
and Brilain.
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• ln Octnber 1955, Britain sent ln Jnrdan Turkey's President CelaI Bayar and later Sir Gerald

Templer, Cnmmander nf lhe Imperial General Slaff, ta convince the Jordanian cabinet ta join the Baghdad

Pacl. At the nulset, Hussein was willing ta enter the Baghdad Pact for the right amount of aid provided

hy Brilain. Nasser also sent ta Jordan his Chief-of-Staff General Abdul Hakim'Amer and Colonel Anwar

al-Sadattn mobilize domestic opposition against Jordan's inclusion in the Baghdad Pact. The ensuing riots

against the Baghdad Pact i~ the West Bank forced the successive resignation of Sa'id al-Mufti and Hazza'

al-Majali's cabinets. Stability was only restored after the intervention of the army ta suppress the riots and

the declaration by the new prime minister, Samir a!-Rifa'i, of his cabine!'s opposition ta Jordan's entry

to the Baghdad Pact. Hussein's final decision natta enter the Baghdad Pact was largely due to genuine

domestic opposition fuelled and manipulated by regional powers seeking to distance Hussein from his

British patron. Britain's position in Jordan, and the region, was further undermined when Hussein expelled

• Glubb Pasha from Jordan on 1 March 1956. Since the 1948 war, Glubb had been the target of intense

criticism from Palestinian and Arab quarters. Glubb was blamed for the fall of the towns of Ramla and

Lydda to Israeli hands in the 1948 war. Hussein was also in disagreement with Glubb concerning the

Arabization of the army and Jordar.' s defence strategy againstlsrael. More importantly, Glubb's expulsion

was meant 10 demonstrate tu Arab and domestic public opinion Hussein's independence from Western

innuence 10 counler Cairo's argumentthat Jordan was an 'ir.tperialist power.'''· Although the expulsion

of Glubb won Hussein support in Jordan, the Arab world, and among the nationalist officers in the arrny,

lhe move cxposed him to the conspiracies of these same officers since they replaced British officers in

sensitive posts in the arrny. Britain's formaI exit from Jordan was concluded when in March 1957 the

•
'" Ibid.. p. 175.

111'1 For Hussein's story see H. M. King Hussein of Jordan. U,:tasy Lits ,ht Htad (London: William Heinemann Led.• 1962),
chapter nine. espccially pp. 107·8 and 114-15.
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• cabinet of Suleiman al-Nabulsi abrogated the 1948 Anglo-Jordaman Treaty. With the ahrogation (lI' the

Anglo-Jordanian Treaty the task of providing an extra-regional umbrella for Jordan was lurned over t(lthe

United States.

On 5 January 1957 the Eisenhower Doctrine was enunciated. Its objective was to till the p",wr

vacuum resulting l'rom the decline in French and British intluence in the Middle East on the Illorrow of

the 1956 Suez crisis. lt proposed to accomplish this by offering Illilitary and ecollomic assistancc, or hy

dispatching troops, to countries threatened by 'international Communism.' The joint Anglo-Alllerican

continger.c:i l'lanning that followed the enunciation of the Eisenhower Doctrine advised directlllilitary hclp

for Jordan in a crisis situation, and financial help at other times, Although Hussein declined to accept the

Eisenhower Dor.trine, he made effective use of its anti-Communist rationale to mobilize Alllerican support

during the crises of 1957 and 1958. In faet, the Eisenhower Doctrine' 'was instrumental in leading Hussein

onto an anti-Communist track, which did much to 'sell' him to the American public as a client in whose

• survival it was worthwhile to invest.',m E.:onomically, this meant that following the temlÏnation of the

Anglo-Jordanian Trealy, and the British subsidy to the Arab Legion, America replaced Britain as the

externat financier of the Jordanian treasury, In 1958 America began subsidizing Jordan at the annuaI rate

of l'OltY million dollars,'78 Of equal importance to the future survival of Hussein's regime was the

military and political support provided by America and Britain during the 1957 and 1958 crises. A study

of these crises will demonstrate Hussein' s use of extra-regional support, alongside the loyalty of the

arroy's bedouin regiments, to ensure the survival of his regime.

The dismissa1 of the Nabu1si cabinet on ID April 1957 triggered a crisis in Jordan that continued

until martial law was imposed on the twenty-fifth of the same month, Hussein was convinced that "a

177 Uriel Dano, King Hussein and the Challenge ofArob Radieolism: Jordan. 1955·1967 (New Vot!<: O.ford University Press.
1989), p. 47.

• l7Il See Arori, Jordon: A Sludy in Polilical D~velopmtnl. p. 63.
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•

deeply laid, cieverly contrived plot" to a~sassinate him, "ovenhrow the throne and proclaim Jordan a

republic" was hatched by his domestic enemies with extemal help."" The climax of the crisis was the

confrontation at Ihe Zerqa military camp between bedouin troops and officers and the hadari, non-bedouin,

nationalist officers who were inspired, supponed, and encouraged by their mClllors in Cairo and Damascus.

The loyalty of the bedouin officers and soldiers was pivotai 10 Hussein's survival and his successful

confror.talion wilh the nationalisl officers headed by 'Ali Abu Nuwar. The April crisis brings to sharp

focus Ihe pemicious effects to regime stabilily of the convergence of domestic and extemal threats, and

the vulnerability of the domestic arena to manipulation by extemal powers hent on ovenhrowing or

destabilizing the regime. The April crisis also ilJuminates two imponant components of Hussein's survival

strategy: the use of "skilful diplomacy in suppon of an overall policy;"'~' and the use of extra-regional

support 10 protect the slate from the threat of military intervention by regional powers, thus enabling the

army's loyal regimenls and the regime's security services to suppress domestic opposition.

During the April crisis Hussein was able to elicit American and Saudi support by playing on their

fear of Communism. In Jordan, the opposition's nationalist clamouring was, to a great extent, genuine,

pan and parcel of the then Arab nationalist wave sweeping aeross an Arab world under the spell of Nasser.

Vet Hussein was successful in depicting the nationalist trend as a mere praduct of Communist penetration

in Jordan. In the Cold War years, when the world was divided into two competing camps, Hussein's ruse

was bound to win him Al!1erican support. Hussein was equally successful in gaining the support of the

Saudi regime whose Islamic conservatism loathed revolutionary Communism. America's commitment to

Hussein was overtly manifested politically, militarily, and economically. America declared that the

integrity and independence of Jordan was vital to the United States, it dispatched units from the U.S. Sixth

'" Hussein, U..a.J.v Ut! ,h. H.ad. p. 121. For descriptions of Ibe April 1951 crisis sec Dann, King Hussein and ,h. Chall.ng.
ofArab Radieali.•m, pp. 55·59; and !he accounlS in Ibe biographies-cum·histories of Hussein in Peter Snow, Hussein: A Biography
(New York: Rohon 8. Luce, Inc.. 1972), pp. 106-116; and lames l.unl, H....in of Jordan: A Poli'ieal Biography (London:
Macmillan. 1989), pp. 36-44. For Hussein's accounlsee Hussein, U..a.JY Ut! th. H.ad, pp. 131·151.

• '10 Dann, King Hussein and ,h. Chall.ng. ofArab Radicalism, p. 61.
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• Fleet to the eastern Mediterranean. and it allocated a ten million dollars special aid fund for Jordan. This

American stance constrained Jordan's regional rivais. Most importantly. it deterred Syria from inlervening

militarily in Jordan.

Hussein also used diplomacy to neutralize both Syria and Egypt during the crisis. He \Vas

convinced that their agents, especially the Egyptians, \Vere collaborating \Vith his domestic opponents.

However, Hussein was forced to accommodate this activity lest he antagonize the Egyptian and Syrian

leaders during the crisis. He convinced the leaders of both state~; that his actions against the nationalist

politicians and officers were not aimed against the Arab nationalist camp. This policy won Hussein a

measure of restraint On the part of Nasser and the Syrian President Shukri al-Quwatli. Once he had

consolidated his domestic position Hussein went On the offensive against Egypt and Syria, in June 1957.

and the propaganda war was resumed. '81 Finally, the timely American aid, added to the funds received

from Saudi Arabia, was used to pay the salaries of the loyal bedouin troops.'" With his borders and

• finances secured, Hussein was able to crush the domestic opposition and to rout out the ar.li-regime

officers from the military establishment, thus ensuring the survival of the Hashemite regime. A similar

scenario transpired in the 1958 July crisis.

The 1958 July crisis in Jordan was another instance where the Hashemite regime found itself

beleaguered by internaI and extemal enemies working in tandem to overthrow the monarchy. In this case

a military putsch was planned by anti-monarchist officers in the army. 11 included the assassinalion of

Hussein, the proclamation of a republic, and a possible union with the then nascent United Arab Republic

(1958-1961). Syria and Egypt not only supported the conspirators, they also blockaded Jordan's supply

III The occasion was the expulsion orthe Egyptian military altacM in Amman Major Fu'ad Hilal and the Egyptian consul general
in Jerusalcm Brigadier Muhammad Abdul .Aziz on 9 June 1957. 80th were accused of subversion in the Jordanian officer corps
befa", the April 1957 Zerqa crisis.

• '" Dann, King Hussein and .he Challenge ofA,ab Radicalism, p. 61.
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• land routes causing an oil crisis in the kingdom. 'Hl Once the putsch was uncovered, around mid July,

Hussein called for military help from the Hashemite regime in Iraq. The help from Iraq did not materialize

since the Iraqi regime was overthrown by a military coup on 14 July. Threatened from within and without,

Hussein appealed for American and British military intervention on the evening of 16 July, delegating to

them the decision on who will send troops to Jordan. ". Hussein's rationale for inviting Western troops

to Jordan explicitly illuminates the extra-regional dimension of his survival strategy. Hussein argued that

the decision was meant "to have the military coyer of friendIy countries ..., and to protect Jordan' s

frontiers from its surrounding enemies so that the country might gain the breathing space needed to

stabilize the domestic fronts, build up its army, [and] strengthen its economy ...... ,BS

On the night of 16 July the last of the main conspirators were rounded up by Hussein' s men. But

the danger to Hussein's survival was not over. The arrivaI of British troops in Amman on the evening of

17 July deterred any external intervention and discouraged potential allempts to storm Basman Palace

• where Hussein and his aides were entrenched, guarded by loyal bedouin troops. Once the state was

protected from external threats Hussein was able to consolidate his domestic position. The officer corps

was purged from anti-monarchy elements under the supervision of Sharif Nasser bin Jamil, Hussein's

unele and commander of the Royal Guards regiment; the loyal bedouin troops and security services

effectively suppressed republican feelings and support in their ranks, in government institutions, and in

society. As an epilogue to the crisis, on 21 August the United Nations General Assembly unanimously

adopted a resolution in the name of Arab League member states calIing upon League members to respect

the sovereignty, and to abstain from interfering in the domestic affairs, of other League states. Moreover,

II} The Syrian conneclion was through the Nasserite Colonel Abdul Hamid at·Samj. one lime chief of Military Intelligence in
Syria and later 1'C8ional MiniSicr of the Inlerior in the VAR.

"' For the delails of Ibe July 1958 crisis sec Dann, King H.....in and rhe Challenge of Arab Radiealism. pp. 86-95; Snow,
H.....in: A Biograph.v. pp. 123-129; and Lunt, H.....in of Jordan: A Politieal Biography, pp. 50-55. For Hussein's accounl sec
Hussein. Untasy Li.. the Head, pp. 165-171.

• "' Dann, King H...sein and the Challenge ofArab Radiealism, p. 91.
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• Dag Hammarskjôld elicited 'good-neighbourliness' assurances from Nasser towards Jordan. The United

States and Britain later allocated fi ftY million dollars and a million sterling pounds respectivcly in

additional budgetary aid to Jordan.'"

The support of an extra-regional ally was not always successful in protecting Jordan from forcign

intervention in a crisis scenario, as the Syrian intervention in 'Black Septembcr' 1970 demonstrates.

However, this does not mean that Jordan's extra-regional ally did not play a pivotai role in enabling the

regime to cope with its domestic crisis, which ail along had been the objective of extnl-regional

intervention. An examination of America' s raie during the September 1970 crisis in Jordan might help

c1arify this contention.

Throughout 1968 and 1969, disagreement between the Palestinian commandos (fecla'iyeell) and

the Jordanian authorities over commandos activity within Jordan and across the River Jordan augurcd ill

for the regime. By mid September 1970 intermittent clashes between the commandos and the Jordanian

• army, followed by a series of airplane hijackings by members of the Popular Front for the Liberation of

Palestine (PFLP), brought matters ta a head between the commandos and the army. Most Palestinian

groups, especially the PFLP, were determined to overthrow Hussein's regime, convinced that the road to

Jemsa1em passes through Amman. Hussein, wary that the deteriorating situation might undermine his

control over the army, let alone the survival of his regime, gave the army his approval to crush the

commandos' threat in Jordan.'''

Early in the moming, on 17 September, the Jordanian army launched a full scale assault against

commandos' strongholds in Amman. As the army's predicted swift victory proved elusive, Hussein

•
'16 Sec Lunl, Hussein ofJordan: A Politieal Biography, p. 53.

•17 Sec Lunt, Hussein ofJordan: A Politieal Biogrophy, p. 126. Fat the evenls of Black Septemllet 1970 seo pp. 131-43; and
Snow, Hussein: A Biography, pp. 221-236.
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• bccame worried of an extemal military intervention, especially from Syria and Iraq.'" Yct there was no

lack of extra-regional support. As carly as 10 September, in response to the PFLP hijackings, the United

States placed sorne American forces on semi-alert and sent an aircraft carrier to the eastem Mediterranean.

On the evening of 17 September President Nixon declared that the United States was "prepared to

intervene directly in the Jordanian war should Syria and Iraq enter the conllict and tip the military balance

against Govemment forces loyal to Hussein."'" Nixon's declaration followed the dispatch of more

aircraf! carriers to the Mediterranean. But this was no viable deterrence to the Syrians who on 19 and 20

Seplember sent Syrian troops and a Paleslinian Liberation Arrny (PLA) brigade across the border into

Jordan. In response 10 Hussein's calls for help, the American Sixth Fleet was dispatched to the easlem

Medilerranean in a visible show of force aimed at forcing the Soviet Union to restrain its Syrian ally.

More importantly, the American administration coordinated a contingency plan in which Israel was to

inlervene to force a Syrian withdrawal from Jordan if such a need arase."" On 22 September, after two

• days of fierce fighting and a slow Syrian advance, the Jordanian army, supponed by the JordaniaI. air

force, gained the upper hand in the battle. In the evening of this same day the Syrians began withdrawing

from northem Jordan. The extemal threat to the kingdom had ceased to exisl. Hussein could now

concentrate his attention on the domestic front and the battle against the Palestinians. What then was the

role of Jordan's extra-regional ally in September 19707

In September 1970 ..American diplomacy, through a mixture of subtlety and restraint combined

with visible force, had helped to create a situation in which Jordan was able to cope with ils own

la An lraqi forte wa. deployed around Marraq in nol1hem Jordan. Il later wilhdrew eastward on 19 September in a coordin.ted
move whh the Syrian forces poised to enter Jordan.

,.. William B. Quandt, Ptac. Proctss: Amtriean Diplomacyond.he Arab-1sratli Corif/ie. Sinet 1967 (Washington and Berkeley:
The Bmokings Inslitule and Unive..ily or Caliromia Press, 1993), p. 102.

• (VII For the response of the American administration during the Jordanian crisis see Ibid., pp. 98-108.
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• problems. "'OI The Americall show of force in the eastem Mediterranean. in addition to Ihe Israeli

mobilization through American coordination. may have been a determining factor in then Syrian Defence

Minister Hafiz al-Assad's decision not to commit the Syrian air force to the battle."" Without air cover

the Syrian forc~s were left at the mercy of the Jordanian air force who enlered the bauk on 22 Seplelllber

and inflicted heavy damage on the Syrian ground forces. Perhaps mOrt: effectively. it was the cOllllllitlllcnt

of the United States and Israel to support Hussein that prompted Hussein to engage his own air force in

the battle. '" Hussein ordered his air force into action on 22 September because he kncw that All1erican

and Israeli assistance was forthcoll1ing at his demand. Consequently, Hussein's decision rell10ved the need

for American or Israeli intervention.

By the end of September 1970, Hussein had survived yet another challenge to his regillle partly

through extrn-regional help, but mainly due to the strength and loyalty of the Jordanian army. Later. in

1971, Hussein's stance during the September crisis and its contribution to American forcign policy in the

• Middle East was rewarded when the Nixon administration initiated the M-60 Prograll1 amounting 10 a

virtual rearmament and reorganization of the Jordanian armed forces with American assistance."~ The

extra-regional component of Hussein's survival strategy was essenlialto the survival of the Hashemite

regime. The regional component of the strategy has played an equally important role in the survival of

the regime.

3.2 The Regional Diplomtu:y of Survival: Between Accommodation and Confron/illion

Survival is the primary objective of King Hussein's regional policy. In the formative years of

'" Ibid.. pp. 113-14.

191 Another factor may have bcen his rivalry with Syria's strong man at the time: Salah Jadid.

19) See Quandt. Peau Process. p. 113.

• '" Sec Luot. Hussein ofJordan: A Polilica; Biography, p. 165.
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• Hu",cin's rulc, roughly bctwccn 1955 and 1967, thc main rcgionalthreatto the survival of the regime was

revolutionary Arab nationalism, spcarhcadcd by Nasser whom Hussein labelled "the latest Pharaoh across

the Nilc.""" Jordan's 'asabiyya dilcmma, and the resultant permeability to extemal manipulation,

facilitatcd Nasser's ahility to foment domestic upheaval in Jordan. After ail, under Nasser, though Egypt

the state was supposed to deal with other Arab states irrespective of their forms, as "a revolution, Egypt

should deal only with the people.""" Egypt and Syria also sought ta subvcrt thc Jordanian regime by

supporting and instigating army coups and assassination allempts againsl Hussein. Throughoul these years,

then, il was Nasser who set the nature and lone of the relationship belween mosl of the 'revolutionary'

Arab nationalisl slates and Hussein.

Unlil 1970, Hussein' s regional policies were largely reactive. Not thal Hussein did not initiate

policies; this he sometimes did. However, his maneuvers were always wilhin a context already dominated

and determined by Nasser. In short, until 1967, it was Hussein who needed Nasser. Proximity ta Nasser

• beslowed a desired degree of Arab nalionalist legitimacy upon a king most of whose subjects were more

Icyal ta the champion of Arab nationalism than la the Hashemite Ihrane. Nevertheless, when the politicai

and pulemical bailles between Cairo and Amman were joined, Hussein played his part with vigour and

aggressiveness, never salisfied wilh responsive lactics. AI times of confronlation, Hussein capitalized on

every opportunily la discredil Nasser's prestige and undermine his stalure as the paramount champion of

Arab nationalism. Hussein's efforts aimed al undermining Nasser's appeal in Jordan and, consequently,

Ihe vulnerability of Jordan's domeslic arena la foreign manipulalion. Il is in this lighl that Hussein's

endeavour la presenl himse1f as the true inheritor of Ihe Arab nalionalist manlle should be viewed.

ln general, Hussein's decision ta confronl or accommodale Ihe regional hegel~on was governed

•
Iii' Hussein. Untasy lies the Head. p. 165.

,.. Muhammad Hasanayn Heikal in al·Ahram, 29 December 1962, quoted in Matcolm H. Kerr, Th. Arab Cold War: Gamal 'Abd
al·Nosi, ,nd His Rivais, 1958·1970 third edition (New York: Oxford University Press, 1971), p. 28.
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• by the intensity and the origin of the threat to his survival: an accolllll1odalionisl policy IVas chosen when

the regime faced grave domestic threals, exacerbated by foreign manipulation, 10 insulate the domestic

arena and enable the coercive agencies 10 reslore the regime's dOlllestic control. Regional confrontation,

on the other hand, was often chosen in reaction 10 a similar policy by lhe regional hegell1on, usually - hui

not always - when the regime felt dOlllestically secure.

A number of features characterize Hussein's regional policies during the period uuder review.

Hussein's regional policy was geared towards building alliances with Iike-Illinded conservative regillles -

such as Saudi Arabia - to balance the threat posed by regional challengers. AI limes when regional

accommodation was sought, cooperation wilh the regional hegemon entailed certain concessions on

Hussein'spart, be it with respecl to his regional relations or domestic policies. Hussein also allell1pled 10

cast himself as the mediator among contending Arab stales and as their spokesman, a role he was able to

play only briefly after the 1964 Arab summit bUl was 10 acquire more importance in fulure years to

• ameliorate the effecl of hostile pressures on the kingdom from its neigbbours.'97 The final fealure of the

regional component of Hussein's survival strategy was the tendency 10 appoint prime minislers whu arc

identified with particular regional (or extra-regional) policy stances in the service of consolidaling or

improving the regime's regional position. How then were these taetics employed between 1955 and 1970'1

The decision to slay out of the Baghdad Pact marked the beginning of Hussein's rclationship of

forced accommodation with Nasser. At the time, Hussein could do Iittle but accommodate Nasser to

appease domestic opposition, then clamouring for closer relations with Egypt and Syria. Though the

opposition in Jordan was largely Palestinian, it also included Jordanians who were willing, in the name

of Arab nationalism, to waive their loyalty to the monarchy. After the Baghdad Pact crisis, there followcd

a series of accommodating decisions that Hussein was obliged to make to consolidate his domestic

• '''' See Dessoulci and Aboul Kheir, "The Pelities of Vulnerability and Survival," p. 224; and Oann, King Huuein and '''e
eMllenge ofArab Radicalism, pp. 138-39.
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• position and to insulate the kingdom from regional manipulation: these included the expulsion of General

Glubb, the appointment of Sulciman al-Nabulsi as Prime Minister, Jordan's entry inta the Arab Collective

Security Pact, and the terminalion of the 1948 Anglo-Jordanian Treaty. In this phase of Hussein's regional

diplomacy of survival domestic pressure, fuelled by regional manipulation, forccd Hussein to accommodate

the regional hegemon.

By July 1957 the Hashcmite regime was confronted with overwhelming domestic and extemal

threats to its survival, and the symbiotic relation between the two forces was at its highest. Hussein

decided thal regional accommodation had 10 end. Hussein had come to the conclusion that his regional

f:nemics were intent on overthrowing him. Or. 7 July 1957 the Egyptian military attaché in Amman, Major

Fu'ad Hilal, and the Egyptian consul general in Jerusalem, Brigadier Muhammad Abdul 'Aziz, both

charged wilh fomenting sub~ersive activities among the officer corps and the general population, were

expelled from Jordan. What ensued was a period of confrontation wilh Nasser and the other Arab

• nationalis! states lasting until the fourth week of May 1967, punctuated with i:ltervals of détente and

accommodation. An examination of this period may provide a better understanding of the regional

component of Hussein' s survival strategy.

Regional1y, 1957 witnessed the formation of an alliance between Hussein and the conservative

monarchy in Saudi Arabia. The historic rivalry between the Hashemites and the Saudis was set aside for

the time being. In the same year Hussein survived the April crisis. The confrontation with Nasser

continued into 1958. On 1 February 1958 Syria and Egypt formed a union, the United Arab Republic

(UAR). Hussein, in response, formed Ihe Arah Fedemtion on 14 February between Jordan and Iraq. But

the bloody republican coup in Iraq on 14 July brought the Arab Federation to a premature end. Then came

the July crisis in which domestic and externat actors conspired to overthrow Hussein. This time Hussein's

survival hinged not only on the loy&:ty of his troops and security services, but atso on direct extra-regional

intervention. On the morrow of the July cri~is a fragile détente between the UAR and Jordan developed,
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• largely due 10 Nasser's desire 10 consolidale his regional gains nccming from Ihe union wilh Syria.

Hussein demonslraled his desire to mend fences wilh Ihe revolutionnry Arab cnmp by replncing Samir '11-

Rifa'i, Ihe velcran prime minisler, in May 1959. Rifa'i had been critical of Ihe Arab Lengue, c1aiming Ihnl

il was an Egyptian 1001. 198 His replacement mny be inlerpreled as 'ln nUempt by Ihe regime 10

demonslrate its desire for a rapprochemelll with Nnsser."" Nevertheless, the resloralion of diplomntic

relalions between ~he UAR and Jordan, on 15 August 1959, look pince only duc 10 Nnsser's need for

cooperation from Jordan and Saudi Arabia in Ihe Arab League 10 isolale Iraq whose president, 'Abdul

Karim Qasim, was wagging an anti-Nasserite campaign in Iraq.""

The rapprochemelll between Nasser and Hussein sustained several setbacks in 1960. The yenr

witnessed successive assassination aUempts against Hussein and sorne of his closeSI aides-dc.camp

culminating in the assassination of Prime Minister Hazza' al-Majali on 29 August. Hussein was quick 10

charge the UAR with complicity in these plots, On 1 Oclober Hussein recognized Qasim's regime in Iraq,

• a move aimed at capitalizing on the growing rifl between Nasser and Qasim that was guaranteed to

intimidate the former. On 3 October, in a speech delivered atthe United Nations, Hussein openly accused

the UAR of subversive activities in Jordan,"" An interruption in this war of words and deeds occuITed

between February and May 1961. The occasion was a leuer sent by Hussein to Nasser urging the

restoration "i sensible relations belween them and the relaxalion of the propaganda war, Though

underscoring fine points of disagreement between them, Nasser replied favourably 10 Hussein' s tirst

leller."12 At the time, Nasser was preoccupied with internaI problems, the growing restlessness in Syria,

IQ" For a vindication of Rira'i"s contention sec Tawfig Y. Hasou. The S,ruggle for 'he Arab Wnr/d: /:.',·vpl's Ntu.u', and lire Aral,
League (London: KPI, 1985), espcciatly pp. 162·169.

IW Sec Dann. King Hussein and the Challengt> of Arab Radicalism. p. 106.

lro Sec Kerr, The Arab Cald War, p. 19.

"" Sec excelplS from Hussein's speech 10 the UN in Hussein, Uneasy Lies lhe Head, pp. 200-207, espcciatly p. 204.

• 102 For a discussion of the lettcr ex\:hange see Dann. King Hussein and the Challenge of Arab RaJica/ism. pp. 114-15.
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• and his feud with Qasim. and so a truce with Hussein was welcome. This incident suppons the contention

that Nas;er had the last say in shaping the nature of the relation with krdan.

The relaxation of tensions between the VAR and Jordan, and the period of relative stability

enjoyed in Jordan as a result of the correspondence came to an abrupt end in September 1961. After the

secession of Syria from the VAR on the morrow of the Syrian army coup on 28 September, Hussein

immedialely recognized the new secessionist Syrian govemment of Ma'mun al-Kuzhari. Il was yet another

example of Hussein's tirrless allempts to exploit any opportunity to undermine Nasser's Arab nationalist

credentials, and hence, his ability to manipulate the Jordanian domestic arena. Nasser retaliated by

breaking off relations with Jordan, and a new era of confrontation began between Jordan and Egypl.

Nasser' s decision reflected the new orientation of the Egyptian regime toward the rest of the Arab world:

"it reversed the course of moderation that it had cautiously developed since 1959 and assumed the stance

of the militant revolutionary, uncompromisingly dedicated to the overthrow of ail its conservative

• neighbours."li"

The same characteristics of past confrontation periods resurfaced anew. After the propaganda war

was resumed, Hussein energetically endeavoured to strengthen his relations with his Saudi allies. On 27

Seplember 1962 Hussein travelled to Saudi Arabia and after three days of talks a communique issued by

the two parties declared immediate "complete military union" between the two kingdoms and

"coordination ... in foreign and inter-Arab policies.,,'"' The outburst of the Yemeni civil war in

September also provided Hussein an opportunity to challenge Nasser's hegemony. Naturally, Hussein sided

with the royalist camp, providing them aid and support. He also urged the Saudis to support the Yemeni

royalists. The talks in Saudi Arabia and the support to the royalist Yemeni regime were vintage Hussein:

consolidating his relations with an allied regional power to balance the threat of another, and reciprocating

"" Kerr, Th. "'rab Cold War, p. 25.

• "" Quoted in Dann, King Hussein and th. Challeng. of"'rab Radicalism, p. 124.
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•

•

confrontation aggressively. But Hussein's fortunes soon changed. New regional developll1cnts causcd a

new regional orientation.

The Ba'thi coups in Iraq, on 8 February 1963. and in Syria, on 8 March, pavcd thc way for unity

ralks between Egypt, Syria, and Iraq culll1inating in the sign;ng of a document proclaiming the hirth of

a new United Arab Republic on 17 April."" For a while it seemcd that Na.,,,er had yct again "et the

Arab train on the unity track. Anticipating the effect of the unity talh on tllc dOll1estic arena, Hussein

alterel1 his position from regional confrontation to accommodation. The decision was followed hy a

number of conciliatory measures. When the unity talks commenced Hussein expressed his readiness to

cooperate with the prospective union. but made it clear that he was not considering joining il. The radio

allacks on Egypt were abruptly ended. Wasfi al-Tall, the staunch anti-Nasser prime minisler, "'~s 1~l'laced

by Samir al-Rifa'i. Hussein also played down his relations with Saudi Arabia and lhe Yemeni royalists

witho:lt denying his sympathies for them.

The unity declaration triggered mass rallies in Jordan in support of the new union. On 20 April

the rallies had turned into mass demonstrations against the govemment. Riots broke out in Irbid. Amman.

and sorne West Bank towns. By accommodating his regional enemies, Hussein had won himself sorne lime

in anticipation of the domestic explosion. On 27 March, to consolidate his domestic position. Hussein had

appointed a new government staffed with members whose loyalty to the regime was proven. Suon after

the rioting began the army was sent in to clear the streets, and domestic control was swiftly restored.

Hussein's regional realignment in 1963 was not only tactically wise, it was also timely. The new

union proved stillborn. Syria and Iraq were soon preoccupied with their own internai factional struggles.

The failure of a Nasserite putsch in Syria in July 1963, and the resultant consolidation of power by the

Ba'th, brought Syrian-Egyptian cooperation to an end. Hussein could only benefit from the internai

"" Sec lite ctassie study of lite uniry talks in Kerr, Th. Arob Cold War, pp. 44-76. For excerpls from lite taJb sec Muhammad
Hasanayn HeikaJ, Sanawal al-Ghalayon: Harb al·Thalalhun Sana (aJ·Juz' al·'Awal) (The Effervescent Yea,,: The Thiny Years
War (pan onell (Cairo: Markaz aJ-'Ahrarn IiI-TaJjarna wa·I·Nashr, 1988), pp. 689-699.
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• squabbles of lhe Arab revolulionary camp. Al the same time, Nasser's regional falloul after the collapse

of the projected union and in Yemen, compounded by domestic problems and a cooling of relations with

Ihe Uniled Slates, forced a change in tactics. By Decembcr, the Cairo regime vIas leaning towards the

belief lhat "positive influence over other govemments' policies may be obtained more easily by

conciliation and tolerance than by threats or abusiveness. ",,~ Nasser made use of the first Summit of

the Arab head of states in Cairo in January 1964 10 correcl his relations with the conservative monarchies

of Jordan and Saudi Arabia who were "glad of his friendship, and would do what they couId afford to

accommodate him. ,,'1l7 The 1964 Summil ushered forth two years of peaceful coexistence between the

'conservative' and the 'revo1utionary' regimes. As on previous occasions, Nasser set the tone and Hussein

reciprocated.

Relations with Jordan were restored On 15 January, with a show of personal cooperation between

Hussein and Nasser. Hussein, always ready to appear with Nasser for domestic public consumption, visited

• Cairo twice in 1964. After the 1964 Summit, with Nasser's consent, Hussein attempted to play the role

of mediator in Arab politics and the spokesman for the Arab states. Yet Hussein had to paya price for

accommodating Nasser: he recognized Egyptian hegemony in Arab politics, agreed to the creation (1f the

PLO and the PLA, agreed to an Arab Unified Military Command under an Egyptian general, released Arab

nationalist prisoners in Jordan, activated relations with the Communist bloc, switched his position in the

Yerneni civil war recognizing the republican rather than the royalist regime, and finally, in 1965,

cooperated with Nasser in the latter's campaign against the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt.'ll8

The peaceful coexistence bctween Hussein and Nasser was violated by Hussein in January 1966

when he sided with Saudi : ; Ibia in the nascent struggle bctween the emerging contending camps: the

•• Kerr, Tht Arab Cold War, p. lOt.

"" Ibid., p. 102.

• .. Sec Dann, King Huntin and tht Challtngt ofArab Rndicalism, pp. 137-38 and 144: and Kerr, Th. Arab Cold War, p. 114.
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• revolutionary and Islamic. The break came in December when Nasser, desiring 10 present himsclf as the

primary champion of the Palestinian cause and under pressure l'rom Syria to resume Ihe fighl against the

conservative regimes, publicly attacked Hussein for siding with King Feisal of Saudi Ar<lbi<l. This rounù

of confrontation continued until Hussein's visit ta Cairo on 30 May 1967 and the signing of a bilatentl

defence pact with Egypt. Hussein 's defensive step along the slippery slope leading to the 1967 war

reflected his intent ta give up his partnership with King Feisal in exchange for Nasser's patronage.""

Hussein had no other choice, Refusai ta join Egypt in the baille against Israel was bound to enrage his

domestic (and regional) focs, and might have cast him his thrane. In retrospect, his active accommodation

of Nasser cast Hussein hall' his kingdom, but the throne was saved.

The 1967 war exposed the bankruptcy and sterility of the revolutionary camp's vituperations

against Israel. Nasser and his revolulionary allies were defeated, and the threatto Hussein l'rom lhis quarter

ail but disappeared. Now Hussein and Nasser shared similar objectives: survival and the recovery of the

• temtory lost in the 1967 war, They also ~hared a common threat ta the realization of thesc objectives: the

Pa!estinian commandos, whose agenda differed l'rom that of most Arab leaders. Consequently, bath Nasser

and Hussein "developed an interest in reaching a workable setllement with Israel before il was too

late. "210 The Khartoum summit of August 1967 was the occasion for Nasser's formai reconciliation with

Hussein. Yet Hussein was cognizant of the tactical nature of his alliance with Nasser after the 1967 war:

Nasser needed him as a link with the United States and as an intermediary between Egypt and Saudi

Arabia.211 Nevertheless, Hussein made use of this alliance in his strugg\e against the commandos in

September 1970. Once Nasser accepted the Rogers initiative on 23 July 1970 he had no other choice but

to favour his alliance with Hussein over that with the Palestinians. The commandos had become an

"" Sec Kerr, The Arab cord Wor, p. 128.

'10 Ibid., p. 137. Significantly, Kerr calls the period betwecn 1967 and 1970 the Nasser·Hussein "Axis," sec p. 129.

• '" Seo Ibid., p. 148: and Mohamed Heikal, The Raad rD RonuuIon (London: William Collins Sons & Co. LId., 1975), p. 58.
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• obstacle to tbe regional senlement desired by tbe Arab regimes rather than a tactical lever used to

strengthen the Arab position.'" Hence, in September, despite Nasser's waming to Hussein not to

"Iiquidate" the commandos, Hussein's army moved to crush them.'" Nasser's stance during the crisis

and in the Cairo summit convened to resolve the crisis seems to vindicate Hussein's reasoning: throughout

the crisis Nasser's c:iticism of Hussein was restrained, and the summit failed to elicit any formai censure

against Hussein. With the death of Nasser on 28 September a turbulent era came to an end in Jordan's

regional politics. Malcolm Kerr' s verdict on this particular episode of Arab politics is cogent: "The

supreme irony of ... INasser's] career was that he died in the act of shielding his old enemy ... [Husseinl,

at the expense of his old clients the Palestinians...m

Between 1955 and 1970 Hussein' s regional policies were an important part of his survival strategy,

playing an instrumental role in the survival of the Hashemite throne in Jordan, By the end of 1970 Hussein

had successfully contained the threat from Cairo, even using Nasser' s prestige for his own benefit in the

• September conflict with the commandos. In November 1970 Hafiz al-Assad seized power in Syria, To be

sure, Syrian interests in Jordan persisted, especially after 1974, when l)amascus developed its Eastern

Front strategy, However, in its relations with Jordan, Assad's regime proved to be wiser and more cautious

than its predecessors. The posture of enmity and hostility towards Israel helped Hussein in this turbulent

period. The modus vivendi developed with Israel since King Abdullah's days was respected, with one fatal

exception, ln 1971 the army eliminated the remaining threat from the commandos in Jordan. King Hussein

could now claim victory over his rivaIs. To beller appreciate this victory, it is essentialto undertake an

li' Seo 'Issa al·Shu'aibi, "'Ashr Sanawal Min al-Sira' Bayn al·Hulan al·'Urduni wa Munadhamal al·Tahrir al-Filasliniyya,"
ITen Vcars of Slruggle Between the Jordanian Regime and lhe Palcstinian Liberalion Organizalion) Shu'un Filasliniyya 41142.
(January·February 1975), p. 215.

1Il Heikal. Th. Rond 10 ilamadan. p. 97. On page 96 Heikal contends thal Nasser fcarcd thal Hussein mighl use Egypl's
acceptance of the Rogers initiative to clamp down on the commandos. "on the grounds that their patron, Nasser. had apparently
withdrawn his suppon.··

•

li' bKerr, The Ara Cold War, p. 153.
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• examination of the domestic component of Hussein's survival slralegy.

3.3 Domestic Sources of Survival: Symbols and Techniques

The domestic component of Hussein's survival stmtegy has played a pivotai role in ensuring the

survival of the Hashemite regime in Jordan. After ail, the domestic arena is where the stale (or regillle)

intervenes to restructure state-society relations 10 achieve its pamlllount objective: survival. There is a need

then to examine the symbols and the techniques employed by the regillle to legitimize ilS rule and to

integmte an otherwise deeply divided sociely. Symbols and techniques, however, have not always

guamnteed survival. Brute force, deployed selectively but effectively, has saved the regime on numerous

occasions.

3.3.1 Neo·Patrimonial Leadership

• Hussein has effectively used lmditional, religious. and pan-Arab symbols to consolidate and

legilimize his rule. He perceives and presents himself as "the head of a family as much as the king of a

country."21S As the head of the extended family that is Jordan, Hussein has been able to use the exisling

patriarchal social structure to rally support fr-J:'l the traditional sectors of the society, specitically From the

bedouin tribes whose tirst 10yaIly is to the family. The Hashemiles' direct descent From the Prophet

Muhammad and their historie role as Guardians of the Holy Places have appealed to the religiously

conservative bedouin and the tribes. In their tum, the Hashemites have cultivated strong personal ties with

the bedouin and the tribal chiefs, "often sending their male children to spend a year or two with them to

leam the lore of the desert, ,,216 In addition to the symbolic appeal of the Hashemite descent, the regime

has generously lavished palpable material and polilical rewards to gain the loyalty of the leaders of the

115 Hussein. Untasy lies th~ Head. p. sa.

• 21& LuDt. Hwsein ofJordan: A Po!ilÎcal Bio,raphy, p. xxiv.
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• Iraditional segments of Jordanian sociely. In lum, the support of the tribal shei"h, has enabled the regime

10 cultivale Ihe loyally of Ihe bedouin and the tribal populalion. Prominent bedouin tribes and clans are

represented in the Royal Hashemite Diwan to ensure the loyally of the;r constituencies. The Tribal

Couneil, a department of the Diwan, also serves to promote the loyalty of the bedouin to the monarchy

and mainlains the monarchy in close touch with the rural areas of the East Bank.217 This has helped

Hussein develop strang personal relations with the Transjordanian rural population. In terms of political

patronage and access to govemment or military posts, Hussein has scrupulously maintained a balance of

power between the two main tribal confederations in the north and the south: the Bani Sakhr and the

Majali.'''

Clemency vis-a-vis the regime's enemies has been a recurring manifestation of Hussein's patemal

rule: one time conspirators were later pardoned and appointed to non-sensitive posts in the kingdom.'19

The regime has also used its Arab nationalist credentials to bolster its legitimacy at the popular level.

• Throughout the turbulent era of the 1950s and 1960s, the public was continuously reminded of the

Hashemite role in the Arab revoit of 1916, a tactic used to counter Nasser's monopolization over the Arab

nationalist movement. The reliance on the manipulation of symbols, however. is not a sound survival

tactic. Hence, the ...,gime has depended on an array of techniques to consolidate and legitimise its rule.

ln For the Royal Diwan and Ihe Tribal Council sec MUI8Wi. Jordan in Ih~ 1967 WaTt p. 12.

•

li. Dann, King Hw.-;n and th< Chall..g< afArab Rndicalism, pp. 106-7 and 116.

'" The Iist is long, bUI the fullowing examples should suffice. Habis al-Majali, aeeuscd of taking Prince Nayers side in the
power struggle after lhe assassination of King Abdullah, bccame commander of the army in 1958. Abdullah Tell, implicalcd in the
plOllo assassinale King Abdullah, was offered a ci,il service posl twenty years later. 'Ali Abu Nuwar, implicated in the April 1957
coup anempl, became ambassador to Paris ten years later.•Ali al·Hiyyari, who ncd to Syria after the April 1957 coup altemp~ was
appointed ambassador 10 Egypt in 1971. Sadek Shara', implicatcd in the Marcb 1959 coup altempl, became Director General of
Hussein's pl1SSpon office in 1911. Suleiman at-Nabulsi. the regimc's arch coemy in the late 19505. was appointed to the Scoate in
1964.
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• 3.3.2. Political-Legal Techlliques

The survival of the Hashemite regime has been predicated upon its ability to appeal 10 th,- other

two main segments in the kingdom: the Transjordanian and Ihe Paleslinian. Sincc lhe creaIion of

Transjordan, and especially after 1948, the regime has secured the loyalty of the Tl.msjordanians by fully

integrating them into the ruling establishment, Ihe decision-making bodies, the public seelor, and Ihe

military institutions of the kingdom. The regime's main challenge has been to integrale and control Ihe

Palestinian segment. The regime has employed an aITay of political and legal measures 10 conslrain the

politieal activities and opportunities of the Palestinian (subordinate) segmem in Jordan.

Until 1967, the regime concentrated its energies on restricting the activities of the (Iargely)

Palestinian opposition parties and inhibiting the emergence of a united, effeclive political leadership,

representative of Palestinian opinion in the West Bank."" The most effective legal measures in this

regard were the Emergency Defence Regulations, the Political Parties Law (1954), and the Anti-

• Communist Law (1953). These laws empowered the regime to suppress any forrn of political aetivity,

dissolve or prohibit any forrn of political organization, that threatened (or was felt to threaten) the survival

of the regime. This amounted to a legal intervention by the regime to structure the opposition' s political

organization. In the 1950s these legal prerogatives were used to prevent the creation of two parties that

actively opposed the policies of the regime: the pan-Arab Ba'th and the Islamic al-Tahrir party. In April

1957, on the morrow of the coup attempt. ail political parties were disbanded making political activity

almost impossible. In the long run. this latter initiative created a political vacuum within the

Transjordanian community that left the monarchy as the sole focus for their loyalty and the main

institution around which they could rally.221

As a means to consolidate its domestic position and guarantee its survival. the Jordanian regime

"" Sec Mi,hal. West Bank/East Bank. pp. 92·\10.

• '" Sayigh, A/·'Urdun wa·/-Fila.ttin;yun, p. 58.
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• has effectively l!lilized what Donald Horowitz calls "slructural techniques," particularly that involving

the "reshaping of ... electoral arrangemenls."", Often. the regime shapcd electoral arrangements as to

ensure the election of loyal candidales to Parliament and to strengthen "parochial-Iocal interests against

all-Wesl-Bank aspirations."m Eleclion results were manipulated by giving soldiers the right to vote

wherever they were stationed on election day. and by restricting suffrage to persons who paid taxes on

sorne form of asset. The former ruse guaranteed regime candidates substantial votes in the West Bank,

while the latter worked in favour of the traditional property owners to the detriment of the emerging

opposition figures.'" Furthermore. the party system was structured to overrepresent the sparsely

populated, pro-regime, southem region of the East Bank. The loyal ethnic and religious Transjordanian

minorities are also overrepresented in Parliamenl. Similarly, in the West Bank, districts loyalto the regime

were overrepresented. In short, the' 'more sympathetic and loyal the inhabitants of the constituency were

to the regime the more seats they were allotted in Parliamenl."m Apart from the usual pressures on

• undesirable candidates, a final, and despcmte, measure used by the regime to prevent the election of

objectionable candidates was to cali them for National Guard training near election time.'"

The success of the regime in constraining the political activities and opportunities of the

subordinate Palestinian segment of society also hinged on its ability to manipulate this segment's existing

internaI cleavages and fragmentation. This was facilitated by the persistence of conflict among the different

political groups in the West Bank, enabling the regime to distinguish between the opposition parties and

m Donald L. Horowilz, Ethnie Groups in Conf/icI (Berkeley: Universily of Califomia Press. 1985), p. 596.

'" Mishal. Wc." Bankl~'aSl Banle, p. 104.

'" Sec Ibid.• pp. 106-107.

:!., Ibid. p. 106. Hence in Ibe 1950.. Ihe Jernsalem dislricl and Ramallah, wilb populalions of 150.000 and 120.000 respcclively
weil: rcpresenled hy only threc rnembers in the lower House. On the other hand, the dislriets of Karak. Ma'an, and Tafila, in the
soulhem East Bank. wilb a populalion of only 90.000. were represenled by live members.

• 'Jo Sec Oann. King Hussein and lire Chal/enge ofArab Radiealism, p. 38.
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• increase the possibilities of internai connicts among them.'" Electoral arrangements were shaped t"

emphasize parochial haml/!a (clan or extended family) allegiances, exacerbating relali"ns between the

different Palestinian groups. In the traditional Nashashibi-Husayni connictthe Hashemites relied nn their

clients the Nashashibis. Hashemite supporters among the Palestinians were favoured by the regime in the

distribution of economic resources, creating tensions betwcen those who npposcd thc rcgimc mlll tho.se

who were willing to benefit irom the resources made available by the regime. Furthermore, Palestinians

residing in Jordan since 1948 felt threatened by the wave of separatist Palcstinian nationalism nf the hile

1950s and 1960s. The regime favoured the former group and cultivated their loyalty by bestowing politieal

patronage upon them.'" Finally, until 1957, the incessant competition between political purtics in Jorùun

served to weaken their ability as un effective opposition to the regime, thus facilitating the regimes's task

to undermine their activities lhrough the security services.

Politica1 cooptation was anolher tool used by the regime to extend its authority over the

• Palestinians, and to elicit a degree of legitimacy from ils large Paleslinian population. The pructice nI'

"selective appointment" of members of the Palestinian elite to senior governmenl positions began befme

the annexation of the West Bank in 1950 and continued in later years."" From the outset, innuenliul

Palestinian notables not associated with the Husayni faction in Jerusalem were appoinled to the Senate,

to cabinet posts, and to govemorships, and the election of their followers to the lower House was arrangeù

by the authorities; moreover, "Palestinians whose influence derived from their former posilions in the

British Mandatory civil service, were immediately integrated inlo lhe upper echelons of the Jordanian

'" Sec Mi,hal, West Bank/East Bank, p. 45.

•
'" Sec Sayigh, A/-'Urdun wa·/·Fiiastiniyun, p. 43.

21>l Mishal. West Bank/Easl Bank, p. 8.ln 1949 thrce West Bank Palestinians served as cabinet ministers: Ruhi 'Abdul Hadi, (rom
Nablus. in Foreign Affairs; Khulusi Khayri. from Ramallah. in Tradc and Agriculture; and Musa Nasir. from Rarnallah. in
Communications.
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• bureaueraey."'" Especially afrer tbe failure of the union allempt of 1963, Hussein was effective in

neutralizing Palestinian nationalist opposition figures tbrough cooptation, usually by offering them

minislerial or ambassadorial posts.2." However, coopted Palestinians, loyalists or not, were ofren kept

away from the important and sensilive portfolios, such as the premiership, the inlerior minislry, the

ministry of information, and the high security and army posts. The aim of these political appointments was

"to stress the Palestinian presence in the governing system and to make it seem more representative."'"

The effect of the coopted politicians on the decision-making process relating to substantive mallers was

rather minimal.

3.3.3 Socio·Economic Po/icies

Since ils inception, the Hashemite regime has used social and economic policies to engender

allegiance to the regime and an acceptable level of national integration among the different segments in

• Jordan. The regime's main instrument in achieving the political integration of the Palestinian refugees was

to grant them Jordanian citizenship and its resultant political rights. By granting citizenship to the refugees

the regime sought to dilute Palestinian identity and suppress separatist Palestinian feelings, legitimize its

claim of being the only viable country for Palestinians, and incorporate \hem into the institutions of the

kingdom. Citizenship was also a source of material benefits for the refugees who, as Jordanian citizens,

could travel in search of work in the Arab world. "Hence ecullomic benefits were coupled with political

rights to provide for the refugees' potential absorbtion within the new framework."233

Education and enrolment in UNRWA's (UN Relief and Works Agency for Palestinian Refugees)

1lO Clinton Bniley, Jordan's Pa/es/inian Chal/enge 1948·1983: A Po/ilic.'f History (Boulder: Westview Press, 1984), p. 135.

lU Pnle'tininn oppo,ition figure, ,uch us Anwnr Nusseibeh, Qadri Tuqan. Anwnr al-Khntib. Rushnd al·Khatib, and Hanna'Atallah
wcre offered mini'terial or ambussadorial post, in the 1960,. Sec Bailey, Jordan's PaleS/inïan Chal/enge, pp. 17 and 135.

m Mi,hal, West Bank/EaS/ Bank, pp. 63.64.

• ln Plnscoy. Th#! Pa/f!SI;n;an Rtfugtts in Jordan, p. 45.
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•

•

Work Projects were other means to integrate the refugees into the new polity. Vocational training ami

education prepared the second generation refugees for participation in the Iife of their new stale. The

regime supported integrative schemes such as the reselliement of refugees through agricultural projeels

and the building of proper dwellings to replace the existing tents. These schemes gave the Palestinian

refugees a sense of permanenc)' in Jordan, and the regime hoped that heller living conditions will

accelerate their integration into Jordan. Finally, by playing a mediating role between the refugees and

UNRWA, the regime escaped being blamed for the refugees' wretched conditions. This won the regime

the loyalty of the refugees and facilitated their integration. The regime's integrative schemes 'l'cre

somewhat successfu!. The exigencies of every-day life ultimately distracted the refugees from their

fundamental goal: return to Palestine. In the process, the regime had gained the respect of the refugees

who, until the 1!:liO•. "did not try to organize themselves as a distinct group, concentrating rather on their

integration into" Jordan.2J4

The selective distribution of economic rewards - what Horowilz calls "distributive policies"'" -

has been a cornerstone of the regime's strategy to coopt both its Transjordanian and Palestinian suhjects.

Since the creation of Jordan, the regime has dependcd on foreign (British then American and Arab)

subsidy to offer its subjeets viable 'strategies of survival' in exchange for loyalty, or at least, acquiescence

to Hashemite rule. For example. between 1967 and 1972, externat aid "served to support a growing public

sector," ail :~?ortant source of employment in Jordan, "with government expenditures representing about

one third of GDP."'lO

The promise of economic felicity 'l'as instrumental in procuring Palestinian acquiesccnce to

Hashemite rule and integral;on into Jordanian society. By providing its Palestinian subjects the opportunity

'" Ibid., p. 40. For UNRWA's rde see pp. 62, 70, and 71.

135 Horowitz. Ethnie Groups in Conflict. p. 5%.

2J6 Rex Brynen, . 'Economie Crisis and Post-Rentier Dcmocratization in the Arnb World: The Ca.lte or Jordan," Car:odian J(JUrtlal
of Politieal Science 25, l, (March 1992), p. 78.
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• to benefit materially as Jordanian citizens, the regime hoped to dem"nslrate the economic hcndïls lhat

\Vould accrue from the continuity of Hashemite rule. In the 1970s, socio-cconomic planning \Vas aimcd

at increasing \Vork opportunities in the hope thal material incentives \VouId gain lhe rcgime allegiance from

the Palestinian segment'" The regime manipulated economic incentives and re\Vards in a manner lhat

served ilS integration policy. The dependency of West Bank Paleslinians on the rcgime in Amman \Vas

heightened by the regime's deliberate policy of inhibiting the independent development of the West Bank

economy, ultimately leading to its dependence upon that of the East Bank and Israel.'·" By the 1980s -

\Vhen Jordan's economy \Vas reaping the benefits of the oil boom, the rclocation of many Arah and

foreign companies from Beirutto Amman, and the activity at the port of 'Aqaba duc to the Iran-Iraq \Var-

Pa'estinians \Vere playing the dominant role in the economy.'" Palestinians held the itighest positions

in the business and financial sectors,

Jordan's position as an indirect beneficiary of the Arab oil economy led to the emergence of an

• extemally financed neo-patrimonial political economy centred around the Hashemite monarchy which

contributed to the regime's survival.'~J The material satisfaction of large segments of the population

muted pressures for democratization, at least until the late 1980s. Jordanian rentierism, an indirect

beneficiary of the 1973-74 and 1979-80 world oil price hikes and the Arab oil economy, placed huge

economic resources at the disposaI of the regime, The regime distributed these resources in the form of

material rewards that enhanced the stability of the regime. Loyal tribal leaders were major recipients of

financial and material rewards from the regime, which made them Jependent on the regime to retain their

'37 Sec Sayigh, AI. 'Urdun wa·I·Filastiniyun, p. 44.

'" Sec Ghazi al-Khalili, "Siyasaat al-Nizam al-'Urduni Tijah Mas'alat Taqrir MUSlaqbal al·Dafa al-Ghamiyya wa Qita' Gill","
[The Polieies of the Jordanian Regime Toward Determining Ihe Future of the West Bank and Gaza Stripl Shu'un FilaS/iniyya 53/54,
(JanuarylFebruary 1976), p. 51.

•
239 Sec Bailey, Jardan's Pa/minian Challenge, p. 136.

Z40 See Brynen. "Economie Crisis and Post-Rentitr Democratization in the Arab World." especially pp. 70 and 78·83 tr",m which
this paragl1lph dl1lwS heavily.
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• social power. State resources were mainly targeted at the loyal Transjordanian elite and population. "Slate

investmenl funds often seemed disproportionably directed towards the provision of services and

infrastructure to those areas of the country predominantly populated by Transjordanian rather than

Palestinian citizens."w The regime bartered employment for support from the Transjordanians; around

three quarters of the Transjordanian population was employed in the expanding public sector. The

Palestinians also benefiled from Jordanian rentierism. Palestinian entrepreneurs excelled in the trade,

service, small and medium scale manufacturing sectors. Furthermore, Jordanian citizenship enabled a great

number of Palestinians to migrate to the Gulf states in search of work. The remillances of these migrants

were an important source of income for many Palestinian families in Jordan. Jordanian rentierism "played

a key role in national integration, knilling together an otherwise deeply divided population ... around the

cenlml core of the Hashemite monarchy ...,"

• 3.3.4 7he Role of Coercive Institutions

The regime has relied on cocrcive measures to s~rengthen its control over the domestic arena and

secure its survival. At limes of open domestic confrontation (1956-57, 1958, 1963, 1966, and 1970-71),

direct military action was undertaken by the loyal bedouin regiments of the army. The bedouin dominated

officer corps and the elite Royal Guards shielded the monarchy from many a coup allempl. On most other

occasions, the regime resorted to more subtle cocrcive measures against the domestic opposition. The

security services, especially the Geneml Intelligence Directomte (Mudiriyyal al-Mukhabaral al- 'Amma),

have been successful in suppressing political activity deemed threatening to the survival uf the regime.

Preventative measures are often taken against undesirable political activists to ensure central control:

official papers and the certificate of 'good behaviour,' the latter essential for employment, are withheld

lOI Ibid., p. 82.

• '" Ibid.
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• by the authorities to pressure and constmin the activities of some individuals.'"

The coercive institutions have also played an important raie in state-building and national

integmtion. The Amb Legion (Iater the Jordan Arab Army) was a primary medium fOI the integration of

the bedouin into the state. By offering economic aid, education, and opportunities for employment during

the crisis years of the 1930s, the army securrd the bedouin 's acceptance of, and loyahy to, the central

govemment.'+1 Major Transjordanian bedouin tribes, such as the Huwaytat, <ile Bani Sakhr, and the

Sirhan are heavily represented in the army. Eventually, the bedouin dominated the officers corps and the

mobile strike forces. By the 1970s the JAA was "essentially a tribal army, a force based on and reflecting

the social structure of what were once the major bedouin tribes."'" Members of the mililary

establishment enjoy wide social and economic privileges. The military establishment uhimately became

" major employer in the Jordanian economy, and the sole source of income for many bedouin and rural

families.'''' In 1976 conscription was introduced in Jordan, partly to provide the kingdom with a reserve

• force, and "partly to bring together the youth of the country at a formative period in their lives in the

interest of nation-building.""7 Yet conscription has reduced the Transjordanian chamcler of the army,

particularly its lower rank, with future consequences that are difficult to predict. By the late 1980s, some

observers were drawlI;ti Uention to the development of a sense of statehood and nationltood among the

different segments of Jordat.ian society, largely absent when Hussein first assumed his royal

'Al Sec Sayigh, AI- 'Urdun wa-I·Filastiniyun, pp. 48-49.

144 Sec Hiatt. "State Fonnation and the Incorporation of Nomads," pp. 71-73. Sec also P.J. Valikiotis, Polilie! and ,hl' Militury
in Jordnn: A Srudy of the Arab Legion 1921·1957 (New York: Frederiek A. Praeger, 1967), p. 140.

:U Paul A. Jureidini and R.D. MeLouriu, Jordnn: The Impac/ ofSocial Change on the Role of/he Tribos The Washington Papers,
108, (New York: Praeger, 1984), p. 22.

'" See Hasan al-Ja'ba, "Siyasat al-Nidham wa-I·'Azma al-'Iqtisadiyya al-Rabina fi-I·'U'l!un," (Regime Poliey and the Currenl
Economie Cri,i, in Jordan) Shu'un Filasriniyya 15, (November 1972), p. IlS.

• 'Al Lunt, Hussein ofJordan: A Poli/lcal Biography, p. 174.
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•

•

responsibilities.'" Kamal Salibi points to the Jordanian experiment as an exam!,le of an Arab state that

has successfully reconcilcd the twin demands of warafliyy" and qawmiyya, unlike most othcr Arab states

who "remain at a loss ovcr how ta rcconcile their individuality as nation-states with the reality and

dictates of their common Arabism.""'J

3.4 rlle Success of Husseinism

This chapter has advanced a multi-levr.I, interactive analysis of King Hussein's survival strategy

until the carly 1970s. Hussein's ability to retain power and control over the political process, his ability

to neutralize the malignant effects of trans-national ideologies on the domestic arena throughout the

turbulent formative years of his rule, combined with the emergence of a sense of Jordanian statehood and

nationhood, is indicative of the success of his survival strategy. What then are the causes of Husseinism's

success?

Husseinism's success is rooted in the positive contribution of every component of the strategy to

the ovemll survival strategy, and in the mutually reinforcing interaction among the threc components. In

f,eneral, the extm-regional umbrella protected the kingdom from extemai regional intervention and helped

constmin th~ domestic enemies of the regime. This enabled the regime to effectively deploy the state's

coercive resources against the domestic opposition at times of open confrontation. Simill1fly, as a reaction

to Jordan's 'asabiyya dil·~mma, Hussein's regional accommodation policy was selectively used to insula.e

the state from regional intervention and manipulation, and enable the state's coercive agencies to clamp

down on the domestic opposition.

The subsidy and aid offered by Jordan's extra-regional and regional allies, and the revenues

2... Sec Ounn. King Husstin and the Challengt ofArab NationaUsm. p. 171; and Lunt. Hussein ofJordan: A Political Biography.
p.223.

• ,., Komal Snlibi, The Modem HiS/ory ofJordan (London: I. B. Touris & Co. Ltd.. 1993), p. 274.
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• accruing from Jurdanian rentierism, placed essemial economic resourccs at the disposai of the Hashemite

regime.'" Combined with Jordan's hierarchic political structure and the loyal cocreive agencics, these

economic resources allowed the regime a high degrec of political and economic autonomy fmm socicty.

The regime's autonomy from society enabled it to successfully regulate state-society relations thmugh an

array of economic. social. and politicnl policies and techniques aimcd at strengthening its social contml

over the population. The regime consolidated its social control by controlling the distribution of economic

rewards and sanctions. The regime's supportive economic policies were dispensed in different ways: either

through employment in the public sector. through the extemally financed neo-patrimonial political

economy. or by partaking of the material benefits made available by Jordanian citizenship. Social contml

was also altained by neutralizing the subordinate Palestinian segment of Jordanian society. This the regime

achieved in different ways. but mainly by manipulating structural c1eavages withi.lthe Palestinian segment.

coopting Palestinian opposition politicians. and brute caereion or intimidation. The same policies and

• techniques were used to promote legitimacy for the regime and engender an acceptable level of national

integration among the different segments of Jordan's deeply divided society. The cumulative result of the

aforementioned extra-regional, regional, and domestic policies was the success of Husseinism. Having

completed the analysis of Husseinism in this chapter, it is now approprîate to tum to an examination of

the survival strategy of Fu'ad Shihab.

•
~ For the sbare of forcign revenues in govemmcnt cx.pcnditure sec table 9.2 in Hesham Garaibeh•. 'GOY" ,Imenl (ncome Sources

and the Development of the Taxation System - the Case of Jordan. Egypt and Kuwait," in Hazem Be~~ :wi and Giacomo Luciani.
eds. T~ Rentier State (London: Croom Helm. 1987). p. 202.
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• 4. FU'AD SHIHAB'S SURV/VAL STRATEGY: SHIHAB/SM

ln the political history of LebanOll, Shihabism refers ta the policies of President Fu'ad Shihab

(1958-64) and his protégé and suceessor President Charles Helou (1964-70). Among other things,

Shihabism is identilied with étlllism, state-building, and the promotion of national unity among the

different segments of Lebanon. In this chapter Shihabism is reconstructed as a multi-Ievel, interactive

survival strategy whose objective was the rcsolution ofLebanon's 'asabiyya dilemma. The strategy devised

by Shihab was composed of two primary componenis: one extemal, the other domestic. Active preventive

accommodation of the regional hegemon was chosen to insulate the country from foreign intervention and

manipulation. Once insulation was achieved, and a relative degree of state autonomy was secured, the

Shihabist regime undertook a series of political, administrative, and socio-economic reforros to promote

national integration and allegiance to the state. In the long run, the success of this strategy would mitigate

the country's perroeability prcdicament releasing the state from the burdens of perennial regional

• accommodation, This chapter will commence with a brief analysis of the 1958 civil war in Lebanon. After

ail, the 1958 war was the backdrop to the Shihab regime's extra-regional, regional, and domestic policies.

After examining Shihabism's extra-regional, regional, and domestic policies, the chapter will close with

an analysis of the factors that led to the failure of Shihabism.

4.1 The 1958 Civil War: The 'Asabiyya Dilemma Exposed

The 1958 civil war in Lebanon was essentially a violent demonstration of the country's 'asabiyya

dilemma. The lack of a unified vision and consensus among the Lebanese conceming Lebanon's cultural,

regional, and extra-regional orientation was the root cause of the war; a\l other factors, regional or

otherwise, were either derivative or extemal manifestations of this basic national syndrome.2S1

• :"'1 Sec Quhain. Cris;s in lLbanon. p. 28: and Khalidi...ExtemallnterventioninLebanon... p.1I2.
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• Furthennore, the 1958 war simultaneously exposed Lebanon' s pcrmeability and the vulnerability of certain

segments of society to external manipu:ation. and the inclination of some segmental kadcrs adhcring 10

a pan-Arab ideological orientation (by choice or convenience) to employ Amb nationalist slogaus to

must.er regional support againstthe local alllhorities, thus strengthening thcir control over their respective

constituencies. On the regional level, the 1958 war demonstrated how, in the highly permeable Amb

system of the 1950s and 1960s, "extra-state symbolism and ideology came to represent an important

avenue for both the stabilization and destabilization of Amb regimes."",

The direct causes of the 1958 war arc rooted in the convergence of domestic grievances, regional

polarization, and extra-regional cold war rivalry. The post-l954 domestic, regional, :mù extm-regional

policies of the Sham'oun presidency (1952-58) were also responsible forthe outbreak of hostilities in May

1958. Domestically, the grievances of the (mainly Sunni) opposition were many. The Sunnis anù the Shi'a

were especially dissatisfied with Maronite monopoly and domination over state institutions, the civil

• service, and foreign policy decision-making; furthermore, they were acutely aware of the disparity in

govemment investment favouring the (Christian) northem mountainous areas to the detriment of the ruml

(Muslim) areas. The nepotism and corruption of Sham'oun and his entourage alienated many politicians

from the regime, as did the regime' s attempts to undermine the power of the traditional ~II'lll/lll'

(strongmen) by rigging the parliamentary elections d 1957 - an act interpreted by some as a prelude to

Sham'oun's amending of the 1926 Constitution to secure a second presidential term. Finally, Sham'oun

incurred the wrath of the Sunni political establishment when he bypassed porular Sunni leaders, such as

Sa'ib Salam and Abdullah al-Yafi, and appointed Sami al-Sulh as prime minister in Novemher 1956 after

the outbreak of the Suez crisis. By so doing, Sham'oun had violated a necessary condition for the proper

functioning of the Lebanese political game, one that acknowledged "that the Sunni ... (Muslims) should

he represented by a vigorous Prime Minister capable of defending their interests in the face of the

• ,,, Brynen, "Palestine and the Arab State System," p.600.
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• . f h Ch" P 'd .. 'l)extensive powcrs 0 t c nstlan rcsi cnL -

Sham'oun's foreign policies were no less conducive to the rupture of the political consensus in

1958. As previously mentioncd, according to the 1943 National Pact, Lebanon was to follow a neutral

Arab policy and a 'center-right' cxtra-regional orientation; morcover, Lebanon should not align itself with

any foreign power against the interests of the Arab states singly or collectively. Until 1954, Sham'oun

succcssfully steered Lebanese foreign polh.j to meet the preceding guidelines. By 1955, however, his

foreign policy began to fumble.

Although Sham'oun declined to publicly join the 1955 Baghdad Pact for fear of antagonizing

Muslim Lebanese and Arab public opinion, he supported it, and behind the scenes negotiations were he1d

with Turkey, ostensibly for Lebanon to join the defence arrangement.'·'" Furthermore, the Arab policies

of the Sham'oun administration seemed to identify Lebanon with the Hashemite camp in the nascent

Egyptian-Iraqi connict, violating Lebanon's essential neutrality in inter-Arab affairs. In 1956, on the

• morrow of the tripartite invasion of Suez, Sham'oun refused to condemn the aggression or break off

relations with Great Britain and France. He feared that such a move might further erode Western - namely

British - influence in the region. In turn, this could weaken Western guarantees for the Lebanese state and,

consequently, undermine Maronite dominance and privileges in Lebanon.m Thus Sham'oun was intent

on asserting the distinctness of Lebanon's foreign policy from that of Egypt. Naturally, this decision

engendered the disaffection of many Muslim politicians in Lebanon and the Arab radical camp 1ed by

Egypt.

On 16 March 1957 Sham'oun decided to endorse the Eisenhower Doctrine, at a time when Arab

l" Malcolm Kerr. "The Lebanese Civil War,'- in Evan Luard. ed. Tht Inttrnational Regulation afCivii Wars (New York: New
York University Press, 1972). p. 68.

,.. Sec Bassam Abdel Knder Nnmnni, "Confessionnlism in LeoMon, 1920-1976: The Interplny of Domestic, Regionnl, nnd
Intemnlionnl Polities," (l'b.D. Thesis, Columbin University, 1982), pp. 164·65: nnd Helenn Cobbnn, The Making a/Modem Lebonan
(London: Hutehinson nnd Co., 1985), p. 84.

• '" Sec Nnmnni, "Confessionnlism in Lebnnon, 1920-1976," p. 173.
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• nationalists in Lcbanon \Vere clumouring for cooperation with Nasser and for strÎI..'t positive ncutrality in

the extra-regional arena. The decision divided the Lebanese imo supporters and opponems of the

Doctrine."· The Ml.Islim opponents of the Doctrine cluslered around Nasser's Arab naliollalist

leadership. Sham'oun's cndorsemem ùf the Doclrine was considered a ("t/SIIS I>clli by Egypl and Syria.

Henceforth, Egypt regan to 'york against the Sham'oun regime, inciting the Muslim Lehanese publi"

against it through ~ fierce propaganda campaign. ln April 1957, Nasser encoumged the formlltion in

Lebanon of the United National From, an organization of anti-Soam'oun Muslim and Christian politieians

opposed to Sham'oun's Arab poliey.'" When on 1 February 1958 the UAR was created, ~ebanon's

permeability and vulnerability to extemal manipulation, and the willingness of local politieians 10 utilise

segmental cleavages and extemal support against the local (luthorities, converged. Some Muslim depllties

ambiguously demanded union with the UAR.'" Yet support to the union was a taetieal convenience lIsed

by the Sunni ZII 'allia 'to raUy support from their domestic eonstituency. Nevertheless, their stance provided

• Egypt a bridge-head, through the Arab nationalis\ opposition, to reorient what it perceived as a misguided

poliey orientation on the part of the Sham'oun regime, one that failed to serve Nasser's regional illterests

and designs. Thus by early 1958 the domestic, regional, and extra-regional policies of Sham'oun had

removed the domestic and regional consensus necessary for the smooth functioning of the Lehanese

political system,

The civil war commenced in eamest on 8 May 1958 with the murder of Nasib al-Matni, an

opposition joumalist. The express goal of the Muslim armed rerellion was to oust the Sham'oun regime,

Of equal importance, however, was the opposition's demand that the regime rescind its endorsement of

". The Kata'ib (Phalange), the Syrian Social Nationalist Pany (SSNP), the Maronite community, Sami al-Sulh, and 'Adel
'Usayran supported the Doctrine, Namani argues that the Dru.. clan lead by Kamal Junblat "held back outrighl condemnalion" of
the Doctrine. Sec Namani, "Confessionalism in Lebanon, 1920-1976," p. 199.

ID Sec Miles Copeland, The Game ofNations: The Amarality ofPower Polities (New York: Simon and Sehuster, 1969), p. 226.

• '" Sec Namani, "Confessionalism in Lebanon, 1920-1976," p. 207.
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• Ihe Eisenhower Doctrine. The regime was supported by Ihe intemal security forces, the Phalange party,

Ihe SSNP, and irregular Christian valunteers. In addition to the propaganda campaign against the regime,

the VAR supplied the rebels with money and weapons. The anny commander, General Fu'ad Shihab,

refused to engage the army in the baule against the opposition fearing the disintegration of the army along

canfessionallines. The army interfered selectively to mainta;n a balance between the warring factions and

to protect key govemmenl and public facilities. On J5 July, after an official request by Sham'oun, with

an eye on events in Iraq and Jordan, and 10 ;eassure its northem tier allies of its commitment to defend

their securily, America activated the Eisenhower Doctrine and landed Marines in Beirut. The American

troops deployed arouna key American institutions in the city, but carefully avoided reœl-held areas and

renounced any intention to defend the Lebanese govemment against rebel atlacks. Following the arrivaI

of the Marines, Eisenhower sent to Lebanon a special emissary, Deputy Secretary of State Robert Murphy,

to negotiate an amicable resolution of the war. The objective of American diplomacy was "to exert a

• calming psychological influence that would enable the lobanese, free of any real or imagined threat of

intimidation or intervention from the VAR, to find ~ compromise fonnula to set t"fir own house in order

within the framework of their traditional institutions."m Yet the compromi~e fonnula was worked out

between America and Nasser."" As a result, Sham'oun could continue in office until his constitutiona!

term expired on 23 September. Meanwhile, Parliament elected Fu'ad Shihab president, and Rashid Karami,

a rebel leader from Tripoli, was appointed prime minister. Karami swiftly renounced Lebanon's

:"w Kerr. "The Lebanese Civil Wllr'" p. 82.

•
.., On 20 May t958, in a meeting helween Nasser and Raymond Hare, Ameriean ambassador ta Egypl, Nasser suggested that

Shihab should he elected president and thal Egypl and America use their gaad·offiees with the warring panies ta reslore stabilily
in Lebanon. See the minules of the meeling in Heikal, Sanawat a/·Gha/ayan, pp. 326-28. Later, in June, Nasser informed Miles
Copeland that Rashid Karami was his ehoiee for prime minister. See Cc.peland, Gomes ofNations, p. 237. When Sa'ib Salam realized
that he had becn dropped by Nasser, he l1lised the slogan "neither victor nor vanqu'shed," whieh re"..ted his will ta aceepl a
minimalisi solution 10 the crisis base<! on the returo 10 the sl-irit of the 1943 National Pact. Sec Namani, "Confessionalism in
Lebanon, 1920-1976," p. 232.
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• commitment to the Eisenhower Doctrine."1 Al'ter a brief Christian 'eounter-revo\t' in Oetober, a fuur-

man emergency cabinet was formed on 14 October as a symbol of national reeoneili,ltiun. The war ha"

reached its denouement. On 27 October, the last of the American troops left Beimt.

Albeit short Iived, the dvil war of 1958 exposed the centrifugai forces al work in Lebanun. Tu

be sure, most Muslim politicians did not disavow the formula enunciated in the 1943 National Pac!. There

were no plans to overthrow the existing political arrangements, nor to re-unite the Muslim arcas of

Lebanon with the Syrian hinterland.'" However, the crisis underscored the Jack of national allcgiance

among a large segment of the population, especially the Muslim inhabitants of the rural arcas. The erisis

also demonstrated the willingness of the "pan-Arab Islamic opposition" to invite cxtcmal Arab

intervention in Lebanese affairs ill the name of the pan-Arab ideal to serve their paroehial political

interests and their domestic struggles.'·' More importantly, the 1958 war glaringly cxhibited how

Lebanon's permeability to pan-Arab ideo!ogies was manipulated by an aspiring regional hegemon bent

• on intervening in the internaI politics of weaker states to secure its position in the regional game of

political domination.

4.2 Regional Accommodation and Extra-Regional Neutralily: Insulating the Shihabist State

When Shihab assumed the levers of power in late September 1958, Lebanon was a "malintegratcd

state," its institutional structure was c10ser to that of a "merchant republic" Ihan a modem state, ruled

261 Sec Wilbur Crane Eveland. Ro~s ofSand: America's Foi/ure in the Middle Easl (New York: W. W. Norton & Company.
1980), p. 304.

262 See Roger Owen. "The Political Economy of Grand Liban, 1920-70." in Roger Owen. cd. l:,"naYJ on lhe Crisis in Lebanon
(London: (lhaca Press, 1976), p. 2~. Seo al,o Bassem al-Ji,r, Fu'ad Shi/wb: D/wlika al.Majhul (Fu'ad Shihab: That My'toryl (Boirul:
Sharikal al·Malbou'allil·Tawzi' wa-I·Nashr, 1988), p. 35.

• '" Salibi, Lebanon and Ih< MùJdl. Eastern Question, p. II.
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• lhrough a "confessional seclOcracy."'''' As a result of lhe competing conceptions of security enteI1ained

by the regime and different segments of society, Lebanon faced an acule 'insecurily dilemma.' This

'insecurily dilemma' was manifested in less effeclive security for each segment of society; the weakness

of central institutions in providing services and order; and the vulnerability of the country and the

population to extemal intervention and manipulation. Shihab's L~banon consisted then of a political

society that was intemally divided and vulnerable to extemal pressures from a regional hegemonic power.

Moreover, Shihab was acutely aware of the need to promote a sense of national unity in Lebanon, a sine

qI/a non for the restoration of a semblance of statehood to the Lebanese politY. But to accomplish this task

Lebanon had to be insulated from the buffeting regional ideological winds that had often aggravated, and

at times created, conflicts among the different Lebanese segments. Only by insulating the state from

extemal manipulation and intervention could domestic stability be procured and a process of state- and

'/lsclbiyya-building, aimed at the creation of a sense of allegiance to the state and its institutio'ls, prove

• viable in a deeply divided society such as that of Lebanon in 1958. What then was the policy pursued by

Shihab to achieve state insulation from regional manipulation?

Shihab's choice of an active preventive accommodationist Arab policy was determined by a set

of tangible domestic and regional realities. On the domestic level, and due to Nasserism's appeal to a wide

segment of Lebanese society, it was evident that outright "opposition to Nasser was impossible if the

national unity of the Lebanese people was to be restored and preserved...,., Hence, a rapprochement

with Nasser was not only meant to Serve Shihab's insulatory objectives, it was also meant to neutralize

the Sunni politicians' instrumental use of Nasserism to strengthen their position with their constituencies

ami the local authorities. Needless to say, Shihab hoped that a preventive accommodationist regional

". Forthe Illrcc tenns sec respectively: N. KIiOl, "The Collapso of Ille Lebanesc Stal"," Middle Eastern Studies 23, l, (lanuary
1987), p. 54; Kamal Salibi, "Lebanon "nder Fuad Chehab 1958·1964," Middle Eastern St.dies 2, 3, (April 1966), p. 214; and
Oeorges CO"" quotOl' in Tabillla Petran, The SCTUggie Ov.. l..ebano. (New York: Monlllly Review Press, 1987), p. 26.

• ,.., Salibi, "Lebanon under Fuad Chehab," p. 21g.
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• policy wouId bring an end ta the intervention and manipulations of the Egyplian regi!:le in L.,banese

politics. Shihab's Arab policy was also determined by the then regional eonfiguration of power. Sine" in

the late 1950s the Arab system was "a highly unbalanced, virtuully one-power system, dominated by

Egypt," the decision ta appease the dominant regional hegemon was tactically correel.'''' Furth,'rmor,..

by appeasing Egypt, and due ta Nasser's regional clout, Shihab could guarantcc Lcbanon's insulalion l'rom

the intervention of olher regional powers - especially Syria.'"

AI'ter his election ta the presidency, Shihab immediately demonstrated his desire ta accommodale

Nasser and ta reorient Lebanon's foreign poliey away l'rom the pro-Hashemite and pro-Americ..n course

it had assumed under Sham'oun, opting for a course closer ta that pursued by President Bishara al-Khoury

(1943-1952) before 1950: avoid identifying Lebanon with any Western military ulliance, close cooperation

with the Arab states, and a neutral stance on inter-Arab connicts.''''' On Hl September 1958, some

fourteen days prior ta the official beginning of his presidentia! tenure, Shihab sent Nasser a leller ill which

• he expressed his desire ta begin a new era between the "fmtemal" UAR and Lebanon. Shihab wcnI 011

ta emphasise his determination ta make maximum efforts ta rectify relations belween the two slates, alld

ta search for "positive steps" that would enable the two states ta enler an era of "construclive

cooperation based on sincerity and candour," in the service of "the unity of the Arab rank.""" Later,

in another effort at accommodation, Shihab withdrew the complaint submilled ta the UN by the Snam'oun

regime, accusing the UAR of sending men and weapons ta Lebanon, prior ta the publication of Dag

Hammarskjëld's report on Lebanon's complaint.

These tentative steps later developed into a mutual agreement between Nasser and Shihab. The

266 Noble, .'The Arab System." p. 50.

'" Sec Hiui, The Foreign Po/icy of Lebonon, p. 23.

lO' Sec Tawfiq Kfoury, Al-Shihabiyya wa Siyasal a/-MawqifIShihabism and Stance Politicsl (Beirut: n.p.. 1980), p. 233.

• 26111 Sec the text of the lelter in Heikal. Sanawat al-Ghalayan. pp. 860-61. Quates (rom p. 860.
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• occasion was a meeting bctween the two presidents on 25 March 1959, ostensibly held to resolve

economic disagreements hetween the two states. Characteristically, Shihab refused to meet Nasser in Cairo,

Damascus, or Beirut lest this antagonizes Christian public opinion. The meeting was held in a meta! kiosk

in the neutral zone along the Syrian-Lebanese border. The modus vivendi reached in this meeting served

the purposes of the two leaders."" Shihab committed himself to steer Lebanon away from international

alliances or policies that were detrimental to Arab (read Egyptian) interests; moreover, Shihab assured

Nasser that he would not tolerate in Lebanon any activities aimed at undennining the VAR. Implicit in

this agreement was Shihab's recognition of a vaguely defined Egyptian influence in Lebanon and his

willingness to accommodate and support Egyptian interests and policies in the Arab world. On his part,

Nasser recognized Lebanon's 'special status' in the Arab world, agreed to Iimit his ambitions in Lebanon,

and committed himself to help the Shihab regime saieguard and consolidate Lebanon' s national unity.

Practically, this meant providing an Egyptian political umb~ella to insulate Lebanon from external regional

• manipulation and intervention. Il also meani tempering the excesses of the Sunni political leadership in

Lebanon. To complete his insulation objective, Shihab was obliged to devise a viable extra-regional

foreign policy. In many ways, Shihab's pro-Nasser Arab policy shaped his extra-regional policy.

The Shihab regime's pro-Nasser Arab policy, at a time when the Cold War was at its zenith,

meant thattotal neutrality in the international arena was not a viable option.271 However, from 1958 until

just after the 1967 war, Lebanon was the subject of an infonnal agreement between Egypt and America,

the two powers that were strongest in the Eastern Mediterranean at the lime.'" This convergence of

interests between Egypt and America over Lebanon enabled the Shihab regime simulraneously to pursue

"" Forthe meoting and Ibe agreement seo al-Jisr, Fu'ad Shihab: Dhalika al·Mai"ul, pp. 71-77; Kfoury, AI-Shihabiy)'a wa Si)'asa'
a/·Mawqij. pp. 233·23S; and Cobban, Tht Making of Modtm ILhanon, p. t02.

•
m Seo Kamal S. Salibi, Crossroad" '0 Civil War: ILhanon 1958·1976 (Delmar, New Yorlt: Caravan Books, 1976), p. IS.

'" Seo Cobban, Tht Making of Modtm ILhanon, p. 93. Seo also Kerr, Tht Arab Cold War, p. 19; and Kerr, "The Lebane..
Civil War," p. 8S.
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•

•

a pro-Nasser Arab policy and an extra-regional poliey that brought Lebanan haek ta its traditional 'eenter

right' position in the international arena. Under Shihab, this stance was praetically translated in the form

of economic and cultural c10seness to the West, panicularly to France, "hut anly la the extent permitted

by a generally pro-[Nasser] Arab policy," and in an effon to avoid antaganizing the Soviet Union.'"

Absolute reliance on the United States in the extra-regianal arena was haund to antagonize the

Muslim communities and their pan-Arab protégés. A similar approach tawards the Soviet Union was

bound to alienate the powerful commercial-financial oligarchy and Lebanon's traditional Western allies.

Consequently, the Shihab regime eschewed the two preceding options. To resolve this dilemma, Shihah

tumed to France at a time when the latter's credentials in the Amb world were rising duc ta de Gaulle's

stance on Aigeria. The Shihab regime's identification with France in the extm-regional .Irena was the

c10sest it could get to neutrality without offending pan-Arab opinion. However, this stance was the source

of sorne mutual mistrust between the Shihabist regime and the United States.'"

As a result of Shihab's regional and extra-regional policies, Lebanon's regior.al and extm-rcgional

interests were safeguarded, it was insulated from the malignant repcrcussions of 'the Arab CoId War,' and

the cardinal objective of externa! guamntees for domestic stability was secured. lndeed, Lebanon did

concede sorne of its freedom in the Arab and international arena, but this was a meagre cost for the

domestic benefits that accrued from this trade-off. Having addressed '..cbanon's pcrrneability predicament

by insulating the state from external manipulation. and having elicited external guarantees for domestic

satiability, Shihab began implementing his domestic agenda.

4.3 Domestic Engineering: Building al-Mujtama' al-Jadid end al-Dawla al-Haditha

Shihab's dornestic policies were largely shaped by the condition of national fragmentation

'" Salamé, "'s a Lobanese Foreign Poliey Possible?" p. 355. See also al·lisr, Fu'ad ShilUlb: DIUlIiIuJ a/.Mujhu/, p. 72.

• 21.. Sec Salibi, CrossroadI to Civil WaT, p. 15.
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• prevailing in Lebanon in the aftermath of the 1958 war. The regim,'s s;~rle mllst important objective was

the restoration of national unity among the different Lebanese segments. National unity was considered

a necessary cvndition for the future resolution of Lebanon's permeabililY predicament. Domestically then,

Shihabism was preoccupied wilh fostering a feeling of common citizenship among ail Lebanese. The stale

would procure illiham in society by promoting a trans-segmental 'asabiyya that stresses national unity and

a shared loyalt)' and allegiance to Lebanon as a final indisputable country. /ll/ham would then reduce the

existing segmental c1eavages and, concomitant!y, the country's permeability and vulnerability to external

manipulation, hence freeing the state from the burdens of a perennial preventive accommodationist

regional policy. However, no such national il//ham and allegiance could he engendered without the

alleviation of the politieal and socio-economic disfranchisement felt by a great sector of the (mainly rural)

Muslim population. After ail, Shihab was convinced that the' 'fundamental causeS of the 1958 crisis were

socioeconomic, arising from the crystallizing discontent in Lcbanon's own underdeveloped areas."m

• This diagnosis of the domestic arena led to a two pronged domestic policy that embodied Shihab' s

political and socio-economic reforms, and his aim to create national il/iham and allegiance: these Were the

construction of a/-muj/ama' a/-jad/d (the neW society) and a/-daw/a a/-hadi/ha (the modem state).

The process of establishing a/-muj/ama' a/-jadid and a/-daw/a a/-hadi/ha was to move

contrapuntally. Both programs were parollel instruments of the same policy. In other words, only by

introducing political and socio-economic reforms geared towards alleviating regional and segmenta!

disparities, and the resloration of the pre-1958 national consensus, could Shihab's aim of political stability

and national unity he achieved. This rationale sprang from a basic conviction held by Shihab: that

"Lcbanon is a country of seets," and that eVeryone is treated "according to this rea1ity."276 Shihab was

•
m Michael C. Hudson, ~ Precorious Republic: Political ModemiZalion in Lebanon Westvicw Encore Edition (Boulder:

Wcslvicw Press, 1985), pp. 312·3.

:ltl Munllh al~Sulh. ol-Marun(vya al-Siyasiyya: Siro DhaliYYQ [PoHûcal Maronitism: A Persona) Account] (Beirut: Dar al~Safir•
c1976l, quotcd in Bryncn, Sanel""/)' and Survim/, p. 29.
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• not inclined ta tamper with Maronite prerogatives and dominanœ of the political system, rather he wanted

ta project the state's concem for the principle of distributive justice to gain the allegiance of the

disenfranchised segments of society. The idea of ai-lIIl1jwllla' a/-jadid reOected Shihab's visil'n of

estabtishing "an invisible social balance" between the different segments of Lebanese suciety as a support

to the existing confessional system.'"

Yet i1liirulII can only be procured by an efficient modern sUIte, capable of penetrating the

peripheral areas of society and implementing its socio-economic reforms. Moreover, the creation uf

national unity and loyalty to the state required strong state agencies and institutions that couId offer an

array of services in exchange for the citizens' allegiance to the state, As already nuted, in an envirunment

of conflict, where the state is locked in an active struggle for social control over the population with other

autonomous social organizations, the state's capability to wrest social control hinges upon its abitity to

provide its citizens viable 'strategies of survival.' To be successful in this endeavour, however, the

• Shihabist state had to secure for itself a degree of relative autonomy l'rom other, competing social

organizations, Only then could the state undertake potitical, administrative, and socio-economic refornls

aimed at promoting national unity and gamering allegiance l'rom hitherto disenfranchised segments to the

state, its symbols and its institutions, rather than to parochial segmental symbols and institutions, ln the

following sections, the domestic component of Shihab's survival strategy will he analyzed ta hightight its

function in the regime's overall survival strategy,

4.3.1 The Shihabist Establishment: The Search for Relative Autono11lY

The promotion of national unity entails not only state-insulation l'rom the external environment,

but also a relative degree of ~tate aulonomy l'rom traditional domestic power structures and social

• m Quoled in Hazem Saghiya, Ta 'rib al·Kata 'ib al-Lubnaniyya: A/·Hiw. al·Sulta, a/-Khawf (Th. Arabi7.ation of lb. Lebanese
Phalange: The Party,lbe Aulbority,lbe Fear) (Beirut: Dar al·Jadid, 1991), p. 36.
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• organizations. Modemizing regimes pursuing this objective can employ either of the following options,

with the choicc hinging in grea! part on thc specific nature cf their respective societies and political

systems. They may either cooperate with sorne clements of the traditional establishment to ereate a new

power base relatively autonomous from the traditional politieal establishment, or sever ail links with the

traditional politieal establishment. The segmental nature of Lebanese society, the eonsociational formalities

of Lebanese polities, and Shihab's eommitment to preserve at least the form of democratic pl"" ~tiee

automatieally excluded the utilization of the laller option, Shihab was left with the former option to

insulate the state from other autonomous social organizations, Practieally, this meant undermining the

power base of the traditional zlI'ama'.

Shihab's drive to seeure a degree of relative autonomy for the state is exemplified in his allempt

to "cireumvent traditional polities without, however, disturbing 'normal' politieallife," whieh was based

primarily on patrimonial praetiees."" The target of this campaign were the traditional ZII 'ama' who had

• hitherto monopolized political practiee in the country, along the way making a fortune through political

nepotism and govemment corruption.'" The campaign against the traditional w'ama' took several

courses, On the one hand, Shihab established a political power base that was relatively autonomous from

the pressures of the old, establishment politicians and the powerful Christian commercial-financial

oligarchy. This power structure consisted of an alliance between the following groups: the more

progressive, reform oriented. traditional politicians; the rural, largely non-Christian landowners; and a large

contingent of young, non-political, professional technocrats and army men, who were to promote non-

•
'li Hudson, Th, Prtcarious R,public, p. 297. For patrimonial politics in !.ebanon sec Samir KhataC, l.<banon 's Prtdicament (New

York: Columbi. Univel1lity Press, (987), pp. 102-120.

~'N For an annlysis of the :u'ama' sce Arnold Hottinger. "Zu'ama' in Historical Perspective," in Binder. Polilies in Lebanon.
pp. 85-105.
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• partisanship and improve adminislrative efficiency, and who owed their loyalty to Shihah personally.""

Shihab preferred to rule through the latter group, an inner circle of trusted aides and advisors whom he

paternally referred to as 'a\l'ladi (my children). They were strategically appointed 10 the Presidenlial

Office, the Deuxième Bureau (111i1itary intelligence), and the middle-Ievel hureaucracy.

The same objective of circumventing traditional politics was also accomplished hy relying on the

military establishment and the DelLtième Bureau, two institutions that enjoyed a high degree of

organizational coherence, loyalty to the President and the state, in addition to their independenc~ l'rom the

traditional politieal establishment. These coercive institutions made sure that the different apparatus of the

state remained loyal to Shihab. The tactics employed to achieve this objective differed: they intiltrated

groups suspected of loyalty to the commercial and financial oligarchy; th~y maintained a heavy-handed

control over the entire political system, keeping a close watch on the regime's political opponents; and

they directly intervened in Parliamentary elections, through intimidation and dissuasion, t0 secure the

• election of Shihabist candidates or to eliminate opposition candidates.'" Moreover, the Deuxième Bureau

played an instrumental role in disrupting the clientelist system of social control operated by the

zu'ama','" fraditionally, rnany zu'ama' depended on local qabadayat (strongarrn street leaders) to

maintain social and political control over their constituency, ln retum, the Zll'ama' offered the qabadaym

material and financial rewards, and they protected them l'rom the central authorities, To underrnine the

"" Sec Hudson, The Precarious Republic, p. 300 and fn. 13, p. 333. Pierre Jumayyil, Kamal Junhlal, René Mu'awwad, nnd
Rashid Karami are examples of rhe lirst group. Sahri Himadé is an example of rhe second group, lIyas Sarki, (MaronÎle), Direclor
General of the Presidential Office; Aotonne Sa'd (Maronite), Director of the Deuxi'me Bureau; Colonel Gahriel 'Gahi' Lnhoud
(Maronite), Dcputy Director of the Deuxième Bureau under Shihab and Director of the Deuxième Bureau under Hclou; Generul Jtlmil
Lnhoud (Maronite), Director of rhe Military Raom in rhe Presidemial Palace; Brigadier Tawfiq Jalhout (Greck OnhOOox), Direclor
of General Security; General Wafiq a1-Husami (Sunni), Head of the Military Coun; Colonel Yousef Shmayt (Dnl7.o), Chief of Siaff;
and rhe aides and adYisors, Captain Ahmad a1-Hajj (Sunni), Shafiq Muharram (Sunni), Fu'ad Boutros (Greek OnhOOox), Munalt al·
Sulh (Sunni), and Sami a1-Khalib (Sunni) represent rhe rhird group.

•
III Sec Cobban, The Making of Modem Lebonon, p. 96.

'" Sec Johnson, Closs and Client in Beirut: The SUMi Muslim Community and Ihe Lebonese Slale /840-/985 (Londnn: Irhata
Press, 1986), p. S, Sec a1so Michael Johnson, "Popular Movements and Primordial Loyalties in Beirul," in Talai Asad and Roger
Owen, cds, The Sociology of "Deye/oping Socielies:" The Midd/e Easl (New York: Monrhly Reyiew Press, 1983), p. 184.
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• power of the w'ama·. the Deuxième Bureau recruited many of these qa!J(ldaya/, offering them protection

and financial rewards to sccure their services to the state. The qabada)'aI became lhe clients of the stale

rather lhan the zu'ama·. This tactic was partieularly effieacious during Parliamentary elections, for it was

the qa!}{/daya/ who mobilized the za'im'" conslituency at election times.

Due to the sectarian nature of the Lebanese political system, the Shihabist establishment needed

a viable confessional cover. In this regard, Shihabism benefited from certain structural peculiarities of the

Lebanese political secne. Shihab proved adept at manipulating intra-sectarian competition, whether inter-

or intra-regional, to provide his regime confessional cover.'" The Shihabist inter-sectarian alliance, by

including long time reform proponents, was able to neutralize political forces - such as Kamal Junblat -

Ihat were considered menaces by previous regimes.'" Furthermore, the aforementioned polilical alliance

tended 10 compensate for Shihab's lack of a popular, broad-based, party movement, a derivative of his

mililary background and his contempt for personal and party intrigues.'" Hence, Shihab worked through

• Ihe old confessionaI system to secure the state relative autonomy 10 undertake necessary political,

administrative, and socio-economic reforms that would promote national unity and mitigate Lebanon's

permeability predicament.

4.3.2 Political and Administrative Reforms

Demands for politicaI and administrative reforms antedated the Shihab regime. The political and

"" On lhe inter-regionaltevet, Shihab depended on Rashid Klll1ll1li of Tripoli rather than Sa'ib Salam of Beirotto fillthe Sunni
Premie"'hip; similarly, he depended on Sabri Himad6 of the Ba'albak·Hennel region in the eastem Beqa' rather than Kamel al·
Ass'ad in the south to fillthe Shi'a po,t of speaker of the Chamber of Deputies. On the intra·regionallevel, Shihab favoured Ren6
Mu'awwad over Suleiman Franjieh in the (Maronile) north; Muhammad Safi al-Din, 'Ali Baui, and 'Ali 'Arab over Kamel al·Ass'ad
in the (Shi 'a) south; 'Abdullah al·Yafi and 'Uthman al·Danna over Sa'ib Salam in (Sunni) Beirot; and Rashid Klll1ll1li over 'Abdul
Majid Rifa'i in (Sunni) Tripoli, There were other reasons why Shihab depended on certain politieians to the exclusion of olhe",.
Shih.b's poor relalions with Salam excluded the laller from many cabinets. Shihab relied on Pie"" Jumayyil and Kamal Junblatto
undermine Camille Sharn'oun's politieal prestige.

'" See Farid al·Khazen, "Kama! Jumblall: Unerowned Oroze Prince of the Left," Middle Eastern Studi.. 24, 2, (April 1988),
p. 181.

• ,.' Sce Wade R. Gorio, Sovereignty and /.endership in /.ellanon, 1943-/976 (London: (thaca Press, 1985), p. 60.
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• administrative reforms introduced by Shihab were largely aimed at s.,curing the allegianee of the Muslim

segments to the stutc and cnhancing the efficicncy of stalc institutions in cx.cclIting the rcgimc's soc ill-

economic policies. One technique employed by Shihabism in the Parliamemary eleetions of 1960 was to

increase the seats of the Chamber of Deputies l'rom 66 ta 99 and use the 'lad,,' (distrie!) ralher l' ::.. the

IIlllhafazza (province) as the electoral district. This 'structural technique' brought to Parliamelll mosl of

the leaders of the 1958 revoit and coumer-revolt. channelling their rivalries and confliets l'rom the slreets

to the official political institutions.'" Furthermorc, the move provided Shihab a wider civilian base of

support to compensate for his military background, and offered the differcnt regions a gleater level of

political representation.'"

Shihab's sensitivity to Lebanon's sectarian composition convinced him of the need ta de-

confessionalize the office of the presidency to provide the Muslim segments a symhol they can rally

around. This was in stark contrast to the policies pursued by Sham'oun during the laner years of his

• presidentinl tenure. Shihab opted for the role of a balancer between the differcm segments of Lebanese

society, reserving for himself the role of an "extemal amiter" and a "master chef' of a trans-segmental

coalition.'" By sa doing, Shihab was able to restore the 'secular principle' of the prcsidency, a necessary

condition for amicable coexistence between the different segments of Lebanon's deeply divided society.

The administrative reforms inaugurated by Shihabism best exhibitthe regime's desirc to promote

confessional balance and re-invigorate the state administration. The Shihabist state anempted to elicit

allegiance l'rom the Muslim segments by establishing a confessional balance in the distribution of posts

and offices in the govemment and the bureaucraey among the major segments of society. Administrative

'" Sec al·Jisr, Fu'ad Shihab: Dhalika al.Majhul. p. 56; and Johnson. Class and Clienl in Beirul. p. 137.

•
'" On the former pcint see Ohassan Salamé, AI·Mujlama· wa·I.Dawlaft·'·Mashriq al· 'Arabi ISociety and State in the Arab Eastl

(Beirut: Markaz Dirasat a1-Wihda al-·Arabiyya. 1987). p. 137.

lU Miehael C. Hudson, "The Breakdown of Democracy in Lebanon." Journal of Internalional Affairs 38. 2. (Winter 1985). pp.
289 and 29t rcspcctively. Sec also Meir Znmir. "The Lebanese Presidential Elections of 1970 and the;r Impact on the Civil War
of 1975·1976," Middl. Eastern Sludies 16. l, (January 1980). p. 62.
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• rcforms had hccn a rallying cry for the opposition against Sham'oun, and Shihab felt obliged to address

thcsc dcmands. To demonstrate the impartiality of the regime, Shihab scrupulously enforced a policy of

a strictly equal division of posts at every administrative level between Christian and Muslim (including

Druzc) officiaIs."" The 1959 Personnel Law re-affirmed the constitutional requirement (article 95) that

Christians and Muslims should be equally represented in the state bureaucracy .'~J Though this policy

lcnded to benefit the Sunnis and the Druze at the expense of the Shi 'a, and the Sunnis of Tripoli and

Sidon over their co-religionists in Beirut, it did placate Muslim demands for more equitable representation

in the state bureaucracy. This, however, does not mean that Shihab was not privately sensitive to the

preservation of Christian preponderance in the more sensitive state agencies and the private sector."!

Unlike any of its predecessors, Shihabism was ~ommitled to state-building and administrative

efficiency. After ail, without strong state institutions the regime could not hope to accomplish its socio-

economic reforms and promote national unity. The administrative and bureaucratie reforms undertaken by

• Shihabism were geared towards strengthening state institutions, curbing bureaucratic corruption upon

which the traditional zlI'ama ' depended for patronage, and increasing the efficiency of the bureaucracy

and the dvil service.'" A number of administrative units were created by Shihab and his successor

Charles Helou (1964-1970) to supervise these reforr.ls: these included the Civil Service Board. the Central

Inspection Administration, and the General Disciplinary Council."3 Administrative reform was carried

'" Sce Salibi, "Lebanon under Fuad Chehab," p. 218.

"" Sce Jobnson, Clan and Client in Beirut, p. 137. This was the '6 by 6 mukarrar' (repented) fonnula devised to distribute tbe
lop adminislmlive Ilnd govemmental positions under Shihab.

"" For one e.ample see lhe ineident reponed in Abukbalil, "The Polilics of Sectanan Ethnicity," p. 234. This can also be
deduced (rom a review of the personnel nppointed 10 the sensitive security posts. sec Cn. 280 above.

•
"" Sce Ralf CIOW and Adnan Iskandar, "AI-'Islab al-'Idari fi Lubnan: 1958-1959" (Administrative Refonn in Lebanon] AI·

Abharh 14, 1, (Mareb (961), pp. 73-4.

JIU See Elie A. So.lem. Modernization W;,hout Rt\'Olulion: ubanon 's Exptritnce (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1973),
pp. 96-100; and Iskandar E. Bashir, Civil Service Reforms in übanon (Beirut: American Unive",ily of Beirut, 1977), pp. 27-37.
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• out by presidential decree. a sign of the state's detennination ta force through its reform policies agaiust

the wishes Cf the traditional political estahlishment and their protégés in the hureaucracy. lu 1966. llelou

purged sorne two hundred officiais l'rom the government hureaucracy in an anti-corruption campaigu. Th.,

injection of professionals into state institutions. and the employment of personnel along meritorious rather

than patrimonial Iines, enhanced bureaucratic efficiency and served the Shihahist étatise olliective of

controlling the govemment bureaucracy. Il was also meant to ensure the state support l'rom au iuter-

sectarian group of middle c1ass professionals.

4.3.3 Socio·Economic Re/orms

In large measure, Shihab diagnosed the 1958 crisis as the revoit of the poor, Muslim, rtual areas

againstthe wealthy, Christian regions. The domestic precipitates of the 1958 revoit .vere not diflicult ta

discem. Years of govemment neglect and economic deprivation, combined with a tenuous national identity

• and shallow allegiance to the state, precipitated the revoit in the rural areas. Consequently, Shihah made

the development of the rural areas a paramount objective of his socio-ccoOl,mic policies. Alleviating

development and c1ass disparities among the different regions and segments was meant to reduce the

sources of conflict between the different segments. This, it was hoped, could hclp transform communal

allegiance into national allegiance, and consequently, mitigate Lebanon' s permeability predicamcnt in the

long run.

Shihab's vision of al-rnujtama' al-jadid was hest elaborated in a speech hc dclivcred on 21

Novemher 1962. Shihab explained that the goal of his regime's development activity is not mcrcly to

increase standards of living and achieve social justice, but to melt the Lebanese in one society based not

on coexistence or association among the different segments but on each citizen's conviction of heing an

integral part of a single people and to.ally loyal to a single country.'" Towards this end Shihabism put

• "" See ex.erpts from the speech in Kfoury, al-Shihabiyya wa Siyasal a/·Mawqif, p. 185.
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• 10 use an array of "distributive policics" that "aim to cbange thc ... Iconfessional] balance of economic

opportunitics and rcwards.· .2l)~

Economically, Shibabism was synonymous witb development planning, not to enforce central

controls over the economy but to comphment the private sector and redress the imbalance in regior.al

devclopmenl. Tbis meant maintaining tbe Iiberal, laissez-faire economy while creating govemment

institutions to ensure a balanccd economy and an acceptable degree of social justice. To avoid the

temporizing of government ministries and guarantee swift execution, most of the regime's development

projec: s were not placed under the direct supervision of any ministry. In 1959 Shihab commissioned Father

Louis Jnseph Lebret (head of the Paris based Institute International de Recherche et de Formation en vue

du Développement !~:cgral et Harmonise) to undertake a comprehensive survey of Lebanon's resources

to provide empirical data for planning purposes. In 1959 the Ministry of General Planning was reorganized

and charged with the formulation of broad planning policies, In 1965 a five-year plan was adopted, based

• on Lebret's IRFED studies, intended to promote deve10pment and further the cause of social justice."6

The interest of the Shihabist regime in rural development was evident. The Litani River Development Plan

was initiated for the benefit of the southem and the Beqa' Valley regions. Similarly, the Office of Social

Development was established to operate in the rural areas. In the realm of public works, govemment

planning targeted the Muslim rural areas since these were the most economically deprived. The objective

of the Shihabist public works' policy was the provision of roads, running water and eleclricily to every

Lebanese village as a prerequisite to the developmenl of the rural areas. The Shi'a inhabited regions,

victims of perennial govemment neglect in lhe past, were particularly affecled by this polkv. Furthermore,

lhe slale endeavoured 10 integrate the rural areas into the state educational system, trade unions, and the

:o,l~ Horowitz. Ethnie Groups in Conj7icl. p. 596.

• :WI For a discussion of dcvelopment planning in Lebanon sec Salem. Modernizalion Wilhoul Revolulion. pp. 107-137.
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• network of govemment ~erviccs.~')7

The Shihabist drive for social control focused on replacing the esisting social organizations hl' the

state as the source of services and rewards to the individual citizen. By multiplying the points of direct

contact between the state machinery and the individual. the state sought to hypass the ~1I'1I1111/' allll

undermine their traditional roll' as intermediaries hetwcen their clients and the state."" The staIL'

endeavoured to cater direct!l' to the needs of the citizens in the hopc that it could suhstitute patron·c1ienl

allegiance bl' a broader state-citizen allegiance. and replace the patrimonial relation upon which the ~I/ ';111 's

power hinged bl' a rational, legal relation à la Weber. ln the same spirit. the state launched irrigation

projects to suppll' farmers in the south and the Beqa' region with water that could free them from the

control of feudal notables and landlords. Traditionalll', rural notables and landlords wielded immense

leverage over farmers bl' contblling the distribution of water in lheir respective regions. However, these

irrigation projects failed to materialize due te lhe resistance of powerful notables and landlords and

• govemment inefficiencl'. The Green Plan. a semi-autonomous govemment organization, was estahlished

in 1963 to develop agriculture bl' distributing and planting fruitlrees and hl' helping farmers cultivate new

land, reclaim formerll' arable land, and build agricultural roads. The Green Plan was also devised to curh

rural migration 10 the cilies. State patronage on this scope could have served 10 strengthen state social

control. Yetthe Green Plan tended to benefitthose rural ZII 'ama ' a\lied with the Shihabist regime, or thdr

kel' clients among the rich peasantry.299 The state also allempted to consolidate ils social control hl'

offering the public an arral' of social services. Under Shihab, and for the first time in Lehanon. a

comprehensive social securitl' law was promulgat~d bl' presidential decree on 26 Septemher 1963. The

law was intended to cover medical and matemitl' insurance, insurance for job-related accidents and

NI Sec Petran, The 51'"88/e Ovee Lebanon, p. 57; and Salibi, "Lebanon under Fuad Chehab," p. 220.

2\11 Sec Hottinger. "Zu'ama' in Historical Perspective," p. 100.

• 2'lI\I Sec Johnson, Class and Cli~nt in Be;r"', p. 147.
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sickness, and old age pension rights for workers.

Hy introducing the preceding reforros and projects, both in rural and other areas, the state hoped

to undermine the social control exercised by existing social "Irganizations, especially the ZU'lllll"', and

gamer popular allegiance to the state and its institutions. The resuIts of the 1968 Parliamentary elections

and lhe 1970 !,residential elections exposed the failure of Shihabism."KI Many anti-Shihabists retumed

to the Chamber of Deputies in 1968 preventing the Shihabists from electing one of their own, llyas Sarkis,

in the 1970 presidential elections. Consequently, Shihabism lost its control over the executive and

legislative institutions. The regime of President Suleiman Franjieh (1970-1976) swiftly dismantled the

Shihabist security apparatus, bringing to trial key Shihabists in the army and the Deuxième Bureau on

corruption charges and replacing them by Franjieh loyalists. Shihabists were also purged from the state

bureaucracy, and the role of the development planning agencies was marginalized. What then were the

causes of Shihabism's failure?

4.4 The Failure of Shihabism

Prior to explicating the reasons behind the failure of the Shihabist experiment, there is a need to

highlight sorne of its salient successes. The promotion of a sense of national unity among the different

Lebanese segments is arguably the supreme short term achievement of Shihabism. That Shihab was able

to swiftly restore order and unity to the Lebanese politYafter the 1958 war is a testimony to his credentials

as an astute statesman. 1t also reflects his judicious instrumental use of foreign and domestic policies to

insulate Lebanon from regional struggles in order to implement a sustained state-building project. The

Shihabist experience was successful and innovative in two additional respects. On the one hand, Shihab

WaS able to create a personal political organization that was relatively autonomous from the traditional

.. Sec Jalal ZUwiyya, Tht Parliamtntary EltClion af l.-banon: 1968 (Leiden: E. J. Drill, 1972); and Zornir, "The Lebanese
Presidenlial Elections of 1970 and their Impacl on the Civil War of 1975-1976," pp. So-S9.
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• political cstablishment. This organization l'as composed of a group of aides. adl'isors. ami teL'hnllcrats Whll

owed their loyalty entircly to the Presidelll. acted as his implementllrs within the hmeauL'raL'Y ami L'arried

on his campaign to create an efficient and capable administration. ln the Shihahist strategy. the preceding

group l'as to provide the steering core of the prospective al-cltnl'/a al-IIaC/illlCl. On the other hand. the

Shihabist experience introduced. for the first time in the history of the Lehanese Repuhlic. a tmus

segmental political philosophy - a Ilallj - that has survived till this day - alheit in an ahused l'orin - in the

country's politicallexicon. Thatthis project and philosophy l'as ultimately defeated and disowned hy the

traditional political establishment was a major reason behind the elusiveness of a/-lIIl1jlallla' a/-jClllic/. amI

the failure of the Shihabist adventure.

The reasons that led to the failure of Shihabism l'an be roughly divided into three categories: the

first pertaining to the inherent limitations of the Shihabist project; the second. to the impediments faeed

in the implementation of the Shihabist project; and finally. to factors beyond the colllroi of the Shihahist

• regime.

With respect to its Inherent limitations, probably the most important factor contributing to the

failure of Shihabism was the regime's unwillingness and inability to overhaul the existing confessional

system. In fact, Shihabism made use of the confessional system - especially in its campaign against the

old establishment zu 'allia' - which resulted in the hardening of confessional practices and sectarian

identities. At the outset of his tenure, Shihab was content with insuring the smooth functioning of the

confessional system along the spirit of the National Pact. Whether this was a tactical decision or a missed

opportunity to overhaul the political system by Shihab is retrospective speculation. However, it seems that

by the end of the 1960s Shihab was convinced that Lebanon's political system needed basic and structural

refonns. Yet he was equally convinced that the public, let alone the politicians, were n('l~ rcady to support
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• or acccpt such reforms v " The refusai ta tamper with the confessional system meant that Shihab had 10

work through the system, at times in alliance with the very traditional politici ans (the fro11IagiJres, or

"eheese-ealers" as he contemplUously dubhed them) he was determined to undennine. But Shihab had

no other choice sinee he was committed to retain a semblanee of democratic praclice. Accommodating

sorne ZlI 'a11la ' proved to he the avenue through which corruption entcred into the Shihabist apparatus.

Furthennore, as an exercise in éralÎS11l geared towards rectifying the negative effects of "a poorly

legitimi7.ed and c1umsily executed elite consociationalism," Shihabism failed 10 furnish that "synthesis

of power sharing and power concentration that ideally is what Lebanon needs," consequently. Shihabisrn

degenerated into "a crude perversion - a caricature - of the old consociational model. "~,,

The failure of Shihabism can also he attributed to the method of implementing sorne refonns, and

10 the myriad opposing forces wilh which Shihabism had to grapple in the implemenlation of its policies.

The Shihabist state subsidi7.Cd both private and public service institutions as part of a social refonn

• package that allowed these institutions to offer more social services. Since most private institutions have

seclarian affiliations. Shihabism ended reinforcing the sectarian structure of these institutions and.

ultimately. of scciety.~llShihabism's scrupulous distribution of ail public posts along seclarian Iines was

equally conducive to strengthening political sectarianism. Yet it was in the aclive struggle that ensued

hetween the Shihabist state and other social organizations for social control that Shihabism met its most

tenacious and formidable challenge.

Although the Shihabisl Slate enjoyed a relative degree of politienl autonomy. and was able to

divert resources from Beirut to the rural areas. its economic autonomy from the powerful commercial-

~l This is the impression thal emerges from Shihab's brier slatement expressing his refusai to run for the 1970 presidentiaJ
elmion,. Seo the te" of the 'tatement in al-Ji". Fu'ad Shihab: Dhalilca al·Majhul. pp. 121-22.

"" Hud,on. "The Probl.m of Authoritarian Power in Leban... Politie,," p. 237.

• )0) See Petran, Th~ S'",gg/~ O'oeT Lebanon. p. 57. This pertains to eduC8tional. health. recreational. and rnedical institutions.
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• financial oligarchy was severely limitcd..'" The development planning initiatives of Shihabism wcrc

resisted by a powerful "confessional-c1ass" coalition composed of the urban, mercantilist, Iïnancial,

bourgeoisie and the traditional politicians,"" The powerful commercial-financial oligarchy rcsisted the

Shihabist state's efforts to support industrial and agricultural development. As a result, the Shihabi,! tenurc

registered a net five percent drop in the share of agriculture in GDP. ),~ This struggle hctween the

'confessional-cla,s' coalition and Shihabism exposed the lalter's inherent dilemma: it couId not survive

in power without mobilizing popular support againstthe 'confessional-c1ass' coalition; butto do sa would

have brought the Shihabist establishment into direct confliet with Ihis coalition and would have entailed

drastic changes to the Shihabist agenda and the Lebanese political system, an option Shihabism ultimatcly

eschewed.~n The diversionary tactics and the resistance of the commercial-financial oligarchy to stale

development projecls and reforms inhibited the regime from utilizing its Iimited economic resources in

an efficacious way, Lebanon's lopsided economy continued to favour the services, commercial, and

• financial sectors, and direct taxation continued 10 form a small perccntage of govemmenl revenues.

Furthermore, the state faHed to effectively challenge the clientelist system operated by the ZII'"m,,', and

hence, the;r control over the distribution of malerial sanctions and rewards. The Shihabist lactic of

manipulating rather than displacing the c1ientelist system served to perpetuale this sj'stem's efficacy and

use by the ZII 'ama' as a tool for social control. These accumulative Shihabist failures eroded the state' s

ability to wrest social control from Ihe autonomous organizations,

)I)t Sec Johnson. Class and CUen! in Beiru', p. 140.

"" Salamé, AI-Mujrama' wa-/-Dawla fi·/·Mashriq al· 'Arabi, p. 210. The politicians were Camille Sham'oun, Raymnnd Eddé,
and Pierre Jumayyil from a/.Hilfal·Thulathi ([he Tripanilc Alliance), and Sa'ih Salam. Kamel al-As'ad. and Suieiman Franjieh (rom
Takalul a/-Wasal (the Cen"e Coalition).

•
)()6 For example. the commercial.financial oligarchy successfully blocked state plans to expand lhe lobacco and sugar processing

induslries. Sec Johnson. Closs and Clienl in Beirul, p. 148. Sec a1so labte 26 in B. J. Odeh, Lebanan: Dynamics ofConf/icI (London:
Zed Books Ltd.. 1985), p. 84.

"" Sec Mahdi 'Amil (Hassan Hamdan), A/-Nadhariyya fi·/·Mumarasa a/.Siyasiyya: Bahlh fi 'Asbab al·Harh a/-'Ah/iyya fi
Lubnan (al·Qusm al-'Awal) [TheTheory in Potitical Practice: A Sludy orthe Causes orthe Civil War in Lcbanon (pan one)1 IBeim!:
Dar al-Farabi, 1979), pp. 310-11 and 314, and more 8enerally pp. 303·323.
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• Shihabism suffered from ils inabilily to sanitize govemment institutions from old habits.

Corruption, nepolism, and bureaucratic paralysis in govemment institutions were not eradicated because

administrative reform was effective atthe higher levels but failed to have considerable impact atthe lower

levels of lhe administration."" This meant that the Shihabists were doomed to lose the ballie for social

control of the population against the more entrenched traditional forces. The Shihabist predicament was

exacerbated by the need to accommodate sorne rural zu 'ama' who provided the Shihabist regime

confessional cover. The ensuing trilateral competition between the Shihabist implementors, other state

officiais, and the strongmen (zu'ama'~ ended in the defeat of the first group. The elegance of theoretical

Shihabism encountered its nemesis in the mundane realities of Migdal's "triangle of

accommodation."JlN ln addition to the preceding factors. there existed other intervening factors that

contributed to the failure of Shihabism.

One such factor was the massive rural migration to Beirut in the wake of the failure of many

• Shihabist development projects in the rural areas and the mobilizing effects of the Shihabist programme

of building rural schools. In the 1960s. around 120.000 rural inhabitant (nearly twenty percent of the rural

population) poured into the cities via the Shihabist-installed road network connecting the rural areas to

the capital city.JlU This ruralization of the city, occurring at a time when the country was eltperiencing

hyper-modemization, placed unbearable loads on the political system, eltposing its Iimited functional

capabilities.J11 The Shihabist strategists had failed to consider this scenario.

Nor could the Shihabists anticipate the regional forces and the domestic political polarization that

)1. Sec Hudson. Tht Precarious Rtpublic. p. 317.

"" Soc Migdal. Strong Soci<li.. and Weak States, pp. 238-58.

•
llO Soc Salim Nasr. "The Cri,i, of Lebane,e Capitali,m," MER1P R.pans 73 (December 1978). p. 10; and Roger Owen. "The

Economie HiSlory of Lebanon 1943-1974: It' SaiieDl Fealu",," in Barakal. Toward a Viabr. ILhanon. p. 35.

li' 00 the loads-capabilili.. theme sec Michael C. Hudson, "Democraey and Social Mobilization in Leban..e Politie,,"
Comparalil" Polities 1.2, (Januory 1969), pp. 245-263.
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• was unleashed in Lebanon on the morrow of the 1967 war, the events of Black September in Jordan in

1970, and the death of Nasser that same month. The cumulative result of ail these developments was the

re-polarization of Lebanese society, the end of Lebanon's insulation from regional struggles and conniets,

and the demise of a necessary component of the Shihabist survival slrategy.

The arming of the Palestinians in Lebanon after 1967 and their confrontation with the Shihabist

military establishment eroded the latter's credentials in Muslim eyes. Muslim support to the Palestinians,

and the confessional composition of the Lebanese army, conslmined the regime's ability 10 effectivcly Use

its coercive resources against the commandos. The swing in Muslim public opinion to the side of the

commandos demonstmted the failure of Shihabism to resolve Lebanon's 'lIsabi."."lI dilemma and the

resultant permeability predicament by promoting a tmns-segmental 'Lebanese' 'lI.mbi.")'lI. Furthermore,

disagreement over Lebanon's regional policies and the regime's policy towards the commandos alienaled

Christian public opinion and ruptured the Kamal Junblat-Pierre Jumayyil allianc~ upon which the Shihabist

• had relied for political support.'" In August 1970, facing ail the afort'mentioned centrifugaI pressures

and chal1enges, Shihabism was forced out of power when Ilias Sarkis, the Shihabist presidential candidale,

lostthe parliamentary bal1otto Suleiman Franjieh by a margin of one vote. The later explosion of Lebanon

would underscorc the lethal consequences of Shihabism's failures, many of which can not he attributed

to Shihabism itself.

• 1I1 Sec Cobban, Th. MaJcing ofMod.m ubanon, p. 120. It ,hould he menlion<d lhal throughoul Shihab', lenun:, the iJ<uxiirn.
Bureau maintained strict control ovcr the Palestinian camps.
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5. CONCLUSION: EXPLANATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The detailed analysis of Husseinism and Shihabism undena'len in the preeeding chapters now

permits a comparative exploration of the 'success' and 'failure' of each strategy. Four explanatory

variables are advaneed to explain Husseinism's 'suceess' as opposed to Shihabism's 'failure.' This

accomplished, the discussion concludes with an examination oflhe definitional anci Iheoretical implications

of this study to the broader fields of comparative pOlitics and foreign policy analysis in the developing

world, but especially in the Middle East.

5.1 Husseinism and Shihabism: Exp/aining 'Success' and 'Fai/ure'

Four explanatory variables may be advanced 10 explain Husseinism's 'success' - as opposed to

Shihabism's 'failure' - to retain power and control over the political process, and to neutralize the

delelerious effects of trans-national ideologies on the domestic political arena The first variable pertains

to the regime's ability 10 insulate the domeslic arena from regional manipulation by an accommodationist

regional policy. Albeit selectively and reactively in Hussein's case, a regional accommodationist policy

was pursued by bath regimes towards the same regional hegemon: Nasserite Egypl. Moreover, both

regimes' accommodationist regional policies were relatively successful in insulating the domestic arena

from extemal (and domestic) manipulations. The failure of Shihabism, in spite of a relatively successful

accommodationist regional policy, suggests that insulation is a necessary, but insufficient condition for

the success of the survival stralegy. Hence, 'success' should be explained by reference to other variables.

One such variable is the historical process of state formation in Jordan and Lebanon. This variable

is closely linked to the state's (or regime's) ability to secure a relative degree of autonomy from existing

social organizations which, in tum, enables the regime to successfully implement ils integrative social and

economic policies. The process of state formation in Jordan, and the concomitant institutionalization of

the segmental cleavages in a hierarchic, control political system, ensured the regime a high degree of
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• political autonomy from society. Consequently, the state was able to penetrate society and regulate state

society relations through an array of economic, social, and politieal policies lhat strengthened its social

control. This latter objective was facilitated by the regime's ability to undermine and divide the

(subordinate) Palestinian segment, mainly through 'structural techniques.' 'distributive policies.'

intimidation, or manipulating ils internaI c1eavages.

In contrast, the process of state formation in Lebanon bequeathed society a multitude of

autonomous social organizations that successfully resisted state attempts to penetrate society and regulate

social relationships to consolidate social control. In spite of ail government attempts to undermine their

social control, the zu'ama' were able to retain control over the clientelist system and, hence, the loyahy

of their constituencies. The severity of the socio-economic disparity between the different Lebanese

segments and regions, a consequence of the creation of Greater Lebanon in 1920 and years of government

neglect, also hindered the successful implementation of the Shihabists' integrative policies. The resuhant

• failure of the stale's socio-economic reforms was central 10 the failure of its survival stnttegy, amI

consequently, the failure to transforrn parochial segmental loyahies inlo a single trans-segmental

'Lebanese' 'osabiyya. Similarly, the historically rooted, confessionally based political system designed to

serve elile and mercantiIisl interests placed structural limitations on Shihabism. The Shihabists were

compelled to retain the consociational lrappings of the Lebanese confessional political system. They

accomplished this by manipulating intra-segmental inter- and intra-regional competition. As a result,

confessionalism and sectarianism were not underrniued, rather they were recognized and strengthened. This

tended to harden sectarian identities, later perrnitting an alliance of traditional politicians to vote the

Shihabists out of power.

The disparity in economic resources available for bath regimes was also responsible for the

'suceess' and 'failure' of Husseinism and Shihabism. The subsidies paid by Jordan's extra-regional and

regional a\lies compensated for Jordan's paueity in natural resources and allowed the regime a relative• 118



• degree of economic autonomy. The regime was able to appropriate these resources to finance a neo-

patrimonial polilical economy and an expanding public sector that helped win the allegiance of the

regime's Transjordanian pillars and supporters. The regime's control of the distribution of economic

rewards and sanctions, and the provision of an environment conducive to productive economic activity,

contributed to the success of ils integrative policies and created support for Hashemite rule from strategic

sectors in the Palestinian community, especially the upper-middle classes. Exteroal subsidies also freed

lhe regime from the need to rely on heavy direct taxation of the population to generate goveroment

revenues to finance the different integrative socio-economic policies. Such an economic obligation might

have otherwise disrupted the regime's integrative policies and alienated slrategic social segments from the

regime. Beginning in the 1970s, Jordanian rentierism contributed to the success of the regime's integrative

socio-economic policies. Jordanian rentierism placed huge economic resources at the disposaI of the

regime. The regime used these resources to slrengthen the loyalty of its Transjordanian subjects and

• hamess among Ihe Paleslinian segment a vested inlerest in the perpetuation of Hashemite rule.

ln Lebanon, the powerful commercial-financial oligarchy deprived the Sl:,habist regime that degree

of economic aulonomy necessary for the successful implementation of its integrative socio-economic

policies. The Shihabisls failed to appropriate sufficient resources to improve Ihe industrial and agricullural

sectors. As a result, Ihe economy continued to favour Ihe financial, commercial, and service seclors. The

•

Shihabist regime's predicament was compounded by its commitment to laissez1aire economics and the

hegemonic influence of the commercial-financial oligarchy which hindered the state's ability to increase

its eXlractive capacities through direct taxation. Consequently, the Shihabist objective of wresting social

control from existing social organizations and creating a trans-segmental 'Lebanese' 'asabiyya through

state-sponsored, integrative, socio-economic policies proved elusive.

The final variable Ihat may explain Husseinism's 'success' as opposed to Shihabism's 'failure'

pertains to the coercive resources available to the regime, including the regime's ability to utilize these
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resources without hindrance from extemal or internai aclors. By establishing loyal coercive ageneies - such

as the bedouin dominated mobile strike forces and the intelligence services - the Hashemite regime was

able to effectively and freely use its coercive resources against domestic and regional focs. The proleeliw

umbrella provided by Jordan's extra-regional ally also enabled the regime to use its coercive resourees

freely andeffectively. In contrast, the arrning of the Palestinians in Lebanon after 1967, Muslim Lebanese

support to the commandos, the confessional composition of the Lebanese army, and the Arab slates'

disapproval of the Shihabists' suppression of Palestinian military activity from Lebanon challenged the

Shihabist regime's monopoly over coercive capabilities in the country and constrained its ability to

effectively use its coercive resources. Consequently, Shihabism lost the support of allied politicians, and

hence its bid for a third presidential tenure.

5.2 Definitional and Theoreticallmplications

The preceding conclusions expose the lack of a defirtÎtional consensus on what constitutes a 'weak'

state. In the theoreticalliterature pertaining to state strength, atleast two broad definitional criteria ulilized

to judge the strength (or weakness) of astate may be discemed: the Ibn Khaldunian criterion, and the Neu

Weberian Migdalian criterion. Ibn Khaldun relates state strength to the degree of social integration and

iltiham (coalescence) among the different segments of society around the 'asabiyya propagated by the

ruling regime. Consequently, as noted earlier, the larger the iltiham the stronger the state. On the other

hand, according to the Neo-Weberian Migdalian criterion of measuring state strength, the strength of a

state hinges upon its capability to execute state-planned social change aimed at enforcing state social

control. The higher the state's capability 'to penetrate society, regulate social relationships, extract

resources, and appropriate or use resources in deterrnined ways' the stronger the state. Unlike the Ibn

Khaldunian criterion, the Migdalian criterion addresses the topic of state strength in a functional manner.

This study demonstrates that states considered 'weak' by one definitional criterion (the Ibn
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Khaldunian) may be 'strang' according to another (the Neo-Weberian Migdalian). Jordan, a 'weal.:' state

according 10 lhe Ibn Khaldunian criterion since it surfers from a 'asab:YYll dilemma, is at the Same time

a 'strang' state when the Neo-Weberian Migdalian criterion is applied. Despite competing segmental

visions and definitions of the cornmon territorial entity, the success of Husseinism is indicative of the high

capabilities of the Jordanian state to penetrate society, regulate state-society relations, and appropriate state

resources in a manner conducive to the consolidation and legitimation of Hashemite rule. To be sure, the

Jordanian case is exc:ptional at least in one important way: extra-regional and regional financial support

compensated for the regime's weakness in extracting resources from society. Nevertheless, a typology in

which states are differentiated with respect to their strength or weakness and the degree to which state

society relations exhibit transnational permeability (i.e., 'soft' or 'hard' states) yields two possible

scenarios. In a four box matrix crossing softlhard states with (Neo-Weberian Migdalian) strong/weak

states, Jordan occupies the softfstrong box while Lebanon occupies the softfweak box. However, in a

similar matrix crossing softlhard states with (Ibn Khaldunian) strong/weak states, both Jordan and Lebanon

occupy the softfweak box. Naturally. this definitional disarray in the Iiterature on state strength hampers

efforts at comparative theory-building.

The analysis undertaken in this study also lends itself to a critique of the consociational democracy

model and its applicability in Lebanon. As a model employed to explain democratic stability in deeply

divided societies. consociational democracy stresses overarching cooperation at the elite level as a

mechanism to counteract centrifugaI tendencies in the political system. Thus. consociational democracy

is defined by two organically related characteristics: consociation among segmental elites, and a

democratic political system. Lijphart maintains that. despite sorne f1aws in its consociational institutions

and its far from perfect record, Lebanon was a consociational democracy until the outbreak of the 1975

civil war. The confessional proportionality of the Lebanese political system, the dynamics of Cabinet

politics as an embodiment of the twin consociational institutions of grand coalition and mutual veto. and
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• segmental (or communal) aulonomy are cited by Lijphart as evidencc to vindicate his contention. Il \

However. a close scrutiny of lhe workings of the Lebanese political system. and particlilarly or Shihahism.

reveals that the applicability of consociational democracy in Lebanon may he contested. specitically

regarding its consociational and democratic characteristics.

Since independence. and until the promulgation of lhe 21 Septemher 1990 constitlltional

amendments. the powers of the Maronite presidency have hindered the proper fllnctioning of

consociational democracy in Lebanon. As previously noted. the presiden!'s constitutional prerogatives

enabled him to dominate the executive branch. This nullified the functions of two necessary consociational

institutions: the grand coalition and the mutual veto. The Cabinet has traditionally functioned us u

confessional coyer for the Maronite president rather than a grand coulition for segmentul elites. Similurly.

the array of constitutional prerogatives enjoyed by the president humpered the ubility of the non-Maronite

segmentul elites to exercise any veto power against the president. Consequently. the consociationul nuture

• of the political system was, at hest, superficial and minima!.3'. Nor was proportionality scrupulously

enforced. The distribution of govemment posts, and the parliamentary ratio hetween Christian and Muslim

deputies, was based upon the outdated 1932 'official' census which recognized a slight Christian majority

in the country. The later shift in the population balance in favour of the Muslim segments led to their

political disenfranchisement. Among the necessury institutions of consociational democracy, seg!l1enlal

autonomy was the only one lhat functioned properly in Lebanon. This, however, hardened the exisling

segmental cleavages, strengthened sectarian tendencies in society, and compounded Lebanon's '{/sabiyya

dilemma. ln the long-run, segmental autonomy intensified the centrifugai pressures placed upon lhe

'" See Lijphan. Domocracy in Plural Sodeties. pp. 147-150. For a critique sce Abukhalil. "The Polilics ofSeclarian Elhnicily,"
pp. 275·280.

•
lI. The discnchantmcnt of Muslim poUticians with Maronite hegemony over the polilical system is c1early cxprcsscd in the

deliberations oflbe Lausanne conferenue in Mareh 1984. In Ibe.. talks. Rashid Karami contended Ibat Ibe Lebanese polilieal system
is participatory and consociational ooly in a superficiaJ manDer. dominated by the Maronite President's executivc prerogatives. Sec
Genev-Lown: AI-Mahadiral·Sirriyya al·Kamila IGeneva·Lausanne: The Complete Secret Minulesl wilb a foreword byTallal Salman
(Beirut: AI·Markaz al-'Arabi IiI·Ma'tumat. 1984). pp. 294 and 307.
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• political system, pressures that precipitated its rupture in 1975.

The Shihabist experiment highlights the aforementioned consociational and democratic shortfalls

of consociational democracy in Lebanon, and of the model in general. As previously mentioned, Shihab's

ability to build an autonomous political establishment was greatly facilitated by certain structural features

peculiar to the Lebanese domestic arena: namely inter- and intra-regional competition among the political

elites of the same segment. This is particularly true of the Sunni and Shi 'a segments, whose politieal

leaders compete among themselves along inter- and intra-regional Iines for the post of the prime minister,

the Speaker of the Chamber of Deputies, and other Cabinet and govemment portfolios. The Maronite

president could manipulate Sunni and Shi 'a intra-segmental competition to establish a confessional coyer

for his regime. Indeed, intra-segmental competition ensured the Maronite president a pool of reserve

candidates for the conf.:ssionally ear-marked govemment posts. Hence, the threat of being replaced by a

politician from one's own segment, and lose the daim to segmental leadership at the state (or national)

• Icvel, was a constant source of subtle pressure upon any strong, recalcitrant Sunni prime minister. In most

instances, the relation between the Maronite president and the Sunni prime minister, in addition to other

segmental elites, was one of asymmetrical accommodation rather than consociation. The prime minister

had to comply with the presidential line, otherwise a replacement would be arranged.

This form of accommodation at the elite level, though securing a façade of elite consociation,

undermined both the consociational and the democratic characteristics of consociational democracy in

Lebanon. The outcome was a political system that disproportionally served the interests of the Maronite

elite and their chosen counterparts from other segments, in comparison with those of other segmental

leaders and their respective constituencies. Il seems, then, that in Lebanon consociational democracy was

f1awed because it was supetjicially consociational. In this respect, the Lebanese case reveals how the

consociational democracy model fails to control for the constraining effects of elite intra-segmental inter

and intra-regional competition on elite cooperation at the nationallevel; furthermore, it demonstrates the• 123



• instrumental use of superficial consociation to !egitimize the domination of the political system hy one

segment among others in a plural society.

The broader theoretical implications of this study for other young, plural, permeable, developing

slates are not difficult to discern. States suffering l'rom a 'asabi)')'a dile111ma, exisling in a penneahle

regional system, are precarious, but not necessarily unviable. To be sure, the conlinued existence of these

states is often guaranteed by international law. However, their future viahility may also hinge on the

regime's (or stale's) ability to execute successful integrative survival slmtegies that guarantee lhe regime's

survival and achieve an acceptable level of national integration providing the slate allegiance either l'rom

a sizeable number, or l'rom strategic segments, in the population. The comparative analysis of HlIsseinism

and Shihabism sllggests that the success of an integrative survival strategy depends on conjllnctllres of a

successflll insulatory foreign policy, the historical process of stale formation, the availabilily of economic

resources under state control, and the ability of the state to use its coercive resources without hindrance.

• In constructing a successful survival strategy, the regimc's tactics are constrained by the socio-political

effects of the historical process of state formation and by the availability of economic resources under its

control. Similarly, its ability to employ its coercive resources without hindrance is not always guaranteed.

On the other hand, the regime may orient its foreign policy in any manner conducive to the success of

the survival strategy.

A successful insulatory foreign policy enables the state to neutralize challenges emanating l'rom

the trans-national (and domestic) environment, and allows the state the domestic space necessary for a

sustained state- and 'asabiyya-building effort. Of course, the state can also benefit l'rom extra-regional

protection to bolster ils position vis-à-vis domestic and regional challengers.'" In any case, as this study

indicates, the success of the state's integrative survival strategy also hinges on the degree of political and

• liS The Jack of a regional hegemon may complicatc the rcgirnc's insulatory policy. In lhis case, small, weak states muy becomc
pawns in the stmggle for regional hegemony.
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• eeonomie autonomy enjoyed by the state, and its ability to use its eoereive resourees effeetively and

wilhout hindrancc.

Once il suecessfully insulates the domestÎc arena from trans-national ideologies, in developing,

plural societies, the state's ability to secure a degree of political and economic autonomy is a consequence

of the historical pracess of state formation and the availability of economic resources under slate contraI.

The hislorical pracess of slate formation, and the resullant institutionalization of the cleavages in a

particular political system, determines the politicai structure thraugh which the state acls and the political

environment in which lhe state initiates its interventionist polieies. Whether or not this context will be

advantageous or disadvantageous to the success of state polieles depends on the particular political system

and environment. The historical process of state formation also shapes the nature of the social challenges

faeing the state as it altempts to restructure state-society relations through socio-economic intervention.

The state' s ability to replace existing social organizations depends on how entrenched, institutionalized,

• and effective these organizations are in offering symbolic and material sustenance to the population. The

availability of economic rcsources under slate control determines whether or not the state is capable of

undertaking integrative socio-economic polieies to consolidate its social control. Moreover, as the

Jordanian case suggests, astate can use its extra-regional and regional alliances to compensate for the lack

of a viable natural economic base, and hence, finance its integrative socio-economic polieies.

Finally, as a result of contending conceptions of 'national security' entertained by different

segments of the population and by the ruling regime, the 'insecurity dilemma' faced by many developing,

plural societies, exposes the state to extemal and domestic threats to its survival. To ensure its physical

and political survival, hence any hope for the success of its integrative policies, the state should

monopolize coercive capabilities across the country and secure the ability to use its coercive resources

effectively and without hindrance from intemal or extemal powers. The role of an extra-regional ally may

prove instrumental in enabling the regime accomplish this laller obligation. Dy fumishing a protective• 125



• umbrella at times of crisis, the support of an extra-regional ally may facilitate the eoereive ageneies' task

of securing regime control over the domestic arena.

One additional comment should be added to the preceding definitional and theoretieal implications

of this study. The comparative analysis of Husseinism and Shihabism highlights the theoretieal eflieaey

of studies that emphasize domestic determinants and internai politieal dynamies in explaining foreign

policy-making, -taking, and behaviour in the Middle East. These studies help complement the existing

Iiterature on foreign poliey analysis that emphasizes either the systemie balance of power (realist approaeh)

or the individual beliefs of the ruling elite (psychologicallperceptual models). On many oeeasi.ms,

domestic (or internal\ sources of security threat to regime survival dictated foreign poliey behavillur. ln

Jordan and Lebanon, the 'asabiyyo dilemma, and the resultant lack of political and social unity, was a

primary domestic determinant of foreign - especially regional - policy behaviour; the lack of a viable

domestic consensus over the regime's regional or extra-regional orientation constrained both regimes'

• foreign policy options. Similarly, in both states an accommodationist policy toward the regional hegemlln

was pursued to mitigate the effects of the 'insecurity dilemma,' a dilemma embodied in competing notions

of 'national security' among different segments of the population and in the vulnerability of the domestie

arena to extemal manipulations, Moreover, foreign policy was not only shaped by domestic dynamics, it

was instrumentally used to serve the regime's integrative domestic policies and regime maintenance,

legitimation, and ultimately survival.

Hussein's regional policy swings l'rom confrontation to accommodation were predicated by the

need to accommodate regional hegemons to face overwhelming domestic challenges to regime survival.

At times of acule domestic crisis, Hussein had to accommodate the regional actor wielding the grealesl

influence over the domestic arena 10 insulaIe Ihe kingdom l'rom regional manipulalion and, consequenlly,

enable Ihe coercive agencies reslore Ihe regime's domeslic conlrol. Evidently, wilhoul ils ability 10 secure

survival in power Ihe regime could nol launch successful long-Ierm inlegrative policies, Similarly, by
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• adhering ta an active preventive accommodationist regional policy Shihab hoped to insulate the domestic

political arena from the manipulations of external actors bent on consolidating their regional hegemony

and domestic legitimacy, and from the instrumental use of trans-national ideologies by internai actors ta

advancc their domestic objectives. An accommodationist regional policy enabled Shihab restore a

preearious national consensus among the different segments of the population and create domestic

conditions conducive for a sustained state- and 'l/sabiyya-building effort that would mitigate Lebanon's

'a.l'llhiyya dilemma in the long-run.

This study has advanced a comparative analysis of regime survival strategies in Jordan and

Lebanon. The definitional and theoretical implications generated from the comparative analysis of the

respective 'success' and 'failure' of Husseinism and Shihabism should not be restricted to the study of

Middle East comparative politics and foreign policy analysis; rather, they may contribute to theory-

• building in similar sub-fields across other developing regions. More importantly, this study underscores

the instrumental role of interventionist state policies in securing regime survival. Successful interventionist

state policies play a pivotai role in the success of the larger multi-level, interactive survival strategy

designed to maintain, consolidate, and legitimize regime rule. By creating domestic conditions conducive

to the successful execution of interventionist policies, foreign policy behaviour plays an equally important

role in regime survival. However, the 'success' or 'failure' of the survival strategy will hinge upon

variables similar to those advanced in this essay. Hence, regimes gov~ming precarious states are not

necessarily ephemeral; they can construct survival strategies to ensure the continuity of their rule. After

ail, in the actions of ail regimes, 'where there is no court of appeal,' survival is the sole desired end.
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